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AMERICAN HAWAIIAN STEAMSHIP COMPANY ET AL1

v
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Respondent a common carrier by water found to be eligible for conference
membership and Conference under obligation to admit respondent

Elkan TU1 k Sr Elkan Turk Jr and Herman Goldman for all

complainants except Isthmian Steamship Company
Wendell W Lang for Isthmian Steamship Company
Leonard G James and Alan F Wohlstetter for respondent
Allen C Dawson for the Board

REPORT OF THE BOARD

By THE BOARD

On October 14 1952 respondent applied for admission to mem

bership in the Far East Conference hereinafter referred to as

the Conference stating that it intended to furnish common

1 American Hawaiian Steamship Company American President Lines Ltd Daido Kaiun

Kaisha Ltd The De La Rama Steamship Co The Swedish East Asilb Co Ltd The Ocean

Steamship Co Ltd The China Mutual Steam Navigation Co Ltd Nederlandsche Stoomvaart

Maatachappij Oceaan NV Ellerman Lines Limited Eller man Bucknall Steamship Co

Ltd Hall Line Limited The City line Limited Skibsaktieselskapet Varild Skibsaktieselskapet
Marina Aktieselskabet Glittre Dampskibsinteressentskabet Garonne Skibsaktieselskapet Sang
stad Skibssksaktieselskapet Solstad Skibsaktieselskapet Siljestad Dampskibsaktieselskabet In

ternational Skibsaktieselkapet Nandeville Skibsaktieselskapet Goodwill Isthmian Steamship
Company Aktieselskapet Ivarans Rederi Skibsaktieselskapet Igadi A S Besco A S Lise

Kawasaki Kisen Kaisha Ltd Nissan Kisen Kaisha Ltd Toho Kaiun Kaisha Ltd lino Kaiun

Kaisha Ltd Mitsubishi Kaiun Kaisha Ltd Kokusai Kaiun Kaisha Ltd Lykes Bros Steamship
Co Inc Mitsui Steamship Company Ltd Dampskibsselskabet af 1912 Aktieselskab Aktiesels
kabet Dampskibsselskabet Svendorg Nippon Yusen Kaisha Osaka Shosen Kaisha Ltd Prince

Line Ltd Shinnihon Steamship
Co

States Marine Corporation States Marine Coropration of

Delaware The Bank Line Ltd United States Lines Company Waterman Steamship Corpora
tion Wilhelmsen Dampskibsaktieselskab A S Den Norske Afrikaog Australielinie A S

Tonsberg A S Tankfart I A S Tankfart IV A S Tankfart V A S Tankfart VI Far East

Conference
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carrier service in the U S Gulf Japan trade with liberty of

calling at Mexican or west coast United States ports that it

planned regular sailings approximately monthly beginning either

in November or December 1952 and that it was ready to make

the deposit of 25 000 with the Conference as required by Arti

cle 24 of the conference agreement After some correspondence

the conference members on December 18 1952 voted not to admit

respondent and thereafter on December 22 1952 the conference

members as complainants filed these proceedings asking for issu

ance of a declaratory order under section 5 d of the Administra

tive Procedure Act to determine whether respondent is eligible
for conference membership and whether it is the duty of the

Conference to admit respondent Respondent s reply requests the

Board to find that failure to admit respondent to the Conference

violates the Shipping Act 1916 and the conference agreement

The matter was initially decided by the Chief Examiner on

the pleadings and a stipulation of facts The Chief Examiner

found that respondent was entitled to membership in the Confer

ence that it was the obligation of the Conference to admit

respondent and that failure of the Conference to do so immedi

ately would result in making the conference agreement and the

shippers contracts entered into pursuant thereto unjustly dis

criminatory and unfair as between respondent and the Confer

ence and would result in subjecting respondent to undue and

unreasonable prejudice and disadvantage

The Conference filed exceptions to the initial decision and

requested oral argument In view of the adequate written argu

ment of the Conference filed with its exceptions we are pursuant
to section 201211 of our Rules denying the application for oral

argument We agree fully with the decision of the Chief Examiner

The Far East Conference agreement F M B Agreement
No 17 originally approved on November 14 1922 declares

that the Conference was organized to promote commerce between

Atlantic and Gulf ports of the United States and the Far East

for the common good of shippers and carriers Matters involving
tariffs freights and charges are determined by majority vote

of all the parties to the agreement Each original party was

required to deposit 25 000 with the conference chairman Parties

to the agreement are entitled to withdraw by giving sixty days
notice and after satisfying all obligations undertaken to the

Conference are entitled to the return of their deposit The follow

ing Article 24 relates to the admission of additional members
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Any person firm or corporation may hereafter become a party to this
agreement by the consent of amajority of the parties hereto by affixing his
signature hereto and by depositing the sum of Twenty five thousand

25 000 Dollars in United States Government bonds or in cash with the
Chairman as provided by Article 10 hereof

The record shows that respondent is a corporation orgapized
under the laws of the Republic of Panama has no previous experi
ence in the service to be undertaken but that its general agents
and sub agents in the Gulf and their officers and staff have sub
stantial experience in operating chartered vessels in the trade
and liner services in other trades The record further shows that

respondent in October 1952 chartered the Swedish vessel Matta

wunga on a lump sum basis for loading in the Gulf in January
and this fact was notified to the Conference by letter dated
November 3 1952 in which respondent stated that if the Confer
ence took prompt action to admit respondent to the Conference
a vessel might be put on the berth for December loading as

originally planned The Mattawunga actually sailed from Tampa
for the Far East on January 14 1953 Respondent published a

daily advertisement in the New York Journal of Commerce
eginning in December 1952 announcing the proposed sailing of

the Mattawunga and in January 1953 advertised the sailing of
the Italian MIS Luciano Manara for the middle of February and
a steamer for the middle of March all from the Gulf to Japan
Official notice is taken of the fact that the Italian flag SS Aequi
tas II has been named in the card advertisement for the March

sailing The charter thereon which has been stipulated in the
record shows that respondent time chartered this vessel on

January 20 1953 for a period of 9 months with an option to
extend the charter up to 12 months Respondent s service is avail
able to all shippers on a common carrier basis with respondent
assuming all liabilities and obligations of a common carrier

Respondent s answer asserts that the refusal of the Conference
to admit respondent to membership resulted in substantial loss
to respondent in connection with the J anuary sailing of the

Mattawunga because respondent s lack of conference membership
prevented it from securing cargo from shippers having exclusive
patronage contracts with the Conference Respondent charges
that continued refusal to admit respondent to conference member
ship will cause it further losses The balance sheet f respondent
as of January 15 1953 shows cash in bank of 42 789

The Conference in support of its exceptions to the Chief
Examiner s initial decision urges that respondent s insubstantial
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financial condition its lack of any dependable supply of tonnage

and other circumstances surrounding its application make the

admission of respondent to the Conference contrary to the princi

ples which underlie the Shipping Act 1916 and particularly sec

tion 15 thereof The Conference points out 1 that respondent
is a newly organized Panama corporation 2 that it has never

had previous experience as a carrier in the trade 3 that it

intends to supply its berth with chartered vessels 4 that after

paying 25 000 to the Conference its cash resources will be reduced

to only slightly over 15 000 5 that except for respondent s

chartered vessels it has no agreement with any steamship owner

for furnishing a regular supply of tonnage 6 that three of

respondent s stockholders are contract shippers with the Confer

ence and 7 that respondent launched its venture when the

charter market was at or approaching the low for the postwar

period
We find that these facts when considered separately or in the

aggregate are not a basis for refusing conference membership
to respondent In the first place the conference agreement which

has the approval of the Board specifically provides as above set

forth the qualifications for membership It appears that respon

dent meets the qualifications set up by the Conference and is

prepared to make the necessary deposit
In Black Diamond Steamship Corp v Compagnie Maritime

Belge Lloyd Royal S A et al 2 U S M C 755 our predecessor
the Maritime Commission held unreasonable a conference agree

ment limiting membership to operators actually engaged in oper

ating vessels in the trade and outlined a rule governing admission

to membership which we fully endorse The rule is to the effect

that ability and intention in good faith to institute and maintain

a regular service is sufficient If the members of a conference

decline to admit an additional common carrier to membership

they must present very clear justification within the rule set forth

above or within such reasonable requirements as their conference

agreement may include No such justification appears in this

record

Taking up the other points made in the Conference s exceptions

to the Chief Examiner s decision we find that the only financial

requirement for new members set up by the Conference is for

the 25 000 deposit and this as stated above respondent can meet

While it is true that the cash resources of respondent after mak

ing the deposit may be small respondent avers that its stock
holders whose names are of record are ready to furnish such
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additional capital as may be reasonably required There is no

contradiction in the record that respondent has at its service

the necessary managerial ability and that its intention to institute

and maintain a regular monthly service on the route is in good

faith That respondent lacks its own or any long term charter

supply of tonnage is an excuse which has been rejected by our

predecessors in former cases where admission to conference mem

bership was withheld on that ground Phelps Bros Co Inc v

Cosulich Societa etc 1 U S M C 634 Sprague S S Agency Inc

v A S Iva1 ans Rederi 2 U S M C 72 Sigfried Olsen v Blue Sta1

Line Dimited 2 U S M C 529

In the first case cited the Maritime Commission said at p 640

Defendants stress the fact that complainant s service is operated with

vessels which it neithers owns nor has under time charters in sharp con

trast with that of the other lines in the trade operating either their own

vessels or vessels under time charter According to the record whether

complainant operated trip chartered time chartered or its own vessels the

conference would be no differently affected by its membership therein

The charge that respondent is a newly organized foreign cor

poration is clearly not a bar to conference membership for many

of the Conference s present members are foreign corporations and

age is not essential Nor is the charge that three of respondent s

stockholders are contract shippers with the Conference a reason

to deny conference membership there being no bar in the confer

ence agreement against the present conference members carrying
their own or their stockholders cargo Likewise the suggestion

that the launching of respondent s service with chartered vessels

when the charter market made tonnage available at low rates

raises no question where good faith is shown

FINDINGS CONCLUSIONS AND DECLARATORY ORDER

On the record before us in this case we find

1 Respondent is a common carrier by water on regular routes

from port to port in the trade covered by F M B Agreement
No 17 and within the meaning of sections 1 and 15 of the Ship

ping Act 1916

2 Respondent is eligible for and entitled to membership in

the Far East Conference functioning under F M B Agreement
No 17 on equal terms with each of the complainants making up

said Conference

3 It is the duty and obligation of complainants as parties to

the Far East Conference under F M B Agreement No 17 to

admit respondent to membership in such Conference
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4 Complainants failure to admit respondent to conference

membership immediately including participation in shippers con

tracts entered into pursuant to Agreement No 17 will result

in said agreement and contracts being unjustly discriminatory

and unfair as between respondent and complainants and will

result in respondent being subjected to undue and unreasonable

prejudice and disadvantage in violation of section 16 of the Act

Complainants are hereby allowed ten days within which to

admit respondent to full and equal membership in the Conference

and they shall notify the Board of their action in this regard
within the time limited Upon 8atisfactory compliance by com

plainants of the obligation herein set forth this proceeding will

be discontinued

By the Board

Sgd A J WILLIAMS

Secretary
4F M B
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FEDERAL MARITIME BOARD

No 718

THE JOINT COMMITTEE OF FOREIGN FREIGHT FORWARDERS

ASSOCIATION ET AL

v

PACIFIC WESTBOUND CONFERENCE ET AL

No 719

PACIFIC COAST CUSTOMS AND FREIGHT BROKERS ASSOCIATION

v

PACIFIC WESTBOUND CONFERENCE ET AL

Submitted March 10 1951 Dec ided March 24 1953

Provisions limiting the payment of brokerage on certain commodities to

less than 114 percent of ocean freight charges and prohibiting the pay
ment of brokerage on heavy lift and long length charges found to be in
circumvention of the decision and order of the Maritime Commission in

Agreements and Practices Re Brokerage 3 U S M C 170

Charles S Haight Benjamin M Altschule1 Ge01 ge F Galland

Gordon W Paulsen Clifford B Alte1 man and Robert L Rosen

sweig for Joint Committee of Foreign Freight Forwarders Associ

ations Customs Brokers and Forwarders Association of America

Baltimore Custom House Brokers and Forwarders Association

Association of Forwarding Agents and Foreign Freight Brokers

of Mobile Inc Forwarding Agents and Foreign Freight Brokers

Association of New Orleans Texas Ocean Freight Forwarders

Association of Houston and Galveston and the individual mem

b rs of those associations Ge1 ald H Ullman and John K Cun

ningham for New York Foreign Freight Forwarders and Brokers

Association Inc and its individual members J Richard Townsend

and 11 J McCarthy for Pacific Coast Customs and Freight
Brokers Association and its individual members complainants

Joseph J Gea1 y and Allan E Charles for respondents
Henry A Cockru m for Department of Agriculture intervener

lltJax E Halpern Joseph A Klausner Alan F Vohlstetter and

John Mason for the Board
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REPORT OF THE BOARD

BY THE BOARD

Exceptions to the examiner s recommended decision were filed

and the matter was argued orally before us We agree generally
with the examiner s decision

Complainants in No 718 are associations of foreign freight
forwarders on the Atlantic and Gulf coasts Complainants in
No 719 are foreign freight forwarders on the West coast
Pacific Westbound Conference and its member lines1 are the

respondents named in each complaint Since the issues raised

by each complaint are substantially identical they were heard

together and both will be disposed of in this report
The United States Department of Agriculture intervened

Complainants allege that respondents conference Rule 30 b
which limits the rate of brokerage that member lines may pay
to freight forwarders to less than 114 percent of the freight
charges on certain commodities named therein and prohibits the

payment of any brokerage on heavy lift and long length
charges 1 violates the decision and order of the Maritime Com
mission in Agreements and Practices Re Brokerage 3 U S M C
170 1949 hereinafter referred to as Docket No 657 and

2 is detrimental to the commerce of the United States in viola
tion of section 15 of the Shipping Act 1916 hereinafter referred
to as the Act and 3 is unjustly discriminatory and unduly
prejudicial and is an unreasonable regulation and practice in
violation of sections 15 16 and 17 of the Act

A cease and desist order is requested
The part of Rule 30 b complained of limits conference mem

bers to the payment to qualified forwarders of brokerage not
in excess of the following amounts based on the applicable
freight rates

Petroleum and petroleum products packed
All bulk cargo liquid or dry n o s

Fertilizer packed

Grr i CI oat

a

O
e

Flour VIZ barley corn rye or wheat
Woodpulp
Lumber logs poles piling and other lumber articles

freighted on a board measurement basis 15 MBM

No brokerage is payable on heavy lift or long length charges
1 Member lines of the Pacific Westbound Conference operate between the Pacific coast of

the United States and the Far East
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In two prior cases the Maritime Commission has had occasion to

consider the relations of the respondent conference with freight
forwarders regarding brokerage In Agreement No 7790 1946

2 U S M C 775 respondent conference submitted to the Commis
sion for approval under section 15 of the Act a new organic
conference agreement to supersede its then existing Agreement
No 57 as amended The new Agreement No 7790 contained a

provision prohibiting the payment of brokerage by conference

members on shipments subject to the conference s local tariff2

although permitting payments not in excess of 11 percent of

ocean freight on shipments subject to the conference s overland

tariff 3 The Commission declined to approve the new arrangement
with the prohibition against the payment of brokerage on local

shipments saying at page 781

In view of the Bland Act 46 U S C 1127 56 Stat 171 we cannot

consistently approve an agreement the effect of which would prohibit
brokerage on a large segment of respondents traffic We do not hold or

imply however that carriers must pay brokerage for that would seem

to be a matter for individual managerial judgment The agreement will
not be approved therefore unless the prohibition under discussion is

eliminated

Respondents then existing agreement under which they were

operating at the time of the Commission s decision in Agreement
No 7790 supra contained Rule 16 which was substantially simi

lar to the brokerage rule which was disapproved by the Commis

sion Rule 16 of Agreement No 57 and the rules of other confer

ences on the same subject were considered by the Commission in

Docket No 657 In that case the Commission stated on page 177

We find that concerted prohibition against the payment of brokerage
results in detriment to the commerce of the United States in that it has

had and will have a serious effect upon the forwarding industry Weare

not impressed with the argument that removal of the ban against the

payment of brokerage necessarily will result in increases in rates

Respondents should remove all such prohibitions whether contained in

their basic conference agreements the rules and regulations of their tariffs

or both

Nothing herein is to be construed as a directive that individual carriers

must pay brokerage nor as any limitation as to the amount of brokerage
that may be paid by such individual carriers provided the payments do

not result in violations of applicable statutes A carrier should be free

2 The local tariff applies on all traffc originating in the States of Montana Wyoming

Utah Arizona and States west thereof and from points in Canada west of the Saskatchewan

Manitoba boundary line and all other traffic originating east thereof on which overland rates

may not be applicable
8The overland tariff applies on traffic originating in the States of North Dakota South

Dakota Nebraska Colorado New Mexico and States east thereof and from points in Canada

east of the Saskatchewan Manltoba boundary line
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within limits to pay brokerage or not as its individual managerial dis

cretion dictates Nor is anything here n to be construed as a prohibition
against carriers acting under a conference agreement from establishing

all reasonable rules or regulations which will prevent the payment of

brokerage under circumstances which would violate the Act or as a prohibi
tion against such carriers from placing limitations upon the amounts

which they may pay On the other hand as we have found that a prohibition
against any payment of brokerage results in detriment to the commerce

of the United States we believe that any limitation below 114 percent
of the freight involved which is the amount generally paid by carriers

in the various trades over a period of years would circumvent our finding

and result in the detriment condemned

The Commission after hearing reargument of that case on

March 8 1950 entered an order requiring the conferences to

modify their conference agreements regulations and tariffs so

as to remove the prohibitions condemned Respondent Pacific

Westbound Conference filed proceedings in the United States Dis

trict Court for the Northern District of California Southern

Division to enjoin and vacate that order and other conferences

filed a similar proceeding in the United States District Court

for the Southern District of New York In both cases the action

of the Commission was sustained 4

The respondent conference thereupon on March 12 1951 made

effective a tariff rule providing for brokerage on local cargo not

in excess of 11t4 percent On December 1 1951 however the con

ference made effective a new tariff rule including paragraph
30 b with the limitations quoted above

There can be no uncertainty as to the meaning of the Commis

sion s order of March 8 1950 that all prohibitions against the

payment of brokerage were to be removed from conference

agreements and rules

The respondent however points out that Rule 30 b is not

a complete prohibition against the payment of brokerage The

record shows that Ilmitations upon the amount of brokerage pay
able in accordance with the schedule set forth in Rule 30 b

ab ve quoted are in every case less than I1t4 percent of the freight
involved The Commission in its report sought to guard against
a circumvention of its purpose when it said any limitation
below 114 percent of the freight involved which is the amount

generally paid by carriers in the various trades over a period
of years would circumvent our finding and result in the detriment

condemned Emphasis supplied

Atlantic Gulf West Coast etc v United States 94 F Supp 138 Pacific Westbound
Conference v United States 94 F Supp 649
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The last quoted requirement of the Commission although pre
faced by the words we believe is an explanation and amplifica
tion of the Commission s prohibition and is an integral part of

the prohibition which the Commission s order of March 8 1950

directs the conferences to remove

The effect of the Commission s order was stated by the United

States District Court for the Southern District of New York in

Atlantic Gulf etc v United States supra at page 142

The Commission s order directs merely that plaintiffs agreements not

to pay brokerage be eliminated The Commission s report did

not go so far as to state that all agreements relating to the payment of

brokerage would be disapproved although it considered that an agreement
to pay less than 114 percent would perpetuate the condemned detriment

Emphasis supplied

The conference arglles that charges for handling heavy lift

and long length shipments are assessed by ocean carriers to

reimburse themselves for actual and indirect expenses incident

to the handling of such shipments and they are not transporta
tion charges coming within the Commission s prohibition The

heavy lift charge as set forth in the conference tariff is

assessed on packages which exceed a basic tariff weight usually
8 960 pounds and similarly the long length charge is an

additional charge assesed upon any package over a certain length
usually 35 feet In general the tariff sets up a basic charge for

the various commodities at so much per 2 000 pounds or 40 cubic

feet whichever produces the greater revenue The heavy lift

charge is computed at so much per 2 000 pounds of the entire

weight of the heavy lift package and added to the basic charge

similarly the long length charge is computed at so much per

2 000 pounds or 40 cubic feet whichever is used in computing
the basic freight rate and likewise added to the basic charge
It is possible therefore for a single package which qualifies both

as a heavy lift and as a long length item to pay a total charge
made up of all three component parts described above Respond
ent s witnesses were unable to state whether the heavy lift

and long length charges assessed by the member lines were

equal to or more or less than the additional cost incurred by
the lines in handling the specialized items

Ocean freight tariffs of all carriers vary according to the

commodity carried and one of the factors in the determination

of the precise tariff for any commodity is the special trouble

and expense which the carriage of such commodity involves The
division of the total ocean charge into a basic tariff and a sur
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charge does not remove either part of the total from the general
category of freight charges where both parts must necessarily
be paid for transportation of the items of cargo in question
We hold that the special charges named are part of the total

freight charges on which brokerage may not be prohibited or

reduced below 114 percent by the conference tariffs This ruling
is not contrary to the customary practice for according to the

evidence where the conference members pay brokerage without

question on overland traffic brokerage is paid on heavy lift

and long length as well as basic freight charges

Respondents make another point based on that part of the

decision in Docket No 657 which permits carriers individually
to payor not to pay brokerage as their respective managerial
discretion dictates The conference argues that Rule 30 b of

the conference is no more than evidence that carriers who are

members of the conference have each individually agreed on

brokerage rates below 114 percent as to certain commodities

Respondents argue that since there was under the decision in

Docket No 657 no prohibition against the carriers individually

fixing rates below 114 percent the carriers are within their legal
rights to do so collectively and as a group In this respect the

conference s interpretation of the Commission s ruling in Docket

No 657 is erroneous It was clearly set forth in that decision

that concerted prohibition against the payment of brokerage
results in detriment to the commerce of the United States and

that respondent conferences should remove such prohibition
whether contained in their basic confe1 ence ag1 eements the rules

and regulations of their ta1 ifjs or both Emphasis supplied
Respondent conference members in this case through their confer

ence Rule 30 b have taken conce1 ted action and have not

removed the outlawed provision from their tariff rule The per

mission granted by the decision in pocket No 657 not to pay

any brokerage or to pay less than 114 percent brokerage is given

only to incli Lidual carriers acting individually

That part of the language in Docket No 657 which permits
carriers acting under a conference agreement to establish rules

preventing the payment of brokerage is limited to cases and

circumstances where th payment of brokerage would violate the

Act and similarly the permission to place limitations upon the

amounts of brokerage to be charged is subject to the fundamental

ruling of Docket No 657 that the brokerage as limited must not
be less than 114 percent
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It follows that all provisions of Rule 30 b of respondent con

ference s tariff limiting brokerage rates to less than 114 percent
of the ocean freight involved are in violation of the Commission s

order in Docket No 657 and must be promptly cancelled and

withdrawn
Conference Rule 30 a not attacked in these proceedings

which requires that brokerage
shall only be paid to such freight forwarder as is designated by the ship
per and as defined and properly qualified and continues to be currently
registered under General Order No 72 issued by the United States Mari
time Commission predecessor of the Federal Maritime Board

and Conference Rule 30 c also not under attack requiring
invoice for brokerage submitted by freight forwarders to contain
a certificate signed by the shipper and the freight forwarder

certifying that

the undersigned freight forwarder has been designated as such by the
shipper with respect to the foregoing shipment and has been author
ized to book the cargo and to make such arrangements as may be

required with the United States Customs Service

and further certifying that

in compliance with section 16 of the Shipping Act 1916 as amended no

part of any such freight brokerage paid pursuant to this invoice shall
revert to the shipper or the consignee either directly or indirectly and
the business of the above mentioned freight forwarder is in no sense

subsidiary to that of the shipper or consignee

appear to be regulations which the conference under the decision

in Docket No 657 is authorized to make to assure that brokerage
will not be paid under circumstances which will violate the Act
and only to freight forwarders who have in fact earned broker

age by actually securing or booking the cargo for the ship
In view of our conclusions it is unnecessary to consider the

other grounds for relief set forth in the complaint or the evidence
in support thereof We find it unnecessary to rule on respondent s

exceptions Nos 1 and 2 We overrule respondent s exceptions Nos
3 4 5 and 6 and take no action on respondent s general exception
No 7

An order will be entered requiring respondent conference

promptly to cancel withdraw and nullify the provisions of Rule
30 b quoted above and thereafter to cease and desist from the

prohibitions and limitations condemned

4F M B



ORDER

At a session of the FEDERAL MARITIME BOARD held at its
office in Washington D C on the 24th day of March A D 1953

No 718

THE JOINT COMMITTEE OF FOREIGN FREIGHT FORWARDERS
ASSOCIATION ET AL

v

PACIFIC WESTBOUND CONFERENCE ET AL

No 719

PACIFIC COAST CUSTOMS AND FREIGHT BROKERS ASSOCIATION

v

PACIFIC vVESTBOUND CONFERENCE ET AL

These cases being at issue upon complaints and answers on file

and having been duly heard and submitted by the parties and

full inve tigation of the matters and things involved having been

had and the Board on the date hereof having made and entered
of record a report stating its conclusions decision and findings
thereon which report is hereby referred to and made a part
hereof

It is o1 deTed That respondents be and they are hereby di

rected within thirty days after the date of this order to cancel

withdraw and nullify the provisions of Rule 30 b of Local

Tariff No I V of Pacific Westbound Conference and thereafter

to abstain from the prohibitions and limitations condemned in

said report

By the Board

Sgd A J TILLIAMS

Sec1 etaTY
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No M58

COA TWISE LINE ApPLICATION TO BAREBOAT CHARTER THREE
GOVERNMENT OWNED WAR BUILT DRY CARGO VESSELS FOR USE
IN THE PACIFIC COASTWISE BRITISH COLUMBIA ALASKA SERVICE

No M 59

ALASKA STEAMSHIP COMPANy ApPLICATION TO BAREBOAT CHAR

TER Two GOVERNMENT OWNED WAR BUILT DRY CARGO VESSELS

FOR USE IN THE SERVICE BETWEEN PUGET SOUND PORTS AND

ALASKAN PORTS AND BETWEEN PORTS AND PLACES IN ALASKA

REPORT OF THE BOARD

These are proceedings under Public Law 591 81st Congress
upon the application of Coastwise Line and Alaska Steamship

Comppny for the bareboat charter of Government owned war

built dry cargo Liberty type vessels for use in their services
as described below for an indefinite period Separate hearings on

the applications were held before an examiner Since much of the
evidence is relevant to both proceedings and the statutory issues

are identical they may both be disposed of in this report Each

applicant intervened in SUPPOlt of the other s application The
Committee for the Promotion of Tramp Shipping Ocean Tow
Inc and Alaska Freight Lines Inc intervened in opposition to
the applications

The examiner has recommended that the services under con

sideration are in the public interest that the services would not
be adequately served without the use therein of the vessels applied
for or equivalent tonnage and that privately owned American

flag Liberty vessels are available for charter by privatp operators
on reasonable conditions and at reasonable rates for u e in these

services Because of the applicants failure to meet the third

statutory condition the examiner has recommended that the

applications be denied We agree with the conclusions of the

examiner
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Alaska Steamship Company hereinafter referred to as Alaska

Steam operates a regular berth service between ports in Puget
Sound and various ports in Alaska with two reefer vessels and

seven CI M AVl typevessels chartered from the Government

and nine owned vessels including three Libertys Alaska Steam

by its present application seeks to charter two additional Liberty
vessels formerly under charter to it pursuant to our findings in

Docket No M 31 3 F M B 545 The charters of these Libertys
were discontinued pursuant to our findings in Review of Charters

Gov t Owned Vessels 1952 4 F M B 133 after the vessels were

laid up for the winter because of our inability at that time to

find that the service was not adequately served without them

These vessels have radar and other special equipment required for

their operation in the service of Alaska Steam

Coastwise Line hereinafter referred to as Coastwise op

erates a regular berth service between ports in California Oregon
Washington British Columbia and Alaska with two owned

Libertys and three Libertys chartered from private owners It

seeks by its present application to charter from the Government
three additional Libertys formerly chartered to it pursuant to

our findings in Coastwise Line ChaTter of War Built Vessels

3 F M B 515 and Docket No M 30 3 F M B 545 The charters of

these Libertys were also discontinued pursuant to our findings in

Review of Charters Gov t Owned Vessels 1952 supra The three

Government owned Libertys are also equipped with radar and

other special equipment required for their operation in the service

of Coastwise

It is clear from the record that the Alaska trade engaged in

by both applicants is highly seasonal and that a very substantial

part of it moves in the spring and summer seasons The critical

issue in these proceedings is whether privately owned American

flag Liberty vessels are available for charter by private operators
on reasonable conditions and at reasonable rates for use in the

services

Alaska Steam

Alaska Steam s application is to charter two Government owned

Liberty vessels for an indefinite period subject to the usual 15

day cancellation privilege However the company s vice presi
dent stated that he would not accept a long term charter that did

not have a provision for off hire in the off season when the

vessels were laid up but would accept a charter for a period of

from 5 to 7 months at a bareboat rate of 4 500 a month without
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right of cancellation While the application in this case was

pending Alaska Steam applied by advertisement and through
brokers for Liberty vessels suitably equipped for the Alaska

trade for a period of from 5 to 7 months The best offer received

was for the charter of several Libertys at 9 350 per month the

charterer to install the Alaska fittings if not on the vessel and to

have the right either to remove the radar at the end of the charter

or to leave it on board and receive from the owner half the cost

of the installation

Since privately owned vessels were available to Alaska Steam

for charter we must determine whether the rate and terms offered

can be considered reasonable Alaska Steam takes the position
that a bareboat charter rate for Libertys in excess of 4 500 a

month being 81j2 percent of the statutory sales price of Gov

ernment owned Liberty vessels cannot be considered reasonable

because the company s past experience shows that it was not
able to make a profit even at that rate On this issue as on the

other statutory issues the burden of proof is on the applicant
Alaska Steam has offered in evidence a summary statement of
the receipts and disbursements of the two vessels now applied
for during the prior charter period from June 1951 to the end

of 1952

If the issue of the reasonableness or unreasonableness of char
ter rates is to be shown by applicant s own operating results

the evitlence should include results from at least all of applicant s

vessels of the same type in the service involved This was not
done in this case But even on the limited evidence before us

Alaska Steam s contentions are not proven

It is true that th statement covering the two chartered Libertys
shows a substantial net operating loss over the entire year and

a half period of their operation There was however a combined
net profit of 51 800 on the two ships during the calendar year
1952 It is not necessary to make an analysis of this statement to

explain why the operating results for 1952 showed a profit as

against a loss in the second half of 1951 In forecasting the traffic
to be carried to Alaska in 1953 applicant made a comparison
with 1952 indicating that a substantial increase over 1952 was

expected so that the 1952 operating results tather than combined
results for 1951 and 1952 could appropriately be used as a basis

to forecast what may be deemed a reasonable operational fore

cast for 1953 Expenses of operation under Govern1l1ent charters

not incident to operation under private charters such as expenses
and overhead during idle status not applicable under a private
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charter must be eliminated Considering therefore the 1952

operating figures in the company s statement we believe a reason

able estimate may be made as to what the company would have

made in 1952 if it had not had any expenses attendant to the

laying up and maintenance of the Government vessels during
any idle period

As stated above Alaska Steam s statement shows a profit for

these two Government owned vessels for the year 1952 of 51 800

or an average of 25 900 per ship on approximately 81j2 months

operations after paying charter hire of 4 500 per month The

statement referred to shows the following approximate figures
with respect to the 1952 operations of the two Libertys covered

Profit from operations average 25 900

Charter hire at 4 500 per month for period of operations average 38 000

Expenses during lay up average 12 800
Overhead expenses during lay up at 228 a day for average lay up

period of 122 days 27 800

Total 104 500

When this total figure of approximately 104 500 is divided by
81j2 for the months of operation of these vessels it shows that

Alaska Steam s 1952 revenue available to pay private charter hire

would have been approximately 12 300 for each operating month

It may be assumed that operation of these vessels in the service

of Alaska Steam in 1953 should not be less profitable than op

eration in 1952 considering that there was a protracted strike

in 1952 and also that the cargo offerings in 1953 promise accord

ing to Aiaska Steam s testimony to increase substantially over

1952 Even if the net cost of installing Alaska fittings of 22 000

had been charged against the 81f2 months of Alaska Steam s 1952

operation there would still remain operating revenue available

for charter hire in excess of 9 350 per month at which private
vessels were offered Thus the figures presented do not support
Alaska Steam s contention that a rate in excess of 4 500 a month

is unreasonable for its service We find that Alaska Steam has

not sustained its burden of proving that the charter rate of 9 350

a month for vessels in this service offered by private owners is

unreasonable

Coastwise

The application of Coastwise is to charter three Government

owned Libertys for an indefinite period also subject to the usual

15 day cancellation privilege While the application was pending
Coastwise applied by advertisement and through brokers for
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Libertys suitably equipped for its service for a period of from

7 to 9 months Several offers were received but the rates and

terms were deemed to be unfavorable by Coastwise Among the

offers so received was one for three vessels at the b reboat rate

of 9 000 per month for a period of from 18 to 24 months the

owner agreeing to install radar Coastwise also received an offer for

the charter of three Libertys for from 7 to 9 months at 9 250 per
month the charterer to install the extra equipment required and

to have the right either to remove the radar at the end of the

charter or to leave it on board and receive from the owner half

the cost of installation

Coastwise points out that the charter rate of 7 980 per month

15 percent of the statutory sales price paid to the Government
for the Liberty vessels under the prior charter is less than the
amount it would have to pay for the most favorable private char
ters and that the cost of installing the special fTttings estimated
to be 40 000 for this service would have to be added to the

private rate Of this amount approximately 15 000 would be
the cost of installing radar of which 7 500 might be salvaged
at the end of the charter If Coastwise should transfer its pres
ently owned radar from the Government vessels to privately
chartered vessels the cost of installation of radar might be sub

stantially less

Coastwise takes the position that a bareboat charter rate in
excess of 7 980 per month cannot be considered reasonable
because the company s past I1h years experience in operating the
three Libertys chartered from the Government resulted in a loss
The evidence of Coastwise on this point was fragmentary showing
only an average daily rate of revenue and expenses for all opera
tions in the year and a half period for the three ships involved
The evidence of Coastwise like the Alaska Steam evidence does
not contain any record of the operating results of its owned or

privately chartered Libertys during the same p riod Further
more certain breakout expenses incurred at the beginning of the
charter and expenses during idle status are charged against the

operation of the three Government chartered Libertys that would
be inapplicable to operation of a privately chartered vessel thus

taking from the figures presented relevance as to what would be
a reasonable charter rate from a private owner in 1953 The
record indicates that the operations of the three Government
owned Libertys in the 12 months of 1952 was profitable and speci
fic figures are lacking to show that 1952 operations ofthese vessels
would not support the private charter rate offered of 9 250 a
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month and the cost of making the required installations for the

service

Under the circumstances we find that Coastwise like Alaska

Steam has failed to sustain its burden of proving that the pri
vately offered charter rate is unreasonable for the particular
trade for which these vessels have been requested Moreover the

record shows that Coastwise now has under charter three Libertys
from private owners recently renewed for 6 months at a bareboat

rate of 10 000 a month and that the special fittings required for

the service were installed on these vessels at applicant s expense

when the charters were first made about 3 years ago

Coastwise at the time of oral argument urged that subsequent
to the hearing there had been a substantial increase in bareboat

rates for private Libertys and that the vessels offered at the

time of hearing or substitutes therefor are no longer available

at the offered rates Coastwise argues that this is a matter of

which we may take official notice Since the charter market is

subject to fluctuation we feel that the fact or extent of a rise or

fall in charter rates subsequent to the time of hearing is a matter

of proof and beyond the scope of official notice

CONCLUSIONS

We are unable to make the affirmative finding that privately
owned American flag Liberty vessels are not available for charter

by private operators on reasonable conditions and at reasonable

rates for use in the two services under consideration Under the

circumstances we deem it unnecessary to comment on the ex

aminer s recommendations on the other two statutory issues

By the Board

Sgd A J WILLIAMS
Secretary

APRIL 20 1953
4 F M B



DEPARTlVIENT OF COMMERCE
MARITIME ADMINISTRATION

ORDER

No M 56

S C T T INC ALLEGED VIOLATION OF GENERAL ORDER 70

Notice having been published in the Federal Register of N0

vember 4 1952 of the order of October 27 1952 directing
respondent S C T T Inc to show cause why an order should

not be entered pursuant to section 243 2 h of General Order 70

striking its name from the list of freight forwarders eligible to

service cargoes shipped under the Foreign Assistance Act of

1948 and other relief and rehabilitation cargoes and hearing on

the above order having been held before an examiner who issued

his recommended decision on February 13 1953 finding respond
ent not to be a citizen of the United States within the meaning
of 46 U S C 802 and to be in violation of General Order 70 by
failing to furnish certain information requested by the Admin

istrator and no exceptions or memoranda having been filed with

respect to tne ex miner s recommended decision and the Admin

istrator being in agreement with the findings of the examiner

It is orde1 ed That the name of respondent S C T T Inc be

stricken from the list of freight forwarders eligible to service

cargoes shipped under the Foreign Assistance Act of 1948 and

other relief and rehabilitation cargoes

By order of the Maritime Administrator

Sgd A J WILLIAMS

Secreta1 Y

MAY 4 1953

4 M A 179
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

MARITIME ADMINISTRATION

No M 56

S C T T INC ALLEGED VIOLATION OF GENERAL ORDER 70

Respondent S C T T Inc found 1 not to be a citizen of the United States

within the meaning of 46 U S C 802 and 2 to be in violation of General

Order 70 by failing to furnish certain information requested by the

Administrator

Noah P Rosoff for respondent
Gerald H Ullman for New York Foreign Freight Forwarders

and Brokers Association Inc intervener

Alan F Wohlstette1 for the Administrator

RECOMMENDED DECISION OF A L JORDAN EXAMINER

This is a proceeding initiated by the Maritime Administrator s

order of October 27 1952 Appendix A directing respondent
to show cause why an order should not be entered pursuant to

section 243 2 h of General Order 70 striking its name from the

list of freight forwarders eligible to service cargoes shipped under

the Foreign Assistance Act of 1948 and other relief and rehabili

tation cargoes

Hearing on the order was held November 18 and 25 1952

pursuant to notice in the Federal Register of November 4 1952

The New York Foreign Freight Forwarders and Brokers As

sociation Inc hereinafter referred to as the association inter

vened Prior to the institution of this proceeding the association

had filed a formal complaint against S C T T Inc and its prede
cessor New York agency S C T T France alleging among other

things that S C T T Inc was not a bona fid citizen of the

United States within the meaning of Title 46 U S C 802 and its

predecessor was a foreign owned freight forwarder as defined in

section 243 2 e of General Order 70 and that both should be

removed from the registry involved retroactively and required
to repay to the United States all forwarding fees and brokerage
collected for servicing cargoes and commodities shipped under
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the Foreign Assistance Act of 1948 and other relief and rehabili

tation statutes The order instituting the proceeding however

did not include investigation of the predecessor of S C T T Inc

Counsel for the association contended that if respondent s prede
cessor acted in violation of General Order 70 it received revenues

to which it was not entitled and was depriving American foreign

freight forwarders of revenues which otherwise they would have

received He stated that it was the purpose of the association s

complaint to include investigation of the activities of the prede

cessor of S C T T Inc and that the scope of the proceeding
should be widened in order that this may be done Accordingly

counsel for the association requested the Administrator to so

enlarge the proceeding which request the Administrator denied

The issues in this proceeding are 1 whether respondent
violated General Order 70 by failing to furnish information

requested by the Administrator and 2 whether respondent at

the time of its registration under General Order 70 or at any

time since was or is a citizen of the United States within the

meaning of 46 U S C 802 which so far as relevant reads

a That within the meaning of this Act no corporation partnership or

association shall be deemed a citizen of the United States unless the control

ling interest therein is owned by citizens of the United States and in

the case of a corporation unless its president and managing directors are

citizens of the United States and the corporation itself is organized under

the laws of the United States or of a State Territory District or possession
thereof

b The controlling interest in a orporation shall not be deemed to be

owned by citizens of the United States a if the title to a majority of the

stock ther of is not vested in such citizens free from any trust or fiduciary

obligation in favor of any person not a citizen of the United States or

b if the majority of the voting power in such corporation is not vested

in citizens of the United States or c if through any contract or under

standing it is so arranged that the majority of the voting power may be

exercised directly or indirectly in behalf of any person who is not a citizen

of the United States or d if by any other means whatsoever control

of the corporation is conferred upon or permitted to be exercised by any

person who is not a citizen of the United States

Guy dal Piaz testified that he was President a stockholder and

a director of S C T T Inc from the time it was granted a

charter under the laws of the State of New York on March 8

1950 until he resigned both positions on March 31 1952 that

from 1945 until S C T T Inc was created he was the repre
sentative of S C T T France in New York for the United States

that his brother in law Pierre Olphe Galliard Paris was presi
dent of S C T T France which is a French corporation and is
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one of the largest freight forwarding companies with its head

office in Paris and having branches in various ports of the world

that the French corporation started its activities in the port of

New York in 1927 and continued from that date until the for

mation of S C T T Inc that in 1926 S C T T France sent one

of its employees Louis Pijon from its Paris office to New York

to act on its behalf to commence in 1927 its activities in the

freight forwarding business primarily to handle the forwarding

of passengers hold and unaccompanied baggage and automobiles

sent forward on vessels of the French Line arrivals and de

partures that for the necessary customs formalities in this

connection the services of customs brokers Frederick Henjes
Jr Inc New York were utilized and that such activities of

S e T T France were not limited to the French line business but

included in conjunction with Henjes all other freight forward

ing activities

Dal Piaz testified that upon his taking over the agency of the

French corporation in New York in 1945 when its activities

were under the supervision of Henjes he performed his duties

for a while in association with Henjes in the latters office but

later set up his own office that at this time in 1945 he had applied
for American citizen hip granted in 1949 that not long after

he became agent in N ew York for the French corporation he saw

the desirability of forming an American corporation to be in

existence and in operation in the event of another world war

conflict and France again should be occupied or cut off from

allies and because there were new prospective activities in the

travel business by air as well as by sea that as early as 1946 he

suggested the formation of an American corporation to his coun

sel and again in December 1947 that in August 1948 he consulted

counsel as to the requirements of forming a corporation under

the laws of New York and he was advised with respect thereto

that passing events increased the necessity for an American

corporation such as requirement in forwarding U S Government

cargo under the Marshal plan that the forwarder be a citizen of the

United States although he was handling commercial cargo only

and the citizenship requirement as to Government cargo at that

time was not a handicap for him Dal Piaz testified that not

withstanding this he continued to urge formation of an American

corporation but the French corporation was not disposed to form

a corporation in the United States because in Europe and else

where it had grown and developed through representative agen

cies that the matter however was kept under close study and
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the need for such corporation was clear and compelling when the

Maritime Commission issued its General Order 70 effective June

6 1949 placing heavy restrictions upon non citizen freight
forwarders with respect to commercial cargoes moving under
ECA allocations as thereafter the French corporation could

participate in ECA shipments only under the formula in the

order with respect to quota restrictions

Dal Piaz testified that on June 15 1949 on behalf of the French

corporation he furnished information by questionnaire to the

Maritime Commission upon which S C T T France was duly
registered under General Order 70 and carried on its forwarding
activities within the quota provisions of the order He testified

that qualifying the French corporation under General Order 70

was an interim action as his plan for the formation of an

American corporation continued and in November 1949 his coun

sel while in Paris on other matters discussed with officials of

the French corporation the question of forming an American

citizen corporation and that after his counsel s return to New

York decision was reached between dal Piaz Daniel Hoey and

S C T T France to form the American corporation S C T T Inc

authorized capital stocl of 500 shares common par value 10

In this connection dal Piaz testified that he and Hoey were in
Paris date not remembered when the decision was reached that

he was to have 130 shares Hoey 130 and S C T T France 240

Dal Piaz stated that he considered he should have somewhat more

than 50 percent of the shares in view of the business he had pro
duced for the French corporation but that this was not satisfac

tory to Hoey and the stock was divided as above stated that

Olphe Galliard was directing the negotiations as president of
S C T T France and made the decisions and that the alternative

to agreement would have been formation of an American citizen

corporation by dal Piaz alone

Dal Piaz stated that he and Hoey borrowed the money 1 300
each from S C T T France with which to pay for the stock that

was issued to them that they gave their receipts for the moneY
but no security and had no und rstanding as to time or method

of repayment that the stock was issued upon obtaining charter

for S C T T Inc March 8 1950 on the basis agreed upon as

above stated stated and dal Piaz Hoey and Edward J Molano

all United States citizens were elected directors of the new

American corporation and the following officers were then elected
dal Piaz President Hoey vice president and treasurer andt4
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Molano secretary Dal Piaz stated that because of the specialized
work of the corporation a provision was printed on the stock
certificates that none of the stockholders would sell or transfer
their stock without first offering it to the other stockholders

that tne voting power of the American corporation was in the

owners of the stock and accordingly a majority of the voting
power was vested in Hoey and himself and that there was no

understanding of any kind that the majority of the voting power

might be exercised directly or indirectly in behalf of the French

corporation or of any person not a citizen of the United States

nor were there any means whatsoever by which the control of

the American corporation was conferred upon or permitted to be

exercised by the French corporation or by any person not a

citizen of the United States

On March 29 1950 dal Piaz gave S C T T France on the lat

ter s request an option for 5 years to purchase his stock on 6

months notice There is no evidepce as to whether Hoey executed

a similar option
Dal Piaz testified that during the first year s operation of

S C T T Inc the vlume of export shipments to France held up

fairly well although the company was not able to break even

that by the end of the second year business had fallen off to such

an extent that it was no longer possible for the company to pay
him a salary sufficient to enable him to remain with the company
and he resigned as president and director on March 31 1952 that

on April 1 1952 he delivered his stock certificate signed by him

in blank to Noah P Rosoff then attorney for S C T T Inc to

be held in escrow until former counsel s fees for legal services

to the New York agency of S C T T France were paid covering
the period from December 1 1945 to March 8 1950 that such

fees were paid by S C T T France on July 29 1952 and that he

then gave up his stock in exchange for the canceling out of his

obligation to S C T T France namely the 1 300 he had borrowed

with which to buy the stock originally and left the stock certifi

cate with Rosoff to dispose of as he saw fit

From records of S C T T Inc and a letter dated November

12 1952 from S C T T France to Rosoff shown dal Piaz at the

hearing he testified that as of September 30 1952 S C T T Inc

owed S C T T France about 15 000 or about 12 000 depending
upon whether or not a certain 3 000 item was entered in error

consisting of advances loans and credits

The evidence shows that at the time of incorporation S C T T

Inc assumed the assets and liabilities of the New York agency
4 M A
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of S C T T France It is not clear what the assets were if any

but real liabilities existed ranging from 12 000 to 20 000

Edward A O Brien testified that he is an Ameri an citizen and

has been president of S C T T Inc since April 1 1952 the day

following the resignation of dal Piaz as president that his

employment as president of S C T T Inc came about through a

business acquaintance who early in March 1952 arranged for

him to meet officials of S C T T France then in New York who

offered him the job as president of S C T T Inc He stated that

the representatives of the French corporation were in New York

to restore S C T T Inc to the business volume level it had been

in 1950 and early 1951

O Brien testified that he is the only employee of S C T T Inc

and conducts its entire administrative business taking orders

from no one but that the forwarding detaIls are handled by
Daniel F Young Inc a New York foreign freight forwarder

on a percentage basis He stated that he solicits shipments and

Young performs the paper work and service requirements that

S C T T Inc has its own furniture stationery and forms but

no lease having an office arrangement with Young and that the

net profit on each billing of S C T T Inc business is split per

centagewise between S C T T Inc and Young O Brien stated

that the above described arrangement between S C T T Inc and

Young was in writing There is no evidence however that it was

ever considered as an agreement under section 15 of the Shipping

Act 1916

O Brien testified that he receives a salary for his services that

when he was employed as president of S C T T Inc he did not

know who the stockholders were but he was promised by S C T T

France that he would receive stock in S C T T Inc if things

went well and that he would share in any profits from future

business produced by him He stated that in fulfillment of such

promise he was on October 8 1952 issued 260 of the total of

500 shares of the stock of S C T T Inc the other 240 shares

being owned by S C T T France He stated that he paid no

money for the 260 shares he received as they were given to him

as an incentive to build up the business that the stock certificate

was handed to him by Rosoff and that he did not know whose

stock it replaced but he learned from the books that 260 shares

were formerly held by dal Piaz and Hoey

O Brien testified that he did not know whether S C T T Inc
ever borrowed any money from S C T T France but on accepting
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employment as president of S C T T Inc in April 1952 he was

aware of an indebtedness by S C T T Inc to S C T T France

of approximately 20 000 that he had no knowledge concerning

the time and source of the indebtedness and never checked the

books to find out what it arose from that he did not know whether

S C T T Inc had given S C T T France any security for the

indebtedness nor did he know anything concerning the terms of

its repayment but that the account had changed some since

April 1952 as about a dozen entries had been made that neither

he nor S C T T Inc had made any effort to borrow money from

S C T T France since he went with the company on April 1

1952 since which time there had been no one in S C T T Inc

except himself

Further concerning the indebtedness of S C T T Inc to

S C T T France O Brien testified that between April 1 and 10

1952 an official of S C T T France established a credit of 10 000

for S C T T Inc in a New York bank that no security was

furnished for this credit by S C T T Inc and he O Brien signed
no paper in connection with the credit that he was merely intro

duced to an official of the bank by the officer of S C T T France

and he did not know whether the latter discussed with the bank

official the interrelationships of the two companies that no limit

to the time or use of the credit was mentioned that the workable

cash or accounts receivable at the time of the hearing ran close

to 15 000 that ordinary funds are sufficient to take care of

small accounts that running deposits keep the account fairly

even that interest is paid on occasional overdrafts of 1 000 or

1 500 and that sometimes freights amount to as much as 8 000

to secure bills of lading for which purpose he has permission to

overdraw the account up to 10 000

Noah P Rosoff testified that he had been attorney for S C T T

Inc for about a year that he was employed by the Paris attorney

for S C T T France that at such time of his employment the

stockholders of S C T T Inc were dal Piaz 130 shares Hoey

130 shares and S C T T France 240 shares that the March 29

1950 option agreement earlier mentioned was no longer in force

because subsequent events nullified it and that S C T T France

has no option to purchase the stock issued to O Brien

Rosoff stated that in March 1952 dal Piaz told him he was

leaving the company and returning the stock that had been issued

to him that Hoey had already gone into a monastery that this

left S C T T France with all the stock and nobody in America
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to run the business that money was owed S C T T France by
S C T T Inc that the French attorney for the French com

pany came to New York to reorganize S C T T Inc and that

the French attorney had met O Brien and arranged to employ
him Rosoff stated that there was a meeting of the Board of

Directors of S C T T Inc on March 31 1952 at which time dal

Piaz and Molano resigned their respective offices in the company
that the next day April 1 1952 he was elected secretary and

he and O Brien and Andre Vulliet were elected directors of

S C T T Inc by a vote of 240 share of stock by the representa
tive of S C T T France and 130 shares by Rosoff which shares he

did not own but was custodian of for the French company and

that he Rosoff was also custodian for the French company of

the 130 shares originally issued to Hoey Rosoff stated that dal

Piaz had signed his stock in blank and left it with him subject
to escrow thereafter satisfied as earlier herein described leaving
it free along with the Hoey stock for transfer to O Brien

William A Stigler security officer for the Maritime Admin

istration testified that he had investigated the citizenship status
of S C T T Inc to obtain information which would be of aid

to the Administrator in determining whether at the time S C T T
Inc registered under General Order 70 or at any time since it
was or is a citizen of the United States within the meaning of
46 U S C 802 His investigation was occasioned by the complaint
filed by the N ew York Foreign Freight Forwarders and Brokers
Association Inc earlier referred to

Stigler s testimony substantially paralleled the collective testi

mony herein summarized of other witnesses with respect to the

organizational setup of S C T T Inc He further testified how
ever that about May 16 1952 he requested Rosoff to furnish
the Maritime Administration a photostatic copy of the following
documents

1 Minutes of a board of directors meeting held on June 27 1951 con

cerning requests on S C T T France for funds

2 Copy of letter from Rosoff to dal Piaz dated April 1 1952 acknowl

edging receipt of Stock Certificate No 3 to be held in escrow

3 Option to purchase shares of stock in S C T T Inc held by dal Piaz
executed in favor of S C t T France dated March 29 1950

4 A narrative statement under oath from dal Piaz setting forth the origin
of S C T T Inc

5 Any documentary evidence from the files Qf S C T T Inc which would
tend to indicate that its incorporation was under consideration by S C T T

France prior to the complaint filed with the Maritime Administration by the
New York Foreign Freight Forwarders and Brokers Association Inc
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Stigler testified that as far as he was able to determine the

information requested had not been furnished up to the time of

the hearing

CONCLUSIONS

From 1946 until 1950 the agent in New York of S C T T France

tried to induce the French corporation to form a United States

citizen corporation for the purpose of engaging in the foreign

freight forwarding business In late 1949 or early 1950 S C T T

France decided to form such corporation Upon reaching such

decision it determined the number of United States citizens to

whom authorized capital stock should be issued and who such

citizens should be Upon determining this it decided how many

shares of such stock should be issued to each such citizen Then it

loaned all of the money to each such citizen with which to pay

for such stock without requiring security or fixing time and

terms of repayment for such loans

The American corporation was chartered under the laws of

the State of New York on March 8 1950 Of the authorized 500

shares of capital stock 130 shares were issued to Guy dal Piaz

and 130 shares to Daniel Hoey both United States citizens and

240 shares to S C T T France a French corporation
On March 29 1950 dal Piaz gave S C T T France an option

to purchase all of his shares within 5 years on 6 months notice

This option was never exercised On April 1 1952 dal Piaz de

livered his stock certificate signed in blank to Rosoff Hoey had 1

sometime earlier done the same as to his stock certificate Having

giving up their shares of stock their respective loans from S C T T

France were considered canceled by all concerned From April 1

1952 until October 8 1952 none of the stock of S C T T Inc was

owned by any United States citizens On the latter date O Brien

was given 260 shares of S C T T Inc by S C T T France with

out monetary consideration which represented the total shares

formerly held by dal Piaz and Hoey S C T T Inc at that time

owed S C T T France between 12 000 and 20 000 While O Brien

was aware of this indebtedness he was not sufficiently concerned

about it to ascertain why it existed or when or how it was to be

repaid He knew that after he became president of S C T T Inc

a credit of 10 000 was opened in a New York bank in favor

of S C T T Inc by S C T T France but he was not informed as

to the basis of its establishment with respect to security guaranty
or otherwise In addition to the foregoing New York counsel
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Rosoff for S C T T Inc was employed by French counsel for

S C T T France

The facts and circumstances under which S C T T Inc came

into being the manner in which it has been financed the way it

has been operated and the stake S C T T France has in it estab

lishes the French corporation as the life blood and dominant

financial factor in the respondent cQmpany S C T T Inc and

unquestionably gives the former the power to control the func

tions of the latter This control breaches the citizenship require
ments of 46 U S C 802 and the registration requirements of

General Order 70 Rochester Tel Corp v U S 307 U S 125 145

146 United States V The Meacham 107 F Supp 997 Therefore

S C T T Inc at the time of its registration under General Order

70 was not has not been at any time since and is not now a

citizen of the United States within the meaning of 46 U S C 802

S C T T Inc failed to furnish information required by General

Order 70 requested by the Administrator

For the reasons stated an order should be entered pursuant to

section 243 2 h of General Order 70 striking the name of

S C T T Inc from the list of freight forwarders eligible to

service cargoes shipped under the Foreign Assistance Act of 1948

and other relief and rhabilitation cargoes
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APPENDIX A

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

MARITIME ADMINISTRATION

S C T T INC

ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE

No M 56

It appea1 ing from information before the Maritime Adminis

trator that S C T T Inc is registered as an American freight
forwarder pursuant to General Order 70 and

It fUi theT appea1 ing That the Administrator is in receipt of

a formal complaint filed by the N ew York Foreign Freight For

warders and Brokers Association alleging inteT alia that S C T T

Inc is not a citizen of the United States within the meaning of

46 U S C 802 and

It further appeaTing That an investigation conducted on behalf

of the Administrator casts doubt upon the citizenship of S C T T

Inc and

It fU1 ther appea1 ing That S C T T Inc is in violation of

General Order 70 by failing to submit certain information re

quested by the Administrator

It is ordered That the Administrator on his own motion order

an administrative hearing to determine whether S C T T Inc

at the time of its registration under General Order 70 or at any

time since was or is a citizen of the United States within the

meaning of 46 U S C 802

It is fUTther orde1 ed That S C T T Inc be and it is hereby
made the respondent in this proceeding and that said respondent
be and is required in said proceeding to appear at a public hearing
to be held before an examiner of this agency at a date and place
to be announced by the Chief Examiner and to show cause why
an order should not be entered pursuant to section 243 2 h of

General Order 70 striking S C T T Inc from the list of freight
forwarders eligible to service cargoes shipped under the Foreign
Assistance Act of 1948 and other relief and rehabilitation cargoes

It is further ordered That a copy of this order be served upon
the respondent
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Itis u1 the1 ordered That this order be published in the Federal

Register
It is U1the1 o1 dered That all persons including individuals

corporations associations firms partnerships and public bodies
desiring to participate in the proceeding should notify the Mari
time Administrator within five days after the date of publication

Dated October 27 1952

By order of the Maritime Administrator

Sgd A J WILLIAMS

S eC1etary
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No 700

PENNSYLVANIA MOTOR TRUCK ASSOCIATION ET AL

v

PHILADELPHIA PIERS INC ET AL

Decided May 14 1953

Respondent railroad companies required to modify their tariff regulations
so as to allow not less than 5 days free time for inbound and outbound
cargo handled over their Philadelphia piers by truck 8

When outbound cargo is delivered to respondents piers at Philadelphia by
truck for shipment by water carrier in accordance with instructions from
the water carrier as to time of delivery to such piers the collection from
shippers of stor ge charges on such cargo due to causes beyond the con

trol of the shippers is and for the future will be an unjust and unrea

sonable practice

Robert H Shertz for complainants
Windsor F Cousins for respondents
George E Miller for S S White Dental Manufacturing Com

pany and S W Moerman for the Port of New York Authority
interveners

SUPPLEM NTAL REPORT OF THE BOARD

By THE BOARD

Upon review of our earlier report in this proceeding Penna
Motor Truck Ass n v Phila Piers Inc 3 F M B 789 the United
States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit vacated our order
and remanded the proceeding for appropriate findings of fact
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Co et al v United States 201 F I

2d 795 decided February 12 1953 Accordingly without furtper
hearing or other proceedings we restate in this supplemental
report with slight modifications our findings of fact and our

conclusions
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We find the facts to be as follows

1 Complainants are Philadelphia truck operators and truck

associations Respondents Pennsylvania Railroad Company the

Reading Company and the Baltimore Ohio Railroad Company
hereinafter called the respondents operate 13 of the 18

general cargo piers currently in use in Philadelphia Common

carriers by water engaging in domestic and foreign commerce

come to these piers at the invitation of respondents The traffic

passing over the piers is moved to and from inland points by truck

or railroad The traffic handled by complainants moves princi
pally to and from locations which are not equipped with rail

sidings and hence not readily susceptible to rail handling
2 By tariffs most recently revised in 1950 respondents have

fixed the free time period applicable to inbound and outbound

truck cargo to two days By contrast the free time applicable to

inbound and outbound rail freight is either 5 7 or 15 days except
that rail cargo to and from points within the P1iladelphia port
area is allowed only 2 days Time on inbound truck cargo begins
to run from 7 a m on the day following the completion of dis

charge of the vessel and continues exclusive of Saturdays Sun

days and holidays until removal from the pier On the other

hand where the shipper or consignee instructs the respondents to

route any cargo by rail time stops upon receipt of such instruc

tions rather than when the cargo is actually removed On outbound

cargo both rail and truck time begins when the shipment is

deposited on the pier and continues until the vessel for which

the cargo is destined begins to load Upon the expiration of the

particular free time period applicable under the tariff the cargoes

are subject to storage or demurrage charges The charges applied
to truck cargo differ from those applied to rail cargo For the

former the charge is 15 cents per cwt for the first 15 days of

storage while for rail cargo the same rate is charged for the

first 30 days of storage The rates exacted for additional periods
of storage also favor rail cargo

3 All general cargo piers at Philadelphia other that those

operated by respondents allow 5 days free time to both rail and

truck cargo both inbound and outbound Shippers and consignees
however normally have no choice between piers allowing 5 days
free time and those of respondents The steamship companies

designate the piers at which their vessels berth

4 Top wharfage at the rate of 5 cents per cwt is imposed
upon inbound and outbound truck cargo This is in the nature of

compensation for the use of the pier No top wharfage is imposed
4F M B
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upon rail cargo The top wharfage charge is not an issue in this

proceeding

5 Respondents piers for the most part are old wooden struc

tures of the finger type erected before the widespread use of

large motor trucks and trailers Their design is adapted primarily
for the interchange of freight between vessels and railroad cars

Motor vehicles must be driven inside the pier sheds to load or

unload freight from the floor Some of the piers are double decked

and equipped with elevators or cargo chutes In some cases al

though there are two lanes of driveway crossbeams and columns

prevent two vehicles from passing through the pier at the same

time Ordinarily each trucking company is prohibited from plac

ing more than one truck on a pier at one time On some double

decked piers only one chute is used at a time making it necessary

for trucks to wait in turn thus causing delay Truck cargoes are

loaded and unloaded by truck company employees and rail cargoes

by railroad employees Frequently it is necessary for truckers to

interrupt their work and move aside to permit rail carloading
and unloading Sometimes a trucker will arrive at the pier and

find that his shipment is boxed in by other piles of freight and

hence inaccessible until the other piles are removed also causing
delay and congestion

6 The 2 day free time period tends to cause the trucks to

converge on the piers at the s3me time Thus at times as many

as ten to twenty trucks may be waiting to enter a pier The re

sulting waiting periods range from a half hour to 5 hours After

trucks have been loaded they may have to wait up to 2 hours to

get off the pier

7 The cargo is checked on and off the trucks by clerks em

ployed by the steamship companies Although the piers are kept

open 7 days a week the regular hours for loading and unloading
trucks are only from Monday through Friday between 8 a m

and 12 p m and 1 p m and 4 45 p m because of the working
hours observed by the checking clerks

8 Additional delays apart from those described above are

occasioned in the removal of import freight by customs clearance

and by the inspections which are required by various Federal

agencies
9 In the case of outbound shipments ship arrivals are some

times postponed The shipper must comply with the delivery in

structions given him in advance by the steamship company If

the ship is then delayed or if the steamship company gives erro
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neaus advice the shipper may incur demurrage charges for

reasons beyond his control If he attempts to avoid demurrage

charges by delaying his delivery to the pier he risks having his

cargo shut out

10 As a result of the above conditions substantial quantities
of inbound and outbound cargo cannot be handled within the

2 day free time period Several trucker witnesses estimated that

in not over 40 percent of the shipments handled by them could

all the argo be removed from the pier within the 2 day period
The figures submitted by respondent Pennsylvania Railroad Com

pany show that during a 9 n1onth period in 1950 66 percent of

all outbound and inbound truck freight moving across its piers
including foreign and domestic traffic was removed within free

time Figures of respondent The Baltimore Ohio Railroad

Company show that for the year 1949 59 percent of its truck

cargo was removed within free time and that in the first 6

months of 1950 64 percent of its truck cargo was so removed

The figures of respondent the Reading Company show that in the

first 7 months of 1949 approximately 80 percent of its truck

cargo was removed within free time Respondents statistics

however show percentages based on weight of traffic moving

across the piers and do not necessarily reflect the frequency of

the incurring of demurrage

DISCUSSION

The complaint alleges that the free time period and the demur

rage charges applicable to truck freight moving over respondents
piers subject truck freight to undue prejudice and disadvantage
and constitute unjust and unreasonable regulations and practices
in violation of sections 16 and 17 of the Shipping Act 1916 here

inafter called the Act
Respondents have submitted four general exceptions to the

examiner s recommendations challenging 1 the finding that

respondents are other persons subject to the Act 2 the conclu

sion that free time on inbound cargo should be not less than 5

days 3 the conclusion that the collection from shippers of

storage charges on outbound cargo is an unreasonable practice
and 4 the conclusion that anylifference in free time as between

motor carrier traffic and rail traffic is an unreasonable practice
We are in agreement with the first three of these recommenda

tions of the examiner and the exceptions thereto are accordingly
overruled Our conclusion on the last recommendation differs
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from that of the examiner and respondents exception thereto is

sustained Our findings and conclusions on the first point are set

forth in our prior report of February 25 1952 and our findings
and conclusions on the remaining points will be fully stated below

Respondents take the position that the obligation to accord

free time is incident to the ocean carrier s duty to receive or

deliver cargo and that respondents have no such duty with re

spect to truck freight which they do not handle They argue that

since they have no obligation at all their present 2 day rule for

truck cargo is a voluntary concession and cannot be the basis of

valid complaint by truck operators
It is true that the responsibility for furnishing reasonable free

time for the delivery of outbound cargo on the pier and removal

of inbound cargo from the pier rests on the ocean carrier as part
of its transportation service F1 ee Time and Demunage Charges

New York 3 U S M C 89 101 1948 1 In that case it appeared
that the ocean carriers operated pier facilities at the port of New

York and controlled their use according to tariffs which included

provisions governing free time and demurrage At the port of

Philadelphia however terminal operators such as respondents
who are independent of the ocean carriers provide almost all

of the available general cargo pier facilities For many years

respondents have permitted truck carriers to use their piers
upon payment of the top wharfage of 5 cents per cwt already
mentioned 2 Respondents solicit vessels to load and discharge

freight at their piers in anticipation of movement of a substantial

part of such freight by rail Admittedly few if any vessels could

be induced to use respondents piers unless respondents furnished
facilities for the handling of truck as well as rail cargo In effect

the ocean carriers have arranged with respondents for the use

of respondents piers for the receipt and delivery of vessel cargo

Respondents maintain control of the physical pier facilities they
fix the rules governing free time and demurrage in published
tariffs and they have held their piers open without restriction

to truck borne cargoes Thus the respondents for their own

business reasons are providing the facilities which it is the bli

gation of ocean carriers to furnish

1 The Maritime Commission stated in Free Time and Demurragc ChcLrgcs New York supra

that free time is granted by the carriers not as gratuity but sulely as an incident to their

obligation to make delivery The Eddy 5 Wall 481 495 The Titania 131 F 229 230 This

is an obligation which the carrier is bound to discharge as a part of its transportation

serviee and consignees must be afforded fair opportunity to accept delivery of cargo without

incurring liability for penalties Free time must be long enough to facilitate this result but

need not be longer
A corresponding charge against rail cargo is said to be included in the rail line haul rate
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Whether provided by the terminal operator or the ocean car

rier itself reasonable free time must be afforded to outbound and
inbound cargo moving over the pier In undertaking the ocean

carrier s obligation to provide such facilities and in holding them

out for public use we hold that respondents have assumed the
ocean carrier s responsibility of furnishing reasonable and non

discriminatory pier services incident to the handling of truck

cargoes on their piers which include an allowance of reasonable
free time

We thus turn to the basic issues whether the free time and

demurrage practices of respondents subject the truck freight to
undue prejudice and disadvantage or constitute unjust and un

reasonable regulations and practices in violation of sections 16
and 17 of the act

We find that the record does not establish a case of undue
prejudice under section 16 of the Act Complainants are primarily
engaged in rendering trucking services to points within the local

Philadelphia area Rail cargo moving within this area is not

shwn by the record to be competitive with the local truck cargo
carried by complainants which is the only truck cargo mentioned
in this proceeding In view of complainants failure to disclose an

existing and effective competitive relation between truck and
rail cargo we find that the 2 day free time limitation is not un

duly prejudicial to truck cargo Phila Ocean T1 afjic BUTeau V

Export S S em p 1 V S S B B 538 541 1936 As to the dif
ference in demurrage charges between truck cargo and rail cargo
we find that there is no showing in the record of any injurious
effect caused to the truck cargo or undue advantage to the rail

cargo and under the circumstances we find that the mere exist
ance of a different demurrage rate does not constitute undue

prejudice within the meaning of section 16 of the Act Ibid

The remaining cause of the complaint is under section 17 of the
Act which requires that respondents observe just and reasonable

regulations and practices relating to the receiving handling
storing and delivering of property We find that delays in the

handling of outbound and inbound truck cargo beyond the 2 day
free time period are occasioned by the physical shortcomings of

respondents piers the resulting congestion the increased density
of traffic on and about the piers and the other conditions already
referred to These delays are apart from any delays caused by
governmental inspections and procedures required for import
cargo and they render the present 2 day free time allowance for
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truck cargo unreasonable 3 On the basis of the facts adduced in

the record we find that a reasonable free time allowance on re

spondents piers for all inbound and outbound truck cargo should

be not less than 5 days as now allowed on other general cargo

piers in Philadelphia and as previously allowed by respondents
prior to the institution of the present tariffs assuming that the

calculation of such free time is made in the manner now in force

Respondents contend that complainants are not entitled to

relief since complainants are not themselves liable for demurrage
and that the charges actually collected by respondents from ship

pers have been very small We find that complainants have show

that they have been adversely affected by respondent s free time

limitation by the wasted time of their trucks and drivers and

the resulting increased burden to their operations and are

therefore proper parties to seek remedial action in this case

Another unreasonable aspect of respondents present practice
of making charges for demurrage is that shippers may now be

assessed demurrage on outbound cargo because of delay in he

ship s arrival or due to vessel owner s miscalculation in ordering
the cargo onto the piers too soon If shippers fully comply with

the delivery instructions of the water carriers any delays on the

piers and consequent storage charges which respondents may be

entitled to impose under reasonable regulations should not be for

the account of the owner of the eargo since he has not caused

and cannot prevent the delay
In addition to the four general exceptions to the examiner s

recommendations which have been stated above respondents have

submited a list of 19 specific exceptions which are directed

toward alleged errors and omissions in the examiner s basic find

ings We have carefully read and considered each exception In

so far as points raised by these exceptions have not been dealt with

in this report we find them to be without merit or immaterial

and they are accordingly overruled

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

We find and conclude

1 That 5 days is a reasonable free time period for outbound

and inbound truck cargo moving over respondents piers and
1

that respondent railroad companies should modify their tariff

3 Our predecessor the Maritime Comission has held that delays which result from govern

mental inspections amd p ocedures need not be considered by carriers in fixing the limits oj

free time and that the delay in the removal of cargo thus caused is not proof that thE
free time period is unreasonable Free Time and Demurrage Charges New York supra
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regulations so as to allow not less than 5 days free time for in
bound and outbound cargo handled over their Philadelphia piers
by truck

2 That when outbound cargo is delivered by truck to respond
ents piers at Philadelphia for shipment by water carrier in
accordance with instructions from the water carrier as to time

of delivery to such piers the collection from shippers of stor

age charges on such cargo due to causes beyond the control
of the shippers is and for the future will be an unjust and
unreasonable practice

3 That on this record respondents tariff provisions relating
to free time and storage on cargo shipped over respondents
Philadelphia piers have not been shown to be otherwise unlawful

An order requiring respondents to promulgate and file with
the Board new tariffs not inconsistent with this report will be
entered
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SUPPLEMENTAL ORDER

At a Session of the FEDERAL MARITIME BOARD held at its
office in Washington D C on the 14th day of May A D 1953

No 700

PENNSYLVANIA MOTOR TRUCK ASSOCIATION ET AL

v

PHILADELPHIA PIERS INC ET AL

The Board on the date hereof having made and entered of
record a supplemental report in this proceeding slightly modi

fying the findings and restating the conclusions in its report of

February 25 1952 which supplemental report is incorporated
as a part hereof

It is orde1 ed That respondents Pennsylvania Railroad Com

pany the Reading Company and the Baltimore Ohio Railroad

Company shall promulgate and file with the Board within 30
days from the date hereof tariffs modifying their tariff regula
tions now in force so as to allow not less than 5 days free time
for inbound and outbound cargo handled over their Philadelphia
piers by truck and

It is fUTthM o1 dered That when outbound cargo is delivered
by truck to respondents piers at Philadelphia for shipment by
water carrier in accordance with instructions from the water
carriers as to time of delivery to such piers the collection from

shippers of storage charges on such cargo due to causes beyond
the control of the shippers is and for the future will be an

unjust and unreasonable practice

By the Board

Sgd A J WILLIAMS
SeC1 eta1 Y
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No M 60

COASTWISE LINEApPLICATION TO BAREBOAT CHARTER THREE

GOVERNMENT OWNED WAR BUILT DRY CARGO VESSELS FOR USE

IN THE PACIFIC COASTWISE BRITISH COLUMBIA ALASKA SERVICE

FINDINGS OF THE BOARD

Exceptions to the recommended decision of the Chief Examiner

were filed by interveners and the case was argued orally before

the vjce chairman The record exceptions and transcript of oral

argument were considered by both members of the Board We

are in substantial agreement with the conclusions of the examiner

Exceptions and requested findings not reflected in our findings
or conclusions have been carefully considered and are overruled

and they will be more fully discussed in a subsequent report see

4 F M B 211

This is a proceeding under Public Law 591 81st Congress
upon the application of Coastwise Line for the bareboat charter

of three Government owned war built dry cargo Liberty vessels

for use in its Pacific coastwise British Columbia Alaska service

for a period of 6 months The Portland Chamber of Commerce

and the Portland Freight Traffic Association intervened in sup

port of the application The Committee for the Promotion of

Tramp Shipping Ocean Tow Inc Alaska Freight Lines Inc and

Olympic Griffiths Lines Inc intervened in opposition to the ap

plication

FINDINGS CERTIFICATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

On the basis of the facts adduced in the record we find and

hereby certify to the Secretary of Commerce

1 That the service under consideration is in the public
interest

2 That such service exclusive of a portion of the southbound

Pacific coastwise segment thereof is not adequately served and

3 That privately owned United States flag vessels are not

available for charter from private operators on reasonable con

ditions and at reasonable rates for use in such service
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We recommend that any charters which may be granted pur
suant to our findings in this proceeding be for a period not

to exceed 6 months subject to the usual right of cancellation by
either party on 15 day s notice We further recommend that

such charters contain no provision for the nonpayment of charter

hire during any idle period and that additional charter hire

over such fixed charter hire as the Administrator shall determine

be determined with reference to all voyages made thereunder

computed accounted for and paid separately from any previous
charters We further recommend that such charters contain a

restriction prohibiting Coastwise Line from carrying southbound

coastwise cargo between Pacific coast ports on Government char

tered vessels unless privately owned United States flag vessels

are unavailable for the carriage of such cargo

By the Board

Sgd A J WILLIAMS

Secretary

MAY 31 1953
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No 706

THE PORT OF NEW YORK AUTHORITY

v

AB SVENSKA AMERIKA LINIEN REDERIAKTIEBOLAGET TRANSAT

LANTIC REDERIAKTIEBOLAGET HELSINGBORG ANTIEBOLAGET
TRANSMARIN AND WILH WILHELMSEN

Submitted September 30 1952 Decided May 31 1958

Rates on wood pulp from Swedish Baltic ports north of and including the
Getle district to United States North Atlantic ports found not to be

unduly prejudicial or unjustly discriminatory as to New York and Port
Newark in violation of sections 16 and 17 respectively of the Shipping
Act 1916

No violation of section 205 of the Merchant Marine Act 19361 found

Samuel H Moerman for complainant
Herman Goldman Elkan Turk and SeymoUt H Kligler for

respondents
R A Cooke for Shippers Conference of Greater New York

and Kenneth S Ca berry for Newark Chamber of Commerce

interveners

REPORT OF THE BOARD

BY THE BOARD

Exceptions to the examiner s recommended decision were filed

by respondents and the matter was argued orally before us Our

findings and conclusions differ from thoserecommended by the

examiner Exceptions and requested findings not discussed in

this report nor reflected in our findings or conclusions have been

given consideration and found not justified
Complainant is a municipal corporate instrumentality of the

States of New Jersey and New York charged with the duty of

fostering and protecting among other things the ocean commerce
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of the New York Port District Its jurisdiction extends over an

area having a radius of approximately 25 miles from the Statue
of Liberty in New York Harbor including therein Port Newark
N J Respondents are common carriers by water transporting
among other commodities wood pulp and wallboard from Swedish
Baltic ports north of and including the Gefte district hereinafter
referred to as the origin territory to United States Atlantic

ports north of Cape Hatteras Respondents are parties to an

agreement now awaiting our approval or disapproval pursuant
to section 15 of the Shipping Act 1916 hereinafter referred to
as the Shipping Act which agreement provides generally that
the parties may establish such uniform rates as are unanimously
agreed upon and may contract for their joint account for the
transportation of wood pulp and wallboard from the origin ter
ritory to United States North Atlantic ports and that they may
apportion among themselves the cargo thus contracted for in
the agreement Respondents have filed with their agreement
schedules of their rates on wood pulp and wallboard to the various
North Atlantic ports for the years 1950 and 1951

The complaint filed in 1950 alleges that respondents charge
various basic rates for the carriage of wood pulp from the origin
territory to North Atlantic ports dependent upon the density
of the pulp but that an additional charge of 50 cents per ton is
made for carriage of pulp to Albany and an additional charge of

1 per ton for the carriage of pulp to New York and to Port
Newark Complainant alleges that these rates are unduly preju
dicial and unjustly discriminatory against New York and against
Port Newark hereinafter referred to as New3rk in viola
tion of sections 16 and 17 of the Shipping Act Complainant also

alleges that respondents proposed conference agreement con

templates the assessment of unlawfully discriminatory and preju
dicial rates against the Port of New York including Newark
and shippers and importers using that port and will be detri
mental to the commerce of the United States in violation of
section 15 of the Shipping Act Complainant prays that respond
ents be required to cease and desist from the alleged violations
of the Shipping Act and that they be required to establish and

1 The New York Port District as officially etablished by the Compact of 1921 creating the

Port of New York Authority includes 219 civil divisions with It land area of approximately
1 500 square miles The population of the district is approximately 11 500 000 The district
includes all of New York City and the following counties in New Jersey Hudson County
practically all of Essex Bergen and Union Counties and portions of Passaio Middlesex
Monmouth Somerset and Morris Counties
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put into force such other rates and charges as may be lawful
and also prays for general relief

Respondents answer filed in 1951 admits most of the factual

allegations of the complaint but denies the allegations that the
I

Shipning Act has been violated Respondents also state that the

differential on wood pulp to Newa k was decreased from 1 to

50 cents since the filing of the complaint

The Chamber of Commerce of the City of Newark N J and

the Shippers Conference of Greater New York intervened

At the oral argument we requested the parties to comment on

the relevancy of section 205 of the Merchant Marine Act 1936

to the issues in this proceeding and supplemental briefs on this

issue were submitted

In 1947 respondents established a basic rate for the trans

portation of wood pulp from the origin territory to North At

lantic ports except that the rate to New York2 was 1 higher and

the rate to Albany 50 cents higher than the basic rate There was

no differential against Newark until 1950 when respondents for

the first time imposed an additional charge of 1 upon the Newark

rate The Newark differential was reduced in 1951 as above stated

The Albany rate is not herein involved

The undisputed evidence shows the following drop in imports
of wood pulp from the origin territory to N ew York Newark

and Philadelphia3 between 1949 and 1950

1949 1950

Tons Tons

New york
Newark

Philadelphia

847
17 901

29 084

248

8 251
22 905

Newark suffered a loss of about 50 percent during the first year
of the Newark differential as against a loss of about 22 percent
for Philadelphia New York suffered a greater loss percentage
wise but the imports at New York were not sufficiently large in

either year to indicate a trend and cannot be attributed to the

1 differential since that differential was effective during both

years

2 Port Newark was not included in the New York rates in 1947

8 As hereinafter explained PhillKlelphia is the only port competitive with either New York
or Newark for the importation of wood PUlp from the origin territory
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Unjust discrimination under sections 16 and 17 of the Shipping
Act

Section 16 and 17 of the Shipping Act insofar as they have

application to the present proceeding provide
SEC 16 That it shall be unlawful for any common carrier by water or

other person subject to this Act either alone or in conjunction with any

other person directly or indirectly
First To make or give any undue or reasonable preference or advantage

tc any particular person locality or description of traffic in any respect
whatsoever or to subject any particular person locality or description of
traffic to any undue or unreasonable prejudice or disadvantage in any

respect whatsoever

SEC 17 That no common carrier by water in foreign commerce shall
demand charge or collect any rate fare or charge which is unjustly dis
criminatory between shippers or ports or unjustly prejudicial to exporters
of the United States as compared with their foreign competitors Whenever
the board finds that any such rate fare or charge is demanded charged
or collected it may alter the same to the extent necessary to correct such
unjust discrimination or prejudice and make an order that the carrier shall
discontinue demanding charging or collecting any such unjustly discrimi

natory or prejudicial rate fare or charge

In order to sustain the charge of unjust discrimination under
these provisions of the Shipping Act complainant must prove

1 that the preferred port cargo or shipper is actually com

petitive with complainant 2 that the discrimination complained
of is the proximate cause of injury to complainant and 3 that
such discrimination is undue unreasonable or unjust Phila
Ocean Traffic Bureau v Export S S Corp 1 U S S B B 538 541

1936 H Kramer Co v Inland Waterways Corp et al 1
U S M C 630 633 1937 In the first of these cases the Sec

retary of Commerce said

It is well settled that the existence of unjust discrimination and undue
prejudice and preference is a question of fact which must be clearly dem
onstrated by substantial proof As a general rule there must be a definite
showing that the difference in rates complained of is undue and unjust in
that it actually operates to the real disadvantage of the complaint In order
to do this it is essential to reveal the specific effect of the rates on the flow
of the traffic concerned and on the marketing of the commodities involved
and to disclose an existing and effective competitive relation betweeIl the
prejudiced and preferred spipper localities or commodities Furthermore
a pertinent inquiry is whether the alleged prejudice is the proximate cause

of the disadvantage

On the requirements for specific proof the Secretary continued

Manifestly the general representations made by witnesses for complainant
do not afford convincing proof of the alleged disadvantages under which
they and other interests at Philadelphia operate or that the rate situation
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is solely responsible therefor It may be that their conclusions are based
on specific facts bearing upon the question of discr mination and prejudice
but the Department cannot accept such conclusions without an examination
of the underlying facts upon which they are based which facts are not of
record in this proceeding

Wood pulp from the origin territory is sold in the United

States by American agents of the Swedish wood pulp manufac

turers to domestic paper mills The selling price of pulp does not

vary by reason of the ports of delivery The terms of sale are

ex dock or on dock which means that the Swedish seller pays

the ocean transportation cost necessary to make this pulp avail

able to the buying paper mill at the ocean carrier s discharging
terminal The seller of the pulp therefore and not the United

States purchaser pays the ocean rate differential

In the past pulp was sent to this country for sale on consign
ment but now sales of pulp are made before the vessel arrives at

the United States port When the contract of sale is made the

American selling agent usually recommends that the cargo be

shipped to the United States port designated by the buying paper

mill This recommendation is not followed in all cases however

If there are not shipments totaling a 500 ton minimum for dis

charge at a particular port the vessel under respondents freight

engagement is not required to call there This minimum however

does not apply to New York which is a port of discharge in any

event

The buyer pays all inland transportation charges from the port
of delivery to his mill Respondents presented a satisfactory study

of inland transportation rates for the transportation of wood

pulp from the various North Atlantic ports to the principal con

suming mills in the area east of the Mississippi River and north

of the Potomac and Ohio Rivers From the evidence we find that

wood pulp does not move from New York and Newark the com

plaining ports beyond the area immediately contiguous to New

York Harbor which includes parts of New York Connecticut

Pennsylvania and New Jersey This area includes a number of

consuming mills which import through New York and Newark

and also through Philadelphia We find that the ports of Newark

and Philadelphia are competitive with each other for the impor

tation of the pulp mentioned in these proceedings The evidence

as to the competitive relationship of New York with both Newark

and Philadelphia for the importation of pulp is not sufficient to

warrant a similar finding as to New York Nevertheless for the
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purposes of the decision in this case we may assume that all three

ports are competitive
The evidence of record with respect to the amount of imports

of wood pulp from the origin territory into New York relates

only to the years 1949 and 1950 and as already stated the dif

ferential against New York was in effect for both years There

is no evidence in the record upon which we can make a finding
that the existence of continuance of the 1 differential against
New York has caused injury to the port On the contrary the

evidence shows that the small participation of New York in the

wood pulp trade arises from reasons entirely apart from the

assailed differential such as congestion on the piers the 5 day
limit on free time the lighterage problem the difficulty of truck

movement and the lack of storage facilities One sales represen
tative testified that there would not in any event be any great
quantity of pulp moved through New York and another testified

that specific instructions are given not to import large shipments
of pulp through New York and that such instructions would be

given notwithstanding elimination of the 1 differential Since

we can make no finding that New York has suffered injury re

sulting from the differential the case of New York under sections

16 and 17 must fail

As to Newark the great percentage of pulp imported there

is for local consumption by the paper mills in nothern New

J ersey and in the neighboring States mentioned above for which

area the inland transportation rates favor Newark

The representatives of two paper mills testified that they pre
ferred Newark over Philadelphia because they can transport their

goods by truck from Newark at a cheaper rate than the rail rate

from Philadelphia and they enjoy many collateral advantages in

doing so From 65 to 70 percent of the pulp imported through
Newark moves from the piers by truck whereas practically all

of the pulp imported through Philadelphia moves from the piers
by rail One witness testified that in 1950 his company imported
7 500 tons of wood pulp from the origin territory through Newark

and apprm imately 3 600 tons through Philadelphia The other

paper company witness testified that in 1950 his company import
ed 425 tons of pulp through Newark and only 85 tons through
Philadelphia These witnesses testified that they wanted all of

their pulp imported through Newark even if they should incur

the differential They testified that on several occasions they had

been forced to receive wood pulp through Philadelphia rather than
Newark This evidence was uncontradicted but no evidence was
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presented to show that delivery of pulp through Newark could

not have been obtained in any case where the 500 ton minimum

was available for discharge at that port
The record shows that after the Newark differential was first

enforced in 1950 the traffic decreased sharply Complainants urge

that because Newark decreased so much more sharply than the

competitive port of Philadelphia its case under sections 16 and

17 should succeed The critical issue in this proceeding however

is whether the drop in traffic was in fact catlsed by the differential

complained of

Complainants rely on the testimony of one of the American

sales agents who testified

Shippers abroad tell us that they frequently have difficulty in booking
our tonnage for Port Newark because the quantity to be shipped does not

justify the vessel to go into Port Newark just for our tonnage and that

other importers4 who would normally have woodpulp for Port Newark have

objected or taken exception to the extra cost going into Port Newark and

therefore their tonnage instead of going to Port Newark has gone to

some other port

This evidence raises the question of the probative effect of hear

say evidence While administrative bodies are not bound to the

strict application of the rule against the admissibility of hearsay
there is of course some limit as t9 its probative effect In John
Bene Sons Inc v Federal Trade Commission 299 F 468 at

p 471 the court said

We are of the opinion that evidence or testimony even though legally
incompetent if of the kind that usually affects fair minded men in the

conduct of their daily and more important affairs should be received and

considered but it should be fairly done

We think that where an American sales agent testifies as to the

acts reported to him by his own principal in a foreign country
such evidence should be deemed probative and should therefore

be given effect but where an agent testifies as was done in this

case as to rumors of what other importers not the principal of

the testifying agent would or would not normally do comes within

the realm of hearsay on hearsay and is mere uncorroborated

hearsay or rumor and does not constitute substantial evidence

Consolidated Edison Co v National Labor Relations Board

305 U S 197 1938 We do not believe that the remote hearsay
evidence of one witness that the differential causes some unidenti

fied Swedish pulp producer to divert pulp cargoes from Newark

is reliable probative and substantial evidence of the type upon

4 The witness here uses the term importer to refer to other Swedish shippers importing
pulp into the United States
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which we can premise an order The record contains no other

evidence on which we can find that the Newark differential was

the proximate cause of injury to that port Consequently New

ark s case under sections 16 and 17 must also fail

Respondents offered much evidence to show that the wharf

and terminal costs at New York nd Newark substantially
exceeded those at Philadelphia and other North Atlantic ports
Respondents claimed that the New York and Newark differentials

were imposed to offset these higher costs and that when the

Newark excess terminal costs were reduced in 1951 the Newark

differential was reduced from 1 to 50 cents per ton By such

evidence respondents attempted to show that any discrimination

either at New York or Newark was in any event not undue

unreasonable or unjust Even though we find that no unjust
discrimination has been shown to be the cause of any injury
to New York or Newark we may say that a rate differential

against a port may not be justified for the sole reason that the

cost of operation at that port is greater than at another compet
ing port In P01 t Diffe1ential Investigation 1 D S S B 61 1924

the Shipping Board said at page 69

the board does not concur in the theory that a carrier is justified
in burdening a port with a differential for the sole and only reason that
the cost of operation from that port is greater than from some other port
It is obvious to the board that many elements such as volume of tlaffic

competition distance advantages of location character of traffic frequency
of service and others are properly to be considered in arriving at adjust
ment of rates as between ports

The record in this case fails to disclose the relevant facts on

these other material elements

Section 205 of the Merchant Marine Act 1936 as amended

provides as follows

Without limiting the power and authority otherwise vested in the Com
mission it shall be unlawful for any common carrier by water either directly
or indirectly through the medium of an agreement conference association

understanding or otherwise to prevent or attempt to prevent any other
such carrier from serving any port designed for the accomodation of ocean

going vessels located on any improvement project authorized by the Congress
or through it by any other agency of the Federal Government lying within
the continental limits of the United States at the same rates which it

charges at the nearest port already regularly served by it

The evidences discloses that the Federal Government has

expended 20 146 000 from June 30 1945 to June 30 1950

for channel projects in the New York and Newark Harbor area

and that from 1853 to June 30 1950 154 136 000 of Federal
funds were so expended

4 F M B
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The language of section 205 very directly implies the possibility
of coercive action by means of conference or other agreements
between common carriers There is some evidence in this case

that respondents have in one way or another bound themselves

and their fellow members to charge the rates which were filed

with us with their proposed conference agreement including
unequal rates for New York Newark and Philadelphia

The evidence in this case relates almost entirely to alleged
violations of sections 16 and 17 of the Shipping Act and not to

issues under section 205 of the Merchant Marine Act which

section was first referred to at the time of oral argument and

then only at our suggestion The present record is in our judg
ment not sufficiently complete on a number of issues material

under section 205 for us to make findings with respect to any

violations of that section if in fact we are authorized to do so

in a proceeding such as this brought under the provisions of

section 22 of the Shipping Act

Vve shall not in this proceeding attempt to approve or dis

approve respondents proposed agreement This matter is referred

to our Regulation Office for propriate inquiry and recommenda

tions The Regulation Office will consider whether the proposed
agreement is inconsistent with any of the provisions of law

including the Shipping Act and section 205 of the Merchant

Marine Act and also whether respondents have heretofore been

carrying out the terms of any unapproved agreement
An order will be entered dismissing the complaint
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ORDER

At a Session of the FEDERAL MARITIME BOARD held at its

office in Washington D C on the 31st day of May A D 1953

No 706

THE PORT OF NEW YORK AUTHORITY

v

AB SVENSKA AMERIKA LINIEN REDERIAKTIEBOLAGET TRANSAT

LANTIC REDERIAKTIEBOLAGET HELSINGBORG ANTIEBOLAGET

TRANSMARIN AND WILH iVILHELMSEN

This proceeding being at issue upon complaint and answer on

file and have been duly heard and submitted by the parties
and full investigation of the matters and things involved and oral

argument having been had and the Board on the date hereof

having made and entered of record a report stating its findings
and conclusions thereon which report is referred to and made

a part hereof

It is oTdeTed that the complaint in this proceeding be and it

hereby is dismissed

By the Board

Sgd A J VILLIAMS

Sec1 etaTY
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No M 60

COASTWISE LINEApPLICATION TO BAREBOAT CHARTER rHREE
GOVERNMENT OWNED WAR BUILT DRY CARGO VESSELS FOR USE

IN THE PACIFIC COASTWISE BRITISH COLUMBIA ALASKA SERVICE

REPORT OF THE BOARD

Exceptions to the recommended decision of the Chief Examiner

were filed by interveners and the case was argued orally before

the Vice Chairman The record exceptions and transcript of oral

argument were considered by both members of the Board Our

findings which are in substantial agreement with those of the

examiner were served on June 1 1953 4 F M B 200 Exceptions
and requested findings not reflected in our findings or conclusions

have been carefully considered and are overruled

This is a proceeding under Public Law 591 81st Congress
upon the application of Coastwise Line for the bareboat charter

of three Government owned war built dry cargo Liberty vessels

for use in its Pacific coastwise British Columbia Alaska service

for the summer and fall seasons The Portland Chamber of Com

merce and the Portland Freight Traffic Association intervened

in support of the application The Committee for the Promotion

of Tramp Shipping Ocean Tow Inc Alaska Freight Lines Inc

and Olympic Griffiths Lines Inc intervened in opposition to the

applica tion

The record in Docket M 58 concerning a previous application
of Coastwise Line for these same vessels was incorporated into

the record in this proceeding In our report of April 20 1953

in Docket M 58 we stated that we were unable at that time to

make the affirmative finding that privately owned American flag
Liberty vessels were not available for charter by private opera
tors on reasonable conditions and at reasonable rat6 for use

in this service For that reason we considered it unnecessary to

comment in that report on the other two statutory issues

Coastwise presently operates a regular berth service between

ports in California Oregon Washington British Columbia and
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Alaska with two owned Libertys and three Libertys chartered

from private owners During the 1952 season Coastwise also

operated with three Government chartered Libertys the charters

of which were discontinued pursuant to our findings in Review

of Charters Gov t Owned Vessels 1952 4 F M B 133 these ves

sels have been equipped with radar and other special equipment
required for their operation in the service of Coastwise and they
are the particular vessels sought by the present application The

service of Coastwise which is under consideration is operated
with the three privately chartered Libertys this service provides

a A southbound and northbound Pacific coastwise service

b a service between Pacific coast ports and Alaska including

southbound calls at British Columbia ports and c a service

between Alaska ports The two owned vessels are employed
exclusively in the trade between Pacific coas ports and British

Columbia

The record is convincing that the service herein under con

sideration is still in the public interest for the reasons set out

in our previous findings to this effect 3 F M B 515 1951

3 F M B 545 1951

The vessels applied for in this proceeding are sought by Coast

wise primarily to accommodate the peak movement of cargo to

Alaska which will taper off in the late fall of this year At the

time of the hearing Coastwise was faced with a backlog of 56 555

short tons of cargo which has been offered for transportation I

from Pacific coast ports to Alaska during the months of May

June and July The carriage of this cargo alone would have

required the employment ofat least three more Libertys by Coast

wise making two voyages each during the months of May June

and July Coastwise estimates that the amount of cargo which

must actually move during this 3 month period will be twice that

which has already been booked

The total military construction program of the Defense Depart
ment for 1953 in Alaska will amount to approximately 438 000

000 of which 260 000 000 is under contract and 178 000 000

is to be awarded during this season A United States Army witness

testified that approximately 137 000 000 of military construction

work will be fixed in place in Alaska during 1953 which is

4 000 000 more than in 1952 These figures include labor as

well as other costs

Coastwise estimates that it will move 50 000 tons of north

bound cargo and 75 000 tons of southbound cargo in the segment
of its service between Pacific coast ports and British Columbia
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and that it will move 50 000 tons of northbound cargo and 254 000

tons of southbound cargo in the Pacific coastwise trade It is the

only American flag operator presently serving the British Colum

bia trade in both directions

Intervener Olympic Griffiths Lines operates a Liberty vessel in

the Pacific coastwise trade It has made 14 round voyages since

the start of its service in August 1952 carrying full cargoes
of salt northbound and two half shiploads of newsprint and lum

ber southbound It has solicited southbound cargoes only since

March 1953 and it points out that it has been largely unsuccess

ful in participating in the southbound newsprint trade because

of the preferential business arrangement which one shipper has

with Coastwise for the carriage of southbound newsprint

Olympic Griffiths argues that the use of the Government owned

vessels sought herein will aid in excluding it from the southbound
Pacific coastwise paper trade and will prevent it from acquiring
another Liberty vessel for use in this trade Newsprint is one of

the principal commodities in the southbound Pacific coastwise

trade The other principal commodity moving southbound in this

trade is lumber the movement of which falls off during the sum

mer months Olympic Griffiths requests that if we should make

the statutory findings herein we recommend the inclusion of

appropriate restrictions to prevent the use of Government owned

vessels chartered to Coastwise from competing for the carriage
of southbound coastwise cargo with the privately owned vessels

operated by it

The evidence indicates that the 1953 military and commercial

movements to Alaska and the commercial movement in the British

Columbia trade and the northbound Pacific coastwise trade of

Coastwise will be at least as large as during the 1952 season

during which Coastwise operated the threeLibertys herein applied
for in addition to its presently operated fleet We find therefore

that the Alaska and British Columbia segments and the north

bound Pacific coastwise segment of the service of Coastwise will

not be adequately served without the use therein of the vessels

applied for or equivalent tonnage We also find that there is

inadequacy of service in the southbound Pacific coastwise segment
of the service in so far as the privately operated vessels of Coast

wise and Olympic Griffiths are unable to carryall cargo offer

ings
The need of Coastwise for additional Liberty vessels is immedi

ate in view of its present backlog of cargoes It was testified that
this heavy seasonal movement will abate sometime in the late fall
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3t which time Coastwise intends to return the Government
chartered vessels The evidence discloses that Liberty vessels were

available on the west coast for early June delivery Coastwise
has been offered the charter of several Libertys at bareboat rates
ranging from 9 000 per month for a three year charter to 15 000

per month for a one year charter A witness for the Committee
for the Promotion of Tramp Shipping testified that he was author
ized to offer Coastwise seven Libertys in behalf ofmember owners

All of these vessels are positioned on the west coast available
for deliveries beginning early in June The witness testified that
the bareboat rates asked by the owners ranged from 10 500

per month and that the owners were ready to consider counter
offers While there is some doubt that any or all of these
vessels are suitable for operation in the service of Coastwise

only one of these seven vessels was offered for a period under a

year This vessel was offered for a 9 month period at a bareboat

rate of 12 500 per month but it was a converted Liberty tanker
with no heavy lift gear n eded for this service

The examiner has found that the 1952 earnings of Coastwise
from the operation of these three Government chartered Libertys
would have in that year supported a charter hire in the neighbor
hood of 12 500 a month after allowing for the cost of installing
the special equipment required for operation in this service The
evidence shows however that monthly wage costs have increased
since 1952 by over 3 000 per vessel It was testified by Coastwise
that it has not had any general rate increase in this service for
over 2 years

Under the circumstances we find that privately owned United
States flag vessels are not available for charter from private
operators on reasonable conditions and at reasonable rates for
the 6 month period of peak seasonal movement in the service

FINDINGS CERTIFICATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

On the basis of the facts adduced in the record we find and

hereby certify to the Secretary of Commerce

1 That the service under consideration is in the public interest
2 That such service exclusive of a portion of the southbound

Pacific coastwise segment thereof is not adequately served and
3 That privately owned United States flag vessels are not

available for charter from private operators on reasonable condi
tions and at reasonable rates for use in such service

We recommend that any charters which may be granted pur
suant to our findings in this proceeding be for a period not to
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xceed 6 months subject to the usual right of concellation by
either party on 15 days notice We further recommend that

such charters contain no provision for the nonpayment of charter

hire during any idle period atld that additional charter hire

over such fixed charter hire as the Administrator shall determine
be determined with reference to all voyages made thereunder

computed accounted for and paid separately from any previous
charters We further recommend that such charters contain a

restriction prohibiting Coastwise Line from carrying southbound

coastwise cargo between Pacific coast ports on Government

chartered vessels unless privately owned United States flag ves

sels are unavailable for the carriage of such cargo

By the Board

Sgd A J WILLIAMS

Secretary

JUNE 16 1953
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No S47

AMERICAN EXPORT LINES INC REVIEW AND REDETERMINATION OF THE

SALES PRICES OF THE INDEPENDENCE AND CONSTITUTION

Decided February O 1952

Kenneth Gardner for American Export Lines Inc

Francis T Greene and Jolvn F H arfell for the Board

REPORT OF THE BOARD 1

On August 10 1948 Mr J E Slater then executive vice president
of American Export Lines Inc Export read a written memoran

dum of understanding to the United States Maritime Commission

the Commission setting forth the terms as fixed by the Commission
on the previous day and orally communicated to him under which

Export would agree to the construction and purchase pursuant to

Title V of the Merchant Marine Act 193 as amended the Act

of two 20 000 ton 25 lmot passenger ve sels The memoranllulll re

cited the construdion cost of each ship on an adjusted price basis to

be 23 415 000 pel ship being the bid of Bethlehem Steel Company
Bethlehem the low bidding shipyard and the purchase price to

Export from the Commission to be 11 056 285 plus a proportion of

ny increase in cost due to escalation The cost of certain additional

items not inluc1ed in the shipyard bid nor in the base price of

11 G 285 was recited to be shared fi percent by Export and 45 per
cellt I y the Government The memorandum also covered other mat

h rs discussed by the Commission with 111 Slater on the previous day
inelll ling provisions for a new operating differential subsidy contract

to coVr tlH new passenger ships as well as Export s cargo ships to

lIlIl for a lHl iol of 18 ypars The statenwl1ts in tllat lllelllOlandum

PIP aged to ill Jriil iple by the Commission Oil August 10 1948

1 Sf I Sllpp l mentllIY Heport of BOlin 4 F r B 2G
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Thereupon Mr Slater flew to New York and on the same day pre
sented the same memorandum to the directors of Export who there

upon gave their approval without qualification Notice of the action

of the chrectors of Export was telegraphed to the Commission on

August 11 1948 On that day the Commission accepted the bid of
Bethlehem for the construction of the two ships and thereupon two

tripartite contracts Nos MCc 61390 and MCc 61391 between the

Commission Export and Bethlehem for the construction of the two

ships at the price mentioned with provision for escalation were duly
executed and dated as of August 11 1948

Certain statutory findings and determinations by the Commission

were required before formal sales construction differential subsidy
contracts could be entered into with Export and accordingly on

November 16 1948 the Commission took the necessary formal action
and on that date authorized the sale of the two vessels to Export at

the base UJlit selling price of 11 956 285 pel ship and directed the

preparation of the usual sales construction differential subsidy
contracts by the general counsel of the Commission

On November 22 1948 the Commission formally a c1vised Export
that it had made the several findings of fact which under sections
501 and 502 of the Act are prerequisite to the sale of a vessel at a

price corresponding to the estimated cost of building such ves

sel in a foreign shipyard as provided by section 502 This letter

comput ed the selling price to Export of 11 956 285 as follows

1 Base unit contract price G knot vessel u u u uu 23 415 000
2 Base unit contract price 2J 2 k lOt ves el u u 23 116 000

3 Amount included in 1 representing excess speed over 221l

knl ts u u
u u 9 000

4 lDstimilted base unit foreign cost 221Jz Imot vessel n 12 7lX OO
Estimated base foreign cost of national defense featureli other

than excess speed 55 percent of 1 377 300 the base United

States cost of such features j 7 G15

6 Base unit selling price to
applicanL

n u uu u u 11 J j i 2 f

lhe COlllmissiun s terlllS of No emlwr 2L 1 J4 were l cepted ill writillby
Export

The tripartite contracts of Augllst 11 1J4 8 recited that the Com
mission had concurrently entered into separate contracts with Export
for the purchase by Export of the vessels u pOll completion However
the preparation and execution of the e formal cOllllaets of lale and
for construction differentia 1 sub idy was del l pd and the contracts

were Hot executed until January 11 IV51 by the Frdel al i1aritimei
4 F IIB
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Board as successor to the Commission Then executed the contracts

included provision of redetermination of the vessels sales prices by
the Board as is hereinafter explained

Under section 502 b of the Act the Government is authorized to
absorb the difference in cost between the American shipbuilder s bid
and the fair and reasonable estimate of cost as determined by the

Commission of the construction of the proposed vessel if it were con

structed under similar plans and specifications excluding national

defense features in a foreign shipbuildipg center which is

deemed by the Commission to furnish a fair and representative
example for the determination of the estimated foreign cost of con

struction of vessels of the type proposed to be constructed In addi

tion the cost of any features incorporated in the vessel for national

defense uses shall be paid by the eOlnmission in addition to the

subsidy
On July 11 1949 the Comptroller General submitted a report H R

Rep No 1423 81st Cong 1st Sess criticizing the determinations of

theCommission with regard to the amount ofconstruction differential

subsidy and the allowances for various national defense features on

several passenger vessels including the two Export ships which are

the subject of this review The gist of the Comptroller Generals

criticisms with respect to the two Export ships appears to be that the

Commission s foreign cost estimate of 11 956 285 per ship was not

founded on convincing evidence as required by section 5Q2 b of the

Act where the subsidy is over 331h percent and further thatthe allow

ance of 1 676 300 per ship for national defense features was in his

judgment an allowance at least to some extent for certain features

sought by Export for commercial reasons Following extensive hear

ings before a subcommittee Hardy Committee during the summer

of 1949 the Ilouse Committee on Expenditures in the Executive

Departments published its Fourth Intermediate Report H R Rep
No 1423 81st Cong 1st Sess the Ilardy Report The Ilardy
Report while containing numerous critical implications left open
the issues of law and policy dealt with therein and concluded with the
recommendation that the Commission should review the instant and
other construction differential subsidy agreements and that all possible
action be take tl to prevent excessive expenditure of Government funds
Under ReorganIzation Plan No 21 of 1950 the Board is the successor

to certain of the powers duties and unfinished business of the Com
mission including the responsibility for the review and redetermina
tion of the sales prices vhich properly should be charged to Export
tor these ships
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On August 14 1950 the Board appointed a special committee to

study and submit its recommendations as to the problems herein

involved considering and giving due weight to the reports of the

Comptroller General and the Hardy Committee 2 In addition to the

study which has been given by the special committee to the postwar
award of subsidies on passenger vessels the Board and the Board s

staff have also independently reviewed the hIstory of these subsidy
determinations and have analyzed all available data which under the
Act are the bases for subsidy determinations

On January 11 1951 when the Independence was ready for delivery
by her builders theBoard as already explained entered into two con

tracts with Export Nos l1Cc 61468 and MCc 61469 to formalize
the prior informal sales agreement between the Commission and Ex

port and in addition article 5 to permit the Government to make
a redetermination of the vessels sales prices in accordance with the

provisions of the Merchant Marine Act 1936 as amended as of the
date of the Commission s grant of the construction differential sub

sidy to the Buyer The deadline date for this redetermination
has ooen extended The contracts further provide that within 30

days after the redetermination Export may refuse to accept the re

determined price and may terminate the agreement in toto In the
latter event the vessels shall be returned to the Government Export
to pay charter hire for their use at the rate of 832 percent per annum

of the Government s redetermined sales price plus one half of Ex

port s total net profits from the operation of each ship Furthermore

Export s operating differential subsidy agreement of June 6 1951
Contract No Fl1B 1 provides article 1 11 that if Export fails

to accept the Board s redetermination of the sales prices of the Inde

pendence and Oonstitution then Export s operating subsidy contract

as to all its vessels shall terminate automatically on December 31

1952 By those contractual provisions the Board has sought pend
ing redetermination of the prices to discharge its operating responsi
bilities under both titles V and VI of the Act precipitated by the

completion and delivery of the ships while at the same time taking no

correlative action hich might jeopardize the legitimate inter sts of
the Government in the event that it should be decided after review

that the terms of the sale of these vessels should be renegotiated
Vhat follows is our review of the Government aid granted under Title

V of the Act pUlswmt to direction from the President and to recom

3 The original appointees were Prof H L Seward chairman Mr R E Gillmor and

Mr William B Jones Mr JO les being lmable to sene Dr Waltcr H E Jaeger was

appoint cd in his place on October 12 ID50 Professor Seward resigned March 14 195I

Thc remaining members submitted their report discussed below under date of September
7 191
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mendations of the Hardy Committee and also ourredetermination of

the vessels ales prices pursuant to the provisions of contracts Nos

MCc 61468 and MCc 61469 dated January 11 1951 between the i

Board and Export
It is clear that certain fundamental issues must be resolved before

the estimates and calculations can be made of the foreign construction
cost of these vessels andthe determination of the vessel features which

properly should be classed as national defense features and be paid
for by the Government Accordingly a letter was addressed to

Export under date of September 12 1951 posing six issues of law

and six issues of fact and policy upon which the views and posi
tions of Export were invited Thereafter hearings were held on

October 4 and 5 with respect to those issues Following a 3 week

period for Export s examination of the staff s estimate of the 1948

foreign cost of building these ships further hearings on the validity
and basis of the staff estimates were held on November 19 20 28 and

30 Briefs have been submitted by Export s counsel and by Board

counsel Counselor representatives of Export the Comptroller Gen

eral and the Hardy Committee attended all hearings while the Bu

reau of the Budget the Departments of the Navy Treasury and Com

merce and the special committee were represented at the October hear

ings on the general substantive issues

In order to focus the substantive issues involved and to provide a

basis for pointed discussion at the hearing the Board s staff prepared I

memoranda stating its opinions and recommendations exhibits 4 5

6 7 and 8 These together with the September 7 1951 report of the

special committee exhibit 10 and a short statement by Export dated

September 27 1951 exhibit 9 werecirculated to all interested parties
in advance of the hearing Inasmuch as the witnesses at the hearings
of October 4 and 5 as well as memoranda prepared by the staff and

Export discussed the issues in the order in which they are posed in

the Board s letters we will state and discuss our decisions in the same

order
ISSUES OF LAw

1 In the Tedetellnination by the Boanl of the respective vessels

ales prices must the Board s estimate of the fOTeign construction

cost of the proposed vessels be estimates of the vessels built to Ameri

Jan standa rds or rnay it be based upon the cost of the vessels if built

to foreignstandards
Decision American standards
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So far as pertinent section 502 a of the Act provides

Concl rrently with entering into such contract with the shipbuilder the

Commission is authorizeo to enter into a contract with the applicant for the

purchase by him of such vessel upon its completion at a price corresponding to

the estimated cost as determined by the Oonw1Iission pursuant to the provisions
of this A ct of building such vessel in a foreign shipyard Emphasis added

Section 502 b of the Act provides
The amount of the reduction in selling price which is herein termed con

struction differential subsidy may equal but not exceed the excess of the bid

of the shipbuilder constructing the proposed vessel over the fair and rea

sonable estimate of cbst as determined by theCommission of the construction of

the proposed vessel it it were constructed under similar plans and speci wfr

tions ina foreign shipbuilding center Emphasfs added

The legislative history of the 1938 amendment which provided for
the substitution of the word similar for the original word like in
the reference to plans and specifications upon which the Board must
base its estimate ofthe hypothetical foreign counterpart of the Ameri
can ship and the administrative construction followed by the Com
mission from 1938 to 1948 lead us to conclude that the comparison
should be with the hypothetical foreign vessel built to American stand
ards Export appears to agree exhibit 9

We recognize as did the Commission that this construction of the
act does not achieve fullcapital parity between the Anlerican operator
and his foreign competitors and that to this extent the Act falls short
of its general objective ofputting the American ship buyer and oper
ator on a capital parity with his foreign competitors However we

believe that the remedy if one is required should lie in an appro
priate amendment of the Act

2 In the 1 edetermination by the Boanl of the respective vessels
sales p1 ices 1nust the allowance fo1 national defense features be lim
ited to vessel features added to the applicant s plans and specifications
jJU1 suant to specific LVavy Department request

Decision No

The Act does not define what features incorporated in a vessel and

useful for national defense purposes may be made the subject of a

national defense allowance the entire cost of which shall be paid by
the Government Neither does the Act specify any procedure for t e

determination of features qualifying for national defense allowances

which must be followed to the exclusion of any other procedure
Section 501 b otthe Act provides only

The commission shall submit the plans and specifications for the proposed
essel to the Na y Department forexamination thereof and suggestions for such

hanges therein as may be deemed necessary or proper in order that such essel
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shall be suitable for economical and speedy conversion into a naval or military
auxiliary or otherwise suitable for the use of the United States Government in
time of war or national emergency Ifthe Secretary of the Navy approves such

plans and specifications as submitted or as modified in accordance with the

provisions of this subsection he shall certify such approval to the Commission

Section 502 of the Act provides that the sales price of the vessel its
estimated foreign construction cost shall exclude the cost of any
feature incorporated in the vessel for national defense uses which
shall be paid by the Commission in addition to the subsidy

In the case of the two Export ships most of the vessel features
which weremade the subject ofthe national defense allowances granted
by the Commission were included in the plans and specifications of
the two vessels Design P2S1 DL2 submitted by Export in Decem
ber 1947 While Export did Iot then originally claim that any fea
tures were incorporated for national defense purposes still after the

many conferences between the staff of Export and that of the Com
mission held for the consideration of the vessel plans as well as

correspondence between Export and the Commission the Commission
determined that the following features had been incorporated in the
vesselplans for national defensepurposes andtherefore should qualify
as national defense features
1 The difference between 55 000 maximum shaft horsepower giving

a speed of 25 knots and the 40 700 shaft horsepower estimated

to be required for 22 knot speed at a cost of
2 Additional bulkheading at a cost of

3 The increase in third class passenger space from 116 to 308 at a

cost of

4 The increase in generator capacity from 3 600 kilowatt generators
to 4 400 generators at a cost of

5 The increase in evaporator capacity above 90 000 gallons per day
at a cost of

6 Design expenses insurance classification fees etc for the above

features

299 000

96 850

827 365

112 085

269 000

72 000

1 676 300

In addition to the criticism of the Comptroller General previously
referred to in this decision the Hardy Report p 25 states

The present wording of the stMnte appears in practice to present an

inadequate administrative criterion and the lack of legislative history in con

nection with the applicabl provisions sheds further doubt on the real intent

of the Congress It is most difficult to read into the statute the interpretation l

placed upon it by the Maritime Commission in determining the national defense
features of the superliner

The statute lencls itself much more readily to an interpretation that only those

features which the Navy determines should be added to commercial requirements
areappropriate as national defense features The anguage as now written does
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not anthorize a l ayment by the Government for those features inherent in every

yessel which make it useful as an instrument of national defense nor is it

recommended that it should Certainly we do not consider that the present
law authorizes the utilization of the national defense feature provision as a

substitute forawarding an increased construction differential subsidy A review

of this phase of the statute is of paramount importance toward clarification of

congressional intent The present situation calls for a clear cut provision
setting forth the policy of Congress as to the national defense aspects of the

merchant marine and the extent to which the payment for national defense

featnres is a responsillility of the Government

The Commission in the exercise of its administrative discretion

adopted on June 10 1948 the policy of paying for such national
defense features in addition to the construction differential subsidy if

and to the extent such features did not have a commercial utility or if

and to the extent their cost was disproportionate to their value for

commercial purposes In our opinion the above policy is sound
We conclude that the inclusion of a vessel feature in the applicant s

plans and specifications does not per se bar the granting of a national
defenseallowance for such vessel feature the Act contains no such bar
The only express requirement in the Act is contained in section
502 a which provides that bids for the construction of the vessel
can be secured only If the Secretary of the Navy certifies his ap
proval Under section 501 of the Act this approval imports
the finding merely that the vessel is Suitable for economical and

speedy conversion into a naval or military auxiliary or otherwise

suitable for the use of the United States Government in time of war

or national emergency It is to be noted that under this language
the Navy certification could be based solely upon the usefulness of
the ship to the Government for civili tn purposes in a national emer

gency such as evacuation of natiouals facility of conversion to a

troop transport or other military auxiliary is not in such case a pre

requisite
The Act appears to permit but not to require that national defense

features referred to in section 502 b be added to the original plans
as a result of the Navy s suggestions as authorized by section 501 b

The Board takes notice of the fact that the major United States

shipyards and principal naval architects including Bethlehem which

prepared Export s plans in this ease have planned and built large
numbers of ves els of numerous kinds for the Navy and are generally
familiar with the structural and other features which the Navy con

siders desirable for inclusion in auxiliaries such as troop transports
Bethlehem in designing these ships was necessarily aware of the

known desires of the Navy concerning speed additional bulkheaCJ
4 F M B
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ing dual engine rooms etc Ir a ship designer were required to disre

gard the known objectives or the Navy it rollows as stated by Mr
Slater president or Export that anybody who designs a shjp should

design the worst ship they can think or and then let the Navy rorce

them into providing the type or ship that should be there R 110

Such practice would require extensive redesign in order to incorpo
late subsequel1t suggested changes intthe plans and specifications as

originally developed Aship is an operating unit and any substantial
modification or a final design may entail a vast number or additional

coordinating changes
In 1948 the Commission had a Technical Division U S M C

Administrative Code April 24 1946 which was later redesignated
the Technical Bureau This Bureau in addition to reviewing rrom

an engineering standpoint vessel plans and specifications submitted

by applicants ror Government aid was directed to authorize the in

stallation or national derense reatures on prIvately owned vessels 3

Thus there was close collaboration between the technical staff of the

Commission Export and the marine architect in the development and

expansion or the original plans and spe ifications ror these vessels to

the end that the final plans and specifications would ultimately be

approved
Because or the close liaison between the Commission s technical

staff and the Navy the rormer many or whom had had extensive Navy
design experience suggested the inclusion or reatures during the de

velopment or the plans which in their proressional capacity they knew

the Navy would desire For example Andrews vice president of

Export in charge or operations stated R 166 that the divided en

gine roomswere originally included because the Commission s Tech

Jlical Division stated that on a national derense basis the Navy no

doubt woulq require the size or this vessel to have two divided sep

arated independent engine rooms and we went along on that basis

with the Technical Division of the Maritime Commission Accord

ing to Andrews the generator capacity was increased at the request
or the Technical Division so as to have a surplus in the ship ror any

emergency purposes that may be placed at a later date ror national

derense R 184

In short it is our conclusion that the bidding plans and specifica
tions ror the Export ships were developed with the close collaboration

of the technical staff or the Commission and the applicant s ship

3 This directive was supplemented by U S M C General Manager s Order No 17 of

September 24 1948 which directed the Chief Bureau of Engineering to cooperate with

the National Military Establishment in the preparation of plans and studies for both

lle v designs and for the conversion of vessels to military types in time of national

emergency Emphasis added
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design agent with full knowledge of the requirements of the Navy
Accordingly we have no hesitation in rejecting a construction of the

Act which would limit allowance for national defense features to

those which are added to Export s plans and specifications as ori

ginally filed in order to comply with the subsequent request of the

Navy Department
3 In the determination of the respective vessels sales prices cou ld

nessel sales prices estimated foreign constfUtion costs have been

made subjeot to an escalation olause to refleot ohanges in wages mate

Jial and other eleJMnts of construction cost

Deoision Yes

This question arises from the fact that the Bethlehem bid for the

Export ships which was accepted was an adjusted price bid of

23 415 000 per ship which was 2 698 000 less than its fixed price bid

of 26 113 000 The adjusted price bid was subject to the usual

type of escalation under which the price was to be adjusted upward
or downward in mathematical relationship to fluctuations in desig
nated indices ofwage nd material rates Furthermore the estimated

foreign construction cost under section 502 b of the Act was de

veloped by the staff of the Commission as its estimate of what an

adjusted price bid of a Netherlands shipyard might be That basis

of estimation wasused for three reasons 1 Itcorresponded with the

hasis of Bethlehem s bid 2 the information available to the Com
mission indicated that at that time the foreign shipyards would not

submit fixed price bids C R 34 and 3 it was the most accurate

way to estimate the foreign construction cost of t e ships since the

amount of a foreign shipyard s estimating factor to cover anticipated
increases in labor and material costs would be largely a matter of

conjecture It might or might not coincide with the approximately
II percent factor that Bethlehem actually used to cover its anticipa
tion of wage and price rises in the United States i e the percentage
excess of its fixed price bid over the adjusted price bid

Furthermore escalation is and long has been an accepted feature of

Government shipbuilding contracts In general the shipbuilder for

his own protection estimates potential cost increases when figuring a

fixed price bid above the actual rise experienced Consequently an

adjusted price basis plus escalation is in general to the Government s

advantage the same would be true of the American buyer of the

hypothetical foreign built ship Consequently the decision of the

Cornmission to use an adjusted price basis for its estimate of foreign
cost appears reasOlulble sound and in keeping with the parity princi
ple of the Act For these reasons the Board has also used the ad

justed price basis for its estimate of the foreign construction cost of
4 F M R
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the two Export ships Finally this method has been rormally agreed
to by Export and the Board in article 3 a iii or the construction

differential subsidy agreements or January 11 1951 Section 502 of

the Act particularly when coupled with the authority given under

section 207 to enter into such contracts as may in its discre
tion be necessary contains sufficient flexibility to permit subsidy
determinations to conrorm to accepted commercial practice in this

regard
There remains the mixed question or law and policy whether the

escalation adjustment ror the hypothetical ship should be based on

changes in roreign shipbuilding costs or whether the adjustment ror

administrative convenience may be geared to United States wage and

material indices exhibit 4 R 369 exhibit 5 R 393 exhibit 14 R

479 From a strictly theoretical point or view the escalation clause

in a roreign vessel sales contract should be geared to appropriate
foreign wage and material indices since the vessel sales price is to be

a price corresponding to the estimated cost or building such

vessel in a roreign shipyard Where at the time or entering into a

Title V vessel sales contract the trend or roreign labor and material

costs is similar to the trends in the United States administrative

convenience may warrant the use or domestic indices The use of

United States indices with which both the Government and the pur
chaser are ramiliarwould under such circumstances normally result

in a reasonably accurate and sound provision ror future changes in

construction costs and obviate an administrative burden the cost or

which might be disproportionate to a changed result one way or the

other if at all Hence the procedure actually rollowed both by the

Board and its predecessor with respect to the Export ships raIls within

the ambit of the rail and reasonable estimate of cost of the

construction of the proposed vessel in a roreign shipbuilding
center which is our guiding standard under section 502 or the Act

In the case or the Export ships the trends or the Netherlands indices

of prices ror metal and metal products and average hourly wage

earnings are substantially similar to those in the United States up
untll the latter part or 1950 Commencing in October 1950 the

Netherlands trend of rising prices was steeper than the domestic
trend presumably due to the delayed impact of the September 1949

devaluation of western European currencies exhibit 15 R 481482

Any attempt to put a money value on the ractors ror purposes of

subsidy determination would be speculative and if determinable at all

would probably be minor in view of the completion dates or the ves

sels On the contrary the original assumption as applied to the

Export agreement in 1948 that the foreign cost of labor and materials
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would fluctuate up or down on the same general basis percentage vise

as would domestic costs was in our judgment a reasonably sound

assumption under the conditions then prevailing
4 In the detel mination of he respective vessels salf8 prices could

the vessel sales co ntract have provided that the estimated foreign con

struction cast in ter ms ofAmerican dollars shmld be sUbject to changes
in the value of the fa reign cUr tency during the period of rCI1 itl1bCtion

and paY17 ent f

Decision Yes See reasoning under Question 5 below

The decision Qn this question is academic since the Commission s

agreement with Export of August 1948 contained no provision
therefor

5 In the redetermination of the respective vessels sales prices by
the Boald does the Act n01l pro hibit adjustments to give effect to

changes in the wages material and ather eleml3nts of fo reign construc

tion casts and in the value of the fo1 eign cUnency during the perid

of constructio nand payment
Decision No provided such redetermination is made on the basis

only of circumstances existing as of the date of the construction con

tracts

The importance to any American who during the past 3 or 4 years
was purchasing western European products of the approximately
30 percent devaluation of sterling and all associated western Euro

pe n currencies yhich occurred in September 19 D obyiously l equired
us to give the most searching scrutiny to its legal a d factual impact
upon the Export agreement of August 1948 The method by which

the estimated foreign cost in foreign currency of
th
e subsidized vessel

should be converted into dollars is not touchecl upon by the Act The

only guidance given us by Congress with respect to price is that the

final sales price in dollars should be a fail and reasonable estimate

of eost of the vessel were it being builtby a foreign yard The legis
lative history of theAct sheds no light at all upon the problem of how

the Commission should treat fluctuations in foreign exchange rate

occurring during the period of construction ancl progress payments 4

On the other hand the Act and its legislative history is definite

beyond substantial question that the estimate of foreign construction

cost belowhich vessels cannot be sold uncleI the Act must be made

as of the date the contract is entered into for the construction of the

ship The last sentence of section 502 a provides
At p 81 of the Hearings on S 2582 74th CODg 1st sess Senator Vandenberg asked

but obtained no answer to the question So long as international exchanges are in a flux

are not your differentials bound to be very much aspeculation anyway
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Concurrently with entering into such contract with the shipbuilder the Com

mission is authorized to enter into a contract with the applicant for the purchase

by him of such vessel upon its completion at a priee corresponding to the esti

mated cost as determined by the Commission pursuant to the provisions of this

Act of huilding such vessel in a foreign shipyard

The last sentence of section 705 of the Act added by the Act ofAugnst
4 1939 53 Stat 1182 reads

No vessel constructed under the provisions of this Act as amended shall be

sold by the Commission for operation in the foreign trade for a sum less than

the estimated foreign construction cost exclusive of national defense features

determined as of the date the construction contrar t therefor is eaecuted less

depreciation based on a twenty year life Emphasis supplied

The legislative history of this amendment shows that Congress in

tended to put the same floor under vessels sold pursuant to Title VII

as wasprovided for ships built and sold pursuant to section 502 Title

V Thus Senate Report No 724 76th Congress 1st session states

Vessels constructed for the Maritime Commission account under Title VII or

built under Title V and then taken back because of buyer s default under exist

ing law might be thrown on the market at bargain prices Section 11 would

provide a statutory floor such as is provided in Title V under the

price at which such vessels may be chartered or sold

See also to the same effect HOuse Document No 208 page 8 hear

ings on House bill 5130 page 7 and House Report 824all 76th Con

gress 1st session The Bqard therefore concludes not only that the

limitations of the last sentence of sectiOn 705 of the Act are applicable
to the sale of vessels with construction differential subsidy under Title

V but that Congress intended Title V to require that the estimate of

foreign construction cost should be made as of the date the American

construction contract therefor is executed In the case of the Inde

pendenoe and the Oonstittttion thecrucial date for purpose ofestimat

ing foreign construction cost is therefore August 11 1948 the date of

the two tripartite contracts between the Commission Bethlehem and

Export
The requirement of section 705 however that the estimated foreign

cost must be made as of the date the contract is entered into does

not preclude the Board from giving effect to a subsequent occurrence

such as devaluation provided it is a matter which the Commission
and the applicant exercising the judgment Of prudent businessmen

would have foreseen Rlld might have provided for in their contract

The reasoning which underlies our conclusions is that the whole ob

jective of Title V is to permit the purchase of the American ship by
the American operator at the closest possible approximation to the

actual dollar price that it would have cost him had the ship been

built foreign If Export had actually contracted for these ships with
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a Netherlands shipyard and would have had the opportunity to con

tract in dollars at an appreciable discount because of impending de

valuation or had been able to provide for progress payments to be

made in guilders during the lifeof the construction contracts itwould

in fact have had the benefit of a substantial reduction in dollar cost

Consequently tq the extent that devaluation could have been reason

ably foreseen and turned to the advantage of a purchaser in Export s

supposed position the Board in making its redetermination of the

vessel sales prices in 1951 may make adjustments to obtain the benefit

ofpotential devaluation which a prudent businessman would or should

have made as ofAugust 1948

6 In the deterrnJination of the respective vessels sales prices could

the vessel sales contract have included in the estimated cost of the

respective vessels the following costs not included in the dlMstic

shipyard bid

a Fees for preparation of bidding plans and specifications j

b Oost of insp ction during cOn8truction
c Interior decorator s fees
d Inoreases i cost due to rwnning standardization trials
e The cost of supplying items not included in the construction con

tract but which may be furnished separately by the OOmJrnission or

urchased by the applicant with prior approval of the OOmJrnissionf
Decision Yes

The question here really is whether a subsidy may be paia for these

items The Commission included all of the above items as subsidized
cost of which the Government was to bear45 percent and Export 55

percent
So far as pertinent s tion 502 a of the Act provides

Concurrently with entering into such cont act with the shipbuilder the

Commission is authorized to enter into a contract with the applicant for the

purChase by him of such vessel upon its completion at a p1 ice corresponding
to the estimated cost as detennined by the Oommission purs1Jant to the pro

visions of this Act of building such vessel in J foreign shipyard Emphasis
added

Section 502 b of the Act provides
The amount of the reduction in selling price which is herein tei med con

struction differential subsidy may equal but not exceed the excess of the bid

of the shipbuilder constructing the proposed vessel 1
over the fair and

1easonable e8timate of cost as detc11nine l by the Oommission of the co nstructio n

of the P1 oposed vessel if it were constr wted unde1 similar plans and specifications
in a foreign shipbu ihling cente1 Emphasis added

Inconnection with these items of ship construction costs the Comp
troller General indicated that there is some question as to whether
these items properly can be subsidized and that in any evel1t the
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sub dy rate determined without regard to these items should not be

appl d to them H R Rep No 1423 81st Jong 1st sess p 36

With regard to these same items the Hardy Committee stated H

Rep No 1423 81st Cong 1st sess p 25

SpecHll examination is recommended of the problem involving items which are

normally outside the scope of shipyard bids and their relationship to the granting

of a construction differential subsidy

All of the items of cost referred to above enter into a completed
ship and are costs which would necessarily be incurred in the con

struction ofa ship in a foreign shipbuilding center
a The plans and specifications of the ships including the bid

ding plans and specifications furnished by Export would be required
by the foreign shipbuilder in its construction of the ships The cost
ofpreparing all such plans and specifications are a partof the over all

cost of a ship whether it is built here or abroad

b In constrncting a ship either in an American shipyard or in

a foreign shipyard the party for whom the ship is being constructed

will employ inspectors who on behalf of snch purchaser will illspect
the work of the shipyard to make certain that the shipyard constructs

the ship in accordance with the contract plans and specifications The

purchaser of a ship to be built in a foreign shipyard would employ such

inspectors and their cost necessarily is a part of the total cost of the

ship
The inspection of ships sold under the provisions of Title V was the

administrative responsibility of the Commission and in meeting this

responsibility the Commission in the case of the greater number of

ships constructed for it for sale inspected the construction of snch

ships with inspectors from its administrative staff and did not since

110 provisiqns of the Act require the charge of snch costs to the sales

price of the respective ship include any part of such inspection costs

or other administrative costs of the Commission in the ship sales

prices The Commission could have undertaken the entire work and

the entire cost for its own dccount In this instance Export under

took certain inspection work a portion of which was in lieu of and or

in substitution of the Commission s inspection Itwould appeal that

it is proper therefore to include for subsidy calculation that portion
of Export s inspection cost covering work authorized by the Com

mission to the extent that such work was in fact in lieu of and in

substitution of Commission inspection
c The interior decorator s fees cO er the work of preparing the

interior design plans and specifications required in the construction of

the ships and the work of supervising the work of the shipyard ill

carrying out such plans and specifications These are costs necessHrily
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included in the total cost of construeting the respective ships and

cover work which ordinarily would be included in the American ship
builder s contract and in the contract of a shipbuilder constructing
the ships in a foreign country

d Standardization trial runs customarily were had in connection
with the construction of a new type ofship by the Commission Such

trials were generally run on one ship of a group and were for the

purpose of securing operating performance data with respect to all

ships in the group and to assist the Commission in its ship design
responsibilities under the Act These trials are run by the shipyard
constructing a ship selected for such trials and their cost would be
included in the final contract price of the American shipbuilder if
such trials were required in connection with the construction of a

ship in a foreign country the cost of sllch trials would be included in

the contract price of the foreign shipbuildr

e The cost of items not included in the construction contract

furnished to the ships by the Commission orExport with Commission

approval cover the cost of materials and furnishings required for the

ships outfitting These costs are a part of the construction cost of a

ship sec 905 d of the Act and are costs which also would normally
have been included in the contract of the American shiphuilder and
would be similarly included in the contract of a foreign shipbuilder
Such costs however should not be included at a figure in excess of
the fail and reasonable estimate of the foreign cost There is no rea

SOIl to assume that the differential between the foreign costs of these
items and their American costs will be the same as the differential
between the foreign and domestic costs of the rest of the ship Con

sequently it is necessary to determine the estinmted foreign cost of

these items as separate and distinct cost items to be included in the
over all foreign cost estimate

Since all of the above items of cost are items which either were or

could have been included in the American shipyard bid and are all

items of cost to the American buyer which would be included in the

total cost of constructing the proposed ships in a foreign country it

is our opinion that uncler a reasonable construction of the applicable
provisions of section 502 of the Act these cost items are properly
considered for inclusion in the estimated foreign construction cost of

the ships in amounts equal to the estimated foreign cost of each such

item
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ISSUES OI FACT AND POLICY

1 In the rerete rmination by the Board of the r spective vessels

sales prices should the estimated foreign construction cost be subject
to adjustment by an escalation clallse

Decision Yes

Our discussion of this matter under Issue of Law No 3 above con

cluding that under section 502 of the Act the vessel sales prices of the

Independence and Oonstitution can legally be made subject to escala

tion geared to American wage and material indices is largely disposi
tive of the question of policy whether we should do so in the instant

redetermination As a matter of policy we see no reason to upset
either the original agLeement of 1948 between Export and the Com
mission that the prices to Export would be

plus its proportion of the additional price brought about by the accelera

tion in the cost as specified inthebidding conditions

or the more detailed provisions of our formal contract of January 11

1951

2 In the redetermination by the Board of the respective vessels

sales prices should the estimated foreign construction cost in terms

of American dollars be subject to adjustment for the changes in the

val1f13 of the foreign curTency durinq t1e period of construction and

payment
Decision No

While we believe it would have been legally possible for the Com

mission to have included provisions for such an adjustment and while

we must approach this question knowing that a substantial change
in the value of foreign currency actually did take place during the

course ofconstruction we must answer this question only on the basis

of what our position would have been had we actually been consider

ing the problem in 1948 No provision for adjustment for changes
in th value of foreign currency was made in the 1948 contract and
had it been made it would have created further uncertainties in the

final sales price and evidence is lacking that prudent businessmen

would have desired to include in contracts made in 1948 provisions i

committing both parties to such uncertainties Export frankly states

it would not have agreed to assume such risks We deem the consid

erations applicable to the solution of this question quite different from

those applicable to question of fact and policy No 1 covering provi
sions for adjustments for escalation which are quite usual in this sort

of construction contract and the effects of which can often be fore

east with a reasonable degree of accuracy
5 ccelern tion is hele used synonymously with escalation
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2a In the redetermination by the Board of the respective vessels

sales prices should the estimated foreign construction cost in terms of
American dollars be subject to an adjustment because of the disparity
eroisting as of August 10 1948 between the official governmental ero

change rate and the free market rates in terms of dollars of the for
eign currency of the representative shipbuilding centerfi

Decision No

After carefully weighing the evidence introduced on this point we

conclude that the answer must be No because there is no convincing
evidence that the foreign construction cost of vessels similar to the

ones under discussion in terms of dollars would have been reduced

in August 1948 because of the then existing disparity between the

official rate ofexchange and the free rate

Itis clear that by reason ofwell enforced governmental restrictions

foreign Netherlands funds sufficient to pay the estimated foreign
construction cost could nothave been purchased in the ordinary course

of business with dollars at the free market rate or at any material
reduction from the official rate Our inquiry however must consider
whether therewere other means available and generally used by inter

national merchants to accomplish the same result in a different manner

The special committee recommends that the foreign construction

cost estimate should be based on the average free rate throughout
the period ofconstruction The Committee argues that the free rate

was a realistic rate and that a foreign operator planning to purchase
a ship in a foreign yard could have accumulated a reserve of foreign
curr ncy sufficient to pay the foreign price and that the true value of

such a reserve in dollars would have been measured by the free and

not the official rate The Committee did not deal with the practical
difficulties of actual conversion facing the owner of dollars endeavor

ing to accumulate such a reserve at less than the official rate or the

difficulties thereafter of using such a reserve fund or of obtaining
an export license for a ship purchased therefrom

Export outlining its position exhibit 9 contends that the Board

although making its estimate as of August 11 1948 should take into

account circumstances which have transpired since that date of which

the most important has been de ialuation In apparent support of

this position it argues that an American purchaser armed with dol

lars in 1948 by making a dollar contract unquestionably could have

obtained most important concessions in price by reason of the great
lleed of American dollars in the European countries at that moment

During the hearing Mr Slater of Export stated in effect that an

American buyer had two alternatives 1 To make a contract at

a fixed price in dollars as of the time or 2 to purchase the foreign
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currency to meet a commitment expressed in guilders He indicated

his own preference for the first alternative saying R 239

Personally I believe that the first method would have been the logical one

to have followed because we would then be dealing with a known value and

not gambling in the foreign currency

He continued pages 242246

I would have expected to have made a deal on a fixed dollar basis with sub

stantial reduction below what the Dutch cost or British cost would have

been in dollars if translated at the official rate l I am saying in sub

stance tliat I would ha e made a deal in dollars at a fixed price ill dollars

but at a substantial reduction in cost I want to say we from our point
of view with what we had in foreign currency would not have made a deal

in which we would have wanted to gamble in foreign currency II I would

have expected to have let that job in American dollars at a very substantijll
reduction as against the former figure that I mentioned and if I hadn t been

able to do that I would have gone elsewhere because that would have been

the obvious prudent thing to have done

Mr Slater stated that the substantial reduclion which he would have

expected for making a dollar rather than a guilder contract was

at least in the range of 15 or 25 percent Strong inferences and

rumors of various financial deals to augment the proceeds of dollar

credits beyond the official exchange have been reported from foreign
countries and it appears possible that some Ruch transactions took

place The Board has however been unable to establish the full

nature or amount thereof and cannot take cognizance of them Ex

port can point to no major important transaction where such an aug
mentation wasobtained R 89 91 247

The staff takes the position opposed to Export that no considera

tion should now be given to the disparity between the official and the

free rate of exchange existing in 1948 The staff points out that

such disparity was not deemed material by the Commission in 1948

and that insofar as its records show the Commission gave no con

sideration to the prospect of devaluation recognizing that guilders
could not be obtained at the free market rate in any such amounts

as would be necessary to cover the foreign purchase price of these

ships

Export in view of the 45 percent subsidy rate accorded to it in

1948 raised no objection to the conversion of funds at the official rate

The Commission records show that Mr Curtin of Export stated to

the Commission on August 4 1948

In converting we would be justified in using the lower rate and use of it

would build up a bigger differential However we are satisfied to stand on

the official rate which we know Using the higher rate t he differential is

still there See Transcript Commission meeting August 4 1948
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The staff concludes that there is no basis in the record for any pre
sumption that if we had been considering Export s application in

1948 without the hindsight knowledge of the devaluation which ac

tually occurred in 1949 we wOldd or should have made any pro
vision for the contingency of devaluation The staff takes the posi
tion that in view of the strong governmental policy both in this coun

try and abroad to protect official rates of exchange neither a prudent
businessman nor l lTnited States Government agency could well
make calculations based on a rate of exchange which would have

appeared t sanction a business transaction prohibited by law
After hearing the testimony of the staff and of Export on the

point and before reaching a final conclusion we directed a field

investigation to identify if possible any large business transactions
between this country and European soft money countries in which
concessions or discounts were granted because of dollar payments
This investigation covered foreign transactions generally and also

foreign ship construction contracts for American account and in
cluded reports obtained both jn this country and abroad In no case

were we able to discover any conclusive evidence that substantial
business transactions were conducted in a manner which avoided the
effect of the various governmental regulations establishing official
rates of exchange A responsible executive of a leading New York
bank reported that in the past Americans with dollars were able to

obtain discounts from the official rate of exchange on foreign trans

actions including those with Holland but that since early in 1948
the major New York commercial banks discontinued facilitating trans

actions otherwise than at the official rate of exchange No discount

transaction known to this official involved vessel construction in Hol
land Similarly the official responsible for the foreign department
ofanother prominent New York bank stated that he had no doubt but

that American businessmen with dollars iil1948 could have obtained

discounts from the Netherlands official rate which he surmised would

have ranged from 10 to 20 percent He stated however that his

bank had not handled any foreign transactions except at the officiaf
rate nor could he identify any transactions where any such discounts

had been arranged Two officers of still another leading New York
bank reported that although their bank handled no transactions at

less than the official rate they knew that in 1948 as well as today
the Netherlands needed dollars and believe that discounts ranging
from 10 to 20 percent could have been arranged in dollar p3yments
Reports of unidentified transactions in grain coal and automobiles
at discounts in both pounds and guilders were obtained but no in
formant of the banking corrubunity could point to any specific case
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of monetary concessions or price reduction obtained in connection

with the construction of vessels in European yards either in 1948

or 1949

Certain American companies which wereknown to have had ships
constructed in foreign yards were interviewed Their reports failed

to show that there was either any effortor success in avoiding foreign
exchange regulations One American corporation designated Com

pany A between 1947 and 1950 built seven tankers in Britain and

three in Belgium The British contracts were expressed in sterling
and were negotiated without discussion of possible discount for dol

lar exchange In order to obtain the necessary British export licenses

f9r the vessels the buyers found it necessary not to use their existing
sterling credits and used instead American dollars to buy necessary

sterling funds at the official rate The contracts for the Belgian
tankers were made in Belgian francs and in this case the owner s

existing franc balances were permitted to be used supplemented by
additional francs bought at the official rate A second American

corporation designated Company B contracted with a British yard
in 1948 in sterling for two ore carriers Innegotiating the price there

was no discussion of a discount for a dollar contract and it is re

ported that if the British yard had sought a dollar contract the

company would not have objected Sterling was purchased at the

official rate as needed to meet contract payments Since the ships
were only 60 percent complete at the time of the September 1949

devaluation the company bought the remaining 40 percent at the re

duced official rate A third American company designated Com

pany C contracted in sterling with a British yard in 1948 fOl two

tankers again without discussion of a discount for dollars The

British Ministry of Finance permitted the company to draw on its

existing sterling account to pay not more than 15 percent of the

contract price However a substantial part of the price did not be

come dUeuntil after the 1949 devaluation A subsidiary of Company
C contracted in guilders in 1951 with Netherlands yard for four

super tankers In this case the Netherlands Government permitted
the use of the parent company s existing guilder balances on hand

in 1951 to be used in payment but this entire transaction of course

occurred after the devaluation of the Netherlands currency in 1949

Finally the advices from the American Embassy at The Hague and

in London must be noted In October 1951 The Hague reported to us

that during the period under review no large ships were contracted

for in the Netherlands by United States citizens and the Embassy
obtained no evidence that the Netherlands Government or any ship
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yard in that country granted monetary concessions to any foreign
purchasers contracting Tor Netherlandsship construction in dolhus or

other so called hard currency The Embassy also reported that it

had been reliably informed that no financial inducement would have
been offered in 1948 to obtain the construction of two large passenger
ships in Netherlands yards for a dollar payment A similar communi
cation was received from the maritime attache in London to the effect

that he had no evidence ofmonetary concessions for ship construction

contracts expressed in dollars

On this state of the record and in the absence of a showing of con

cessions based OJ the disparity between the official and the free rates

of exchange in known contracts with western European yards and
with only unsupported statements by certain bankers and by Export s

representative that some unidentified United States business men were

obtaining or could obtain such concessions we are unable to make a

finding of fact that a price reduction consequent upon such conces

sions could in fact have been obtained by an American purchaser
contracting with a Netherlands yard in 1948 Ve must mention in

passing that even if such a concession would have been obtained the
amount itself would be a matter of conjecture only Itfollows there
fore that our redetermination of the estimated foreign cost of these

ships must be made without adjustment for any disparity between the
official and free rate

3 In the redetermination by the Board of the respective vessels
sales prices should there be included in the constl Uction cost of the
respective vessels the followilng c osts rwt included in the shipyard bid

a Fees for preparation of bidding plans and specifications
b Oost of inspection dUling construction
c Interior decorator s fees
d Increases in cost dwe to running standardization trials

e The cost of 81Mpplying items not included Vn the construxtion
contract but which were furnished separately by the Oommission or

yurohased by the applicant with prior appro1Jal of the Oomlnission f
Decision Yes subject to limitations

As stated above in connection with Issue of Law No 6 Additional
Items it is legally proper to include the above listed items of cost in
the estimated foreign construction cost of the Export ships for the

purpose ofdetermining their respective sales prices Itis ouropinion
for the reasons already set forth that in our redetermination of these

sales prices these cost items should as a matter of policyrbe included

in the estimated foreign construction costs ofsaid ships subject to the

Jimitations set out herein
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Lil1 itati0118 on items a b and c On August 9 1951 the

Board approved certain recommendations of the staff to include in the

construction cost the services of Bethlehem and Henry Dreyfuss the
interim decorator in preparing bidding plans and specifications not

xceeding 200 000 for each ship also payments by Export to Henry
Dreyfuss ror interior design and decoration work not exceeding

4 00 000 per ship pIns 75 000 per ship ror additional design and dec

oration work required in connection with approved changes in vessel

plans subject to certain audits and verifications as recommended The

Board also approved further recommendations from the staff to in

dude in the ship construction costs of each vessel one half or the pay
ments made by Export ror inspection work in connection with the

construction or the ships said half being deemed to be inspection work

clone in lieu or inspection by the Commission for the purpose of ascer

taining that the shipyard construction work was properly performed
It is our opinion that there should be included in the vessel construc

tion cost of each ship the items so approved and that the estimated

foreign cost or such items should be included in estimating the sales

price of each ship
Limitations on item e On June 4 1951 the Board approved a

budget in the amount of 686 24545 for certain outfitting items to be

purchased arter competitive bids by Export for each ship It is our

opinion that there should be included in the vessel construction cost

of each ship the outfitting items so approved subject to the budget
limitation indicated and that the estimated foreign cost or such items

hould be included in estimating the sales price of each ship
Further it is our opinion that the subsidy percentage determined

fJr the ships as a whole should not be applied to determine the sub

sidizable portion of the foregoing items listed in this paragraph No 3

unless the estimated foreign cost is included in the over all foreign cost

estimate ror the entire ship and is thus reflected in the resulting subsidy
percentage for the entire ship

4 In the redete11rdnation by the Board of the respective vessels

sales prices should the Board deterl1lJine that llolland is a foreign
shilibuilding center whichfurnishes a fair and representative ewarmple
for the deterli ination of the estilnaled foreign cost o constrwction

J t vessels9

D ecision Yes

The staff and the special committee have recommended that the

selection of a fair and representative foreign shipbuilding center for

the determination of the estimated foreign construction cost should

be based upon certain requirements First that it have the personnel
facilities and eXPerience necessary for the construction of the pro
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posed vessel and be regularly engaged in building vessels of that type
secondly that it have such a political and economic environment as

to give reasonable certainty that contractual obligations as to time

quality and price would be performed an thirdly that it have the

lowest costs The evidence before us indicates that France Italy
Britain and the Netherlands met the first requirement in 1948

that France and Italy must be eliminated because they did not at that

time meet the second requirement France because of the situation

there created by inflation strikes and social unrest in 1947 and in the

early part of 1948 and further because the French shipyards were

fully engaged in 1948 in the reconstruction of the French merchant

marine andwere unable to accept foreign orders Italy because of then

existing political and economic disturbances which cast serious doubt

on the ability of non Italian vessel operatprs to obtain from Italian

Ehipyards the performance of ship construction contracts within

reasonable time and price limits and furthermore because of the

Italian Government pressure upon shipyards in that country to relieve

Jational unemployment at the expense of construction efficiency As

between the two remaining countries Great Britain and the Nether

hmcls the evidence before the Board indicates that shipbuilding costs

in the Netherlands in 1948 were at least 5 percent lower than in

Britain
5 Slwl ld all 01 any part of the constr1llction cost of the following

item s be dete1 mined by the Board to be national defense featwres
a Speed exceeding 9393 lC1ts

b Evap01 at018

c Electric gene1 at01 s

d Dual engine 1 001118

e Thi1 d class lJa8senge1 accommodati01U3

f 0theT itenL8 9

Decision

Yes as to a b c and d

No as to e and extra bulkheading under f
It has been suggested that the iriclusion of vessel features in the

upplicants plans and specifications when filed vith the Commission

created an inference that these features were included for commercial

reasons and that this inference of commercial desirability could only
be rebutted by a showing that the feature was included at the request
or direction of the Navy Department or to meet a known requirement
of the Navy Department Ve think this is true as a general proposp
tion but the amount and nature of evidence necessary to rebut it

varies with the nature of the particular feature concerned Thus
4 F M B
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if a design included 5 inch gun mounts or ammunition magazines
features of no commercial value whatsoeverdefense could be their

only purpose They would be in fact detrimental to commercial use

and the characteristics of the features in such case would in them

selves be evidence suffici nt to rebut a commercial use presumption
On the other hand a feature such as the third class passenger accom

modations which might have both national defense and commercial

characteristics would require strong evidence of Navy request in

order to rebut the presumption of commercial use Again it must be

pointed out that in this case the technical staff of the Commission was

charged with the duty of cooperating with the military establishment

in the preparation ofplans and studies for the installation of national

defense features upon merchant vessels If Export incorporated a

vessel feature at the request of the Commission s staff acting in the

Navy s interest we believe the request should be deemed the equiva B

lent of a Navy request It is of little moment whether the request
wasmade directly by Navy or by Commission personnel acting in the l

light of known Navy desires

The specific features now in controversy will be discussed in the

order stated above in the light of the record before us and after

consideration of the record of the 1949 hearings before the Hardy
Committee

a Speed horsepower The record shows that Export can make

good its projected schedule of 26 fortnightly sailings per year with the

Independence and the Oonstitution to the west coast of Italy with the

use of40 700 shaft horsepower which the Commission considered com

mercially necessary to assure a sustained sea speed of 221 2 knots The

record further shows that additional horsepower between 40 700 and

55 000 determined by competitive bids to cost 299 000 has at least

under present day conditions little or no commercial value The con

tention that this increased horsepower giving 21j2 knots increased

speed is in reality a commercial and not a defense feature appears to

be based principally upon the fact that the Trade Routes Committee of

the Commission and the final report of the Commission dated May 22

1946 exhibit 20 R 509 had originally recommended two 28 knot

special type passenger and freight vessels for fortnightly sailings on

the service However the Trade Routes Committee about 2 months

later on July 13 1946 endorsed a 221h knot speed and eliminated cer

tain ports from the proposed itinerary The earlier recommendations
for a 28 knot speed are therefore not relevant

Furthermore it is now assured that the Independence and the Oon

stitution operating at 221 2 knots can make a total of 30 saili11gs pel I

year to the west coast of Italy It is also demonstrated that these
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ships can make 221 2knots with 27 500 shaft horsepower leaving ample

margin in the 40 700 shaft horsepower for the performance at that

speed under adverse conditions
The highest average observed speed pilot to pilot on any of the

regular voyages of the Independence and the Oonstitution up to the

date of our hearings was 23 24 knots logged by the latter ship on her

first voyage in JuneJuly 1951 exhibit 11 According to the model

basin curves as well as the performance data obtained from the Rock

land Maine trials of the Independence this speed requires only 30 300

neat shaft horsepower The commercial power rating required on

ships of this type is 125 percent of the neat s h p required for

scheduled speed of approximately 2223 knots The 25 percent mar

gin is provided to take care of adverse weather and fouling of bottoms

R 419 Consequently the maximum commercial rating so far indi

cated is only 37 875 s h p It should be further noted that these

power ratings are on the basis of the trial test displacement of 26 068

tons Even at a maximum displacement of 29 685 tons which will

seldom if everbe encountered on commercial operation a 23 knot speed
would require a commercial power rating of only 40 000 s h p after
allowance of the 25 percent margin discussed above

Finally the record convinces us thatboth the Navy andthe Commis

sion affirmatively requested Export to increase shaft ho sepower from

the 40 700 originally sought by Export for the DLl ships in 1945 to

the 55 000 incorporated in the DL2s Thus Adm E W Mills USN
Chief of the Navy Department s Bureau of Ships in 1948 testified

We did insist on boosting these American Export ships from 22 to 25 knots

C R 567 568

Moreover Export s original proposals for the DLl design in 1946

called for only a 22 knot ship which by addendum 2 to the bidding
plans and specifications dated December 31 1947 was increased to 25

knots In Export s amended application for subsidy filed April 20

1948 it explained that the increased horsepower of 55 000 to develop
25 knots was installed at the pointed suggestion of the Navy Mr

Slater also stated at the hearing that the speed feature was the only
one which the Navy either asked for or suggested directly to Export
R 113

b Evapo1 ators The plans and specifications for the original
DL1 vessels as submitted in December 1945 and the Independence and

Oonstitution as submitted in 1947 provided for two evaporators of

90 000 gallons a day each A national defense allowance for evapora
tor capacity in excess of a total of 90 000 per day was made by the

Comniissioll Although not specifically referred toin the Comptroller
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Generals report or by the Hardy Committee the propriety of the
allowance must be considered The staff has submitted a revised
recommendation that at least the difference in cost between a 120 000

gallon a day evaporatilg plant and the 240 000 gallon a day plant
actually installed in the vessels should be recognized as a national
defense feature The staff estimates that ith the maximum load of
J 580 persons on board the total requirements for fresh water includ

ing boiler feed would not exceed 80 000 gallons per day and that were

it not for standby requirements a 90 000 gallon a day output would

give ample margin of safety The staff points out however that

evaporating machinery is of comparatively recent origin and that
sound commercial practice requires substantial standby facilities and
in this case the staff believes that two 60 OOO gallon per day evaporators
would meet such standby requirements The record shows that the

daily evaporation output on the Independence and Con8tit ion prior
to the hearings ranged from a low of6 tons or 1 380 gallons a day to a

high of 424 or 97 520 gallons a day on the Oonstitution on August 21
1951 The median daily evaporator output of fresh water appears
from experience to range between 200 tons or 46 000 gallons and 300
tons or 69 000 gallons per day The high median figure of 69 000 gal
lons per day is well within the 120 000 gallons per day total capacity
which we hold ample for commercial purposes and indicates only a

slight reduction in high median production in case of the breakdown
of one of the two evaporator plants WOe find from the foregoing esti
mates tlat evaporating capacity installed on these vessels in excess of
two 60 000 gallon per day units producing a total of 120 000 gallons
per day is without commercial value

Export s representatives testified that the Navy did not affirma

tively ask for additional evaporator capacity but the Navy stated that
the 240 000 gallon capacity installed on the ships was agreeable to it

R 196 197 Export s witness also stated that Bethlehem from its

experience in building several Navy type ships knew that evaporation
capacity in excess of that needed for commercial purposes yould be

required by the Navy As troopers these ships are intended to carry
about 6 000 persons including increased crews R 415 At the sug
gestion ofBethlehem that 180 000 gallons per day would not produce
adequate fresh water for the comfort of troops in this number under
crowded conditions with a satisfactory margin ofsafety the capacity
of theplant waschanged to 240 000 gallons a day but this change from

180 000 gallons to 240 000 gallons was effected by certain redesigning
of theplant without additional cost

vVe therefore conclude that the incleased evaporator capacity from

120 000 gallons a day two 60 000 gallon units to 240 000 gallons a
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day as actually installed is properly to be allowed as a national defense

feature The extra cost of this installation however should be only
the excess cost of a 180 000 gallon installation over a 120 000 gallon
installation

c Extra generator capacity In the DLl plans of 1945 four gen

erating turbines were contemplated each driving a 750 kilowatt a c

generator and a 200 kilowatt d c generator In the DL2 revision of

1947 the four power plants were increased in size so that each turbine

drove a 900 kilowatt a c generator and a 200 kilowatt d c generator
making 4 400 kilowatts altogether

InJuly 1948 the staff recommended to the Commission that the cost

of the machinery necessary to generate a c electricity in excess of a

total of 3 000 kilowatts be considered a national defense feature and

an allowance for this wasmade in the sum of 112 085 Thereafter in

November 1948 at the suggestion of Bethlehem the builder and with

the approval of Export the design was changed so that each turbine

drove one 1 100 kilowatt a c generator Two separate 200 kilowatt

a c d c motor generators vere installed for port use and two other

40 kilowatt a c d c motor generators for sea use The a c d c

motor generators were driven from power taken from the a c line

Thus the total nlaximum po ver that could be generated at the same

time still remained at 4 400 kilowatts This change in design was made

without increasing the cost of construction The question remains

however what if any part of the total 4 400 kilowatts may be con

sidered a national defense feature

The load analysis of the ship as revised September 15 1951 shows a

maximum load under tropical conditions of 3 092 kilowatts How

ever the heaviest normal load under tropical conditions normally
the severest 6 is 2 752 kilowatts This load could be carried without

difficulty by three generators of 900 kilowatts each so as to comply with

the American Bureau ofShipping rules for building and classing steel

vessels section 35
i
page 142 as follows

The aggregate capacity should be sufficient to carry the necessary load under

normal operation with one generator in reserye

If the vessel should be used as a naval auxiliary a substantial amount

of dditional generating capacity would be required for the operation
of guns director systems radar installations etc

Since the heaviest normal load of the vessel even under tropical
conditions is substantially 2 700 kilowatts which could be carried on

three out of four DOO kilowatt generators keeping one in reserve as

G Tropical conditions are normfill the seyeret been ue the entilnting and alcondi

tioning loae is highest
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required by the American Bureau of Shipping rule quoted above we

conclude that the excess in generating capacity over 3 600 kilowatts

should be made the subject of anational defense allowance always as

suming that the arrangement outlined above would supply the nec

essary d c power for commercial use from the a c line It thus ap

pears that the value of the excess generating power not needed for

commercial purposes as now installed is measured by the excess cost

of four turbines generators etc producing 1 100 kilowatts a c each

over the cost of four similar installations producing 900 kilowatts a c

each It will be necessary to compute this cost to ascertain the exact

amount now properly allowable as anational defense feature

It is not disputed that extra generating capacity over and above

commercial needs was requested by the Commission staff to meet

known Navy requirements This fact added to the fact that the com

mercial needs of the vessel do not exceed 3 600 kilowatts is sufficient

evidence to overcome any inference that the additional generating
capacity as installed has or was intended to have commercial utility

d Dual engine rooms Both the original DL1 plans of 1945 and

DL2 plans of 1947 provide for divided engine rooms separated by a

39 foot compartment either of which could in the event of casualty
operate independently The record shows that this feature is of im

portance to a ship operating in danger of enemy attack but of negli
gible importance fQr operation under usual commercial conditions

where the risk of loss of propulsion is minor and even if incurred

would normally not subject the ship to any increased hazard The

Commission approved the feature for national defense allowance but

because the purchaser submitted no satisfactory evidence on the extra

cost involved the Commission made no allowance Both the staff and

special committee have recommended that anational defense allowance

be granted for the extra cost entailed by the dual engine room arrange

ment It appears that this feature was incorporated by the ship
builder after consultation with the Navy and that the affirmative re

quest of the Commission s staff was made based on their understand

ing of Navy requirements R 165 The record is clear that divided

engine rooms are not commercially desirable R 193 413 167 nor

commercially necessary R 210 305 Under the circumstances we

believe that the extra cost of this item when computed by the staff

should be included in the allowances for national defense features

e Third class passenger acco111Jmodationsincrease from 116 to

308 The Commission granted an a lowance of 827 365 for this in

creased passenger capacity and this decision was the principal focus

of the criticism by both the Comptroller General and the Hardy Com

mittee on the allowances for defense features on these ships Both
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the Chief Office ofShip Construction and the special committee have

recommended that no defense allowance should be granted for this

feature R 417 458 Our own review of the record and considera
tion ofthe problem leads to the same conclusion 1he grounds of our

decision may be summarized
Over 60 percent of the 76 248 passengers carried on Trade RQute

10 in foreign flag vessels in 1948 were third chiss American flag
carryings in 1948 of 909 passengers is insignificant in amount The

third class business is thus an obvious avenue for c mpetition by these

two passenger ships being introduced by Export on Trade Route 10
In connection with the DL1 design submitted in 1945 the Com

mission s staff pointed out on January 8 1946 that third class has

been the predominant trade on this route and recomnlended that

on the basis of the experience of the Rea and Oonte de Savoia further

consideration should be given to this matter i e the inadequacy of

only 58 third class accommodations C R 404 Under date of
March 18 1946 the Navy Department approved the plans for the
DL1 ships pursuant to section 501 b of the Act No comment was

made with respect to increasing passenger accommodations the only
suggestions made were related to increased deck stiffening for gun
mounts and increased stability

The DL2 plans submitted to the Commission in December 1947
increased third class accommodations from 58 to 308 No claim for
l1ational defen e allowance was then made

On March 5 1948 the Navy approved the DL2 plans A supple
mental letter from Navy dated March 30 1948 noted without comment

that the passenger capacity has been increased to about 972

Export s letter to the Commission of April 14 1948 requested that
the conversion of cargo space to increase third class passenger space
and the related water light and sanitary accommodations be certi
fied as a defense feature As to this the Navy Department replied
on June 8 1948

the Department is of the opinion that inasmuch as such facilities are

presumably being provided as a necessary part of theoperator s trade require
ments they do notproperly form the basis of such certification It may be fur

ther stated that if the proposed ships were converted to naval transports much

of the third class accommodation would probably be l emoved to increase troop
apacity C R 417

Although the Navy by letter of July 29 1948 subsequently certi
fied increased third class space as a defense feature and by letter of

August 4 1948 requested that the turndown of June 8 1948 be can

celed C R 419 and although Admirall1ills testified that the June
8 letter waswritten by a new officer who had just reported and with
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an incomplete understanding or the case C R 568 the June 8

1948 rejection coupled with the railure or any Navy witness to so

testiry that the Navy suggested or asked ror the increase weakens

Export s position on this item It should also be noted that our

present Chier Office of Ship Construction a naval officer of long

experience R 300301 agrees that the increased accommodations

are or limited utility Troops afld crews or transports are more

efficiently berthed in larger spaces which are more easily maintained

more accessible and more susceptible or proper sanitation R 416

Export s President stated unequivocally at tha Board s hearing that

there was commercial value to the increased third class space R

224 that the change rrom cargo to third class space was due in part
to the change in route eliminating the east Mediterranean and that

it wasdone at our own decision R 225 226

On October 19 1948 E port requested a change under the contract

ror convertibility between cabin class space and third class space

so that the latter could be increased rrom the normal of 308 up to a

maximum of 400 using semipermanent cabin class space for this

purpose R 221 416 C H 416 This action or Export supported
by passenger traffic statistics ror the years 1925 to 1948 indicating
the need ror even more expanded third class facilities R 416 C R

420 and its rear or the impact or airplane competition on first class

traffic R 220 lead to the belier that the prior increase or third

class space rrom 116 to 308 was a commercial reature sought ror com

mercial reasons Indeed Export s witness candidly so implied at

the hearings R 224226

In the light of the roregoing we are unable to grant a derense allow

ance in this respect
r Other defense items additional bulkheads The Commission

determined that a derense allowance or 96 850 should be granted ror

installation of two additional bulkheads This action was not the

subject or specific comment by either the Comptroller General or the

Hardy Committee
These b lkheads are not required by the Coast Guard or the Amer

ican Bureau or Shipping R 180 and hence are not within the

minimum mandatory requirements for a commercial vessel R 421

However they are called ror by the standards ror commercial vessels

set out in Senate Report No 184 7 Nevertheless Export contends and

1 Senate Report No 184 75th Cong 1st sess grew out of the investigations of the

Morro Castle and Mohawk disasters and the adequacr of methods and practices for the

sufetr of life at sea The report contains the full test of safety rules recommended by

the various subcommittees composed of outstandingmarine architects and marine engineers

drawn both from indllstr and Government These standards have in all Cllr es been applied

in the building of all large oceangoing vessels since their publication since all such

vessels have either been built br the Govel11ment or with Government aid
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the special committee has recommended that they should be considered

as a defense feature We do not agree
The DLl plans of 1945 had 14 transverse W T bulkheads No

mention of bulkheads as national defense features was made either

by the Navy or the Commission
The DL2 plans of 1947 provided for the same hull and same num

ber of bulkheads those forward being spaced slightly differently
On April 14 1948 the question of defense allowances was first

brought up by Export The item was later submitted to the Navy
and was certified by the Navy on July 29 1948

The standards of Senate Report No 184 in the matter of sub
division although higher than those required by international conven

tion and the American Bureau of Shipping nevertheless represent
what an informed committee of the Congress considered desirable
commercial practice The Maritlme Administration has consistently
required this higher standard for commerical vessels and has stated
that ships built by it would meet the safety standards of Senate

Report No 184 M reover the policy of theAct is that the American
merchant marine should be composed of the safest and most
suitable types of vessels sec 101 Accordingly the bulkheading
cannot be allowed as a defense feature

6 In the redete Jmination by the Board of the respective vessel
sales price8 what sluYiJld be the metlwd of estimating the construJ

tion cost of the vessels if constructed wnder similar plans and spedfi
cations excluding national defense features in a f01 eign shipbuilding
center including item mentioned in Issues of Fact and Policy No
4 a b c d and e above i e obtaining bids from foreign shipyards
on plans a17d specifications or any other method fJ See special
co1111mittee rep01 t discu8sion of Methods of Estimating Foreign
Oosts

Decision The Board will use the detailed method of estimating
foreign costs as outlined and recommended in the staff s memorandum
dated September 14 1951 subject to such modification and supple
mentation by such other methods of cost computation and the inclusion
of any additional pertinent factors as the Board may deem proper

Neither the Comptroller General nor the Hardy Committee com

ments with respect to the method by which the estimate of the for

eign construction cost of these or other Title V vessek should be made
the gist of their positions being only that the Commission s deter
mination under section 502 of a fair and reasonable e timate must
in these cases be based upon convincing evidence The special
committee discusses at considerable length five possible methods for
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making the foreign cost estimate R 462 These are 1 obtaining Ii
bids from foreign shipyards on the actual vessels involved 2 com Ji
parison with the known cost of similar foreign vessels 3 estimating II
by the relationship between major categories of cost such as labor

Ilsteel plate joiner work main engines auxiliary machinery and equip
ment etc 4 using predetermined ratios between the foreign cost
and the United States cost of hull machinery and equipment and

finally 5 estimating foreign cost in detail by paralleling every
item in the detailed estimate of the low United States bid with a

corresponding estimate of the foreign cost of that particular item
Method No 1 is in theory of course an excellent one but we do

not believe a foreign yard would undertake this costly and lengthy
job though compensated for the work It is well known also that jn
the private ship onstruction field the details of a bid are closely
guarded business secrets It is highly improbable that a foreign yard
would make substantially public to an agency of a foreign govern
ment that information which if revealed at all is usually revealed

only to actual purchasers Further the accuracy of a result from I

such a procedure would in our opinion be impaired by the know ledge
on the part of the foreign yard that the vessel under no circumstances i

would be built in the foreign yard and that the sole purpose of the
bid would be for the establishment of finanGial aid to an operator who

might be in trading competition with the foreign yard s actual cus

tomers with advantage also to a competing American shipyard
In this instance however Export through Bethlehem developed

cost studies through the use of l1ethod No 1 in reverse so to speak
That is to say it procured building plans and specifications of the

Norwegian MS Oslofjold and projected costs in aUnited States yard
The OslofjOld was built for the Norwegian American Line having
been contracted for in a Netherlands shipyard in 1946 the keel laid
in May of 1948 delivery made in October 1949 and maiden voyage
accomplished in November 1949

In analyzing this procedure we did not feel considering all of the
factors that Bethlehem in its cost study based on the foreign plans
and specifications would necessarily be subjected to the same inhibi
tions controlling a foreign yard making a study based on United
States plans and specifications Export projected an American yard
cost of the Oslofjold in 1948 at 15 396 000 To establish a firm cost

they added 10 percent for profit plus 115 percent on the combined
cost and profit to reflect the percentage differences between the lowest

adjustable and firm bids actually submitted for the Independence
and the Oonstitution This resulted in a projected firm bid of

18 883 194 As against thjs Mr Slater testified that the foreign price
4 F M B
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Iof the Oslofjord was 7 200 000 He further stated that in 1948 the

Netherlands builders of the Oslofj01d qlloted 8 200 000 for a sister

ship No details of this quotation were made available but for the

purposes of comparison Export assumes it to be a firm price
Export s witness Pennypacker of Bethlehem stated however that

in his projection of the United States cost of the Oslofjord he used the

foreign plans and specifications but that his unit pricings reflected
American practices R 945 It is possible therefore under this

comparison that the reported foreign cost figures of 7 200 000 or

8 200 000 would have to be raised to reflect the higher cost of the
American practices We do not seek to discredit Export s position

because of this factor but use it tQ illustrate one of the inherent diffi
clllties in the application of the reverse of Method No 1 as developed

by Bethlehem These same problems would arise in the basic Method
No 1 scheme since therein the requirements of American practice
would be unknown to a foreign shipyard preparing an estimate for
the hypothetical foreign ship

Assuming the validity of the American firm cost of 18 883 194
and the 8 200 000 quoted for a sister ship to the Oslofjord the differ
ential for passenger ship construction in the American yard would
have been 56 58 percent or in excess of the 50 percent limitation

Even admitting the soundness of Bethlehem s United States projec
tion of the Oslofjord its application is dependent on the final cost of
the Oslofjord to its owners a figure which because of conflicting
information is largely a matt r of conjecture In addition to Ex

port s figure of 7 200 000 for the Oslofjord and 8 200 000 supposedly
quoted in 1948 for a sister ship both figures from sources which Export
is not at liberty to disclose reports from other sources show a sub

stantially higher price State Department Foreign Service repre
sentatives and other sources including the 1949 annual report to its
stockholders by theowners of the Oslofjord indicate that thefinal cost

of the vessel might be somewhere between 9 1 million and 11 3
million Taking the higher of these figures 113 million and apply
ing it to the projected American cost of 18 883 194 the differential
is approximately 40 percent As vas stated the Oslofjord was con

Gracted for in 1946 but with a lack of reliable information as to ts

foreign cost little reliance can be placed on the 8 200 000 quotation in
1948 for a sister ship It appears then that controlling weight cannot

be given to the relationship between the conjectural cost of the Oslo

flord or its proposed sister ship and Bethlehem s estimate of the 1948
United States cost of this ship For these reasons we can see no prac
jcable applicat ion of lIethod No 1 or the variation thereof in this
ecalculation This case is however of considerable interest in 8how
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ing the highly unstable situation as regards shipbuilding costs in the

Netherlands during this period and thedifficulty that the Netherlands

yards had in determining prices even for shipS built by theln during
the period in question

Method No 2 would be of considerable value but has limited appli
cation unless it can be found that an American and a foreign yard are

contemporaneously building fairly equivalent vessels In this in

stance Export has sought to indicate a proper differential applicable
in 1948 by using for comparison under Method No 2 the British built

SS Ohusan Inid down in the early part of 1947 and completed in the

middle of 1950 for the U KHong Kong service of the Peninsula

Oriental Steamship Co A comparison as to the Ohusan s general
eharacteristics with those of the Export ships is as follows

Chusan

LOA 672 feet

Beam 85 feet

Propulsion Steam turbine 2screws

Shaft horsepower normaL 34 000
Shaft horsepower maxi 42 500

mum

Engines Turbine 500 pounds
square inch gage

24 215
First class 475
Tourist 551

Gross tonnage British

Passenger capacity

Dry cargo space bale
cubic feet

Insul8ted space cargo and

stores

Crew

409 690

71 065 75 000

592

Air conditioning

Asians 256
Europeans 316
First class dining room

beahty p8rlor and some

cabins

14 000 square feetPromenade deck and pub
lic spaces

Independence and Constitution

682 feet
89 feet

Steam turbine

2 screws

40 700
55 000

Turbine 625 pounds
square inch gage

29 496
Cabin 348
Tourist 316

Third class 308
148 000

All living space

16 500 square feet

Export reports that its indirect advices trom the owners ot the

Ohusan indicate its total cost at 3 650 000 which al110unt includes

50 OOO for stabilizers with which the Export ships are not equipped
This cost converted to dollars at the exchange rate of 4 03 produces
an estimated total cost to owners of 14 709 500 As against this and

again for comparative purposes a cost of 26 058 000 each tor the
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Export ships may be projected Thus assuming that the 0husan as is

constitutes a suitable vessel for Method No 2 purposes we arrive at a

differential using a British yard of roughly 44 percent It is evi

dent however that the Export ships are superior to and larger than
the 0husan

Export suggests that the Ohusan is a suitable vessel ror Method No
2 comparison because in short the Ohusan is not importantly dif

ferent with some improvement of accommodations to what our ships
might have been had they been built abroad and for operation under

foreign ftag without regard to our national defense requirements
Our disposition of Issues of Law No 1 however is clearly indicative
that a sound use of the 0husan would necessitate its expansion and

improvement to closely approximate the Independence or Oonstitution
Some of the reasonable and important adjustments figured roughly
would be

Estimated 10 percent difference between United States and British

standards 1 470 950
Supplemental air conditioning nn n n n 500 000
Increase in size on basis gross tonnage n n n 2 725 000
Supplelnental working pressure 50 000
Crew space added 73 000

rotal added 4 818 950
Less stabilizers

n 201 500

et added 4 617 450

Reported cost of Ohllsan aR is n n nn 14 709 500

rotal expanded Oh1lsan in British yard n
n 19 326 950

Less 5 percent to reflect lower Netherlands costs nnn
n 966 348

B stimated net expanded Ohusan in Netherlands yard n n 18 360 602

Using this rough figure for a built up Ohusan against the Export
hips figure we reach a differential of approximately 29 5 percent
fethod No 2 however is deemed impracticable in this redetermina
ion for two principal reasons The first is that there is no convincing
vidence as to the cost of the Ohusan to its owners the only evidence

roduced by Export being that their London representative reported
0 them he had been told the cost by an unidentified official of the

wning company Secondly it is clear that the similarity of the

7husan and an Export ship is superficial and the great amount of

onjecture necessary to build up the Ohusan further renders
vlethod No 2 in this instance impracticable
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Inclusive material was also examined covering comparisons for
ships nonsimilar to Export s We do not believe it is important to go
into the details but we list the differentials they purport to indicate

P088ible
diterential

percent
1950 Proposed reconversion work BB GeneraZ Pope and BE General

Weigal United States 3 391 650 Netherlands 1 651 270 con

verted to 1948 predevalued guilder 30
1948 United States and British tanker bids 28
1947 Ore carriers 1 422 feet 2 353 feet

1 United States low bid 3 494 000 European low bid
1 720 000 50

2 United States low bid 2710 000 European low bid

1 350 000 50
1946 Proposed Argentine Government combination passenger and cargo

ships
United States high bid versus Netherlands bid 45
United States low bid versus Netherlands bid 31

1946 Proposed Argentine Government reefer ships
United States high bid versus Netherlands bid 48

United State low bid versus Netherlands bid 44 B

Methods 3 and 4 we do not consider necessary to discuss as it is cleal

they are only elements of the comprehensive Method No 5
We therefore believe that Method No 5 is the most practicable fOJ

this redetermination The special committee and the staff recommenc
Method No 5 as being the most accurate method for this case

Our determinations of the issues of law and fact having been sel
forth consideration must now be given to the mathematics of thE
redetermination of the estimated foreign construction cost of the twc

Export ships underMethod No 5 The staff prepared a memorandum
dated November 16 1951 exhibit 23 A accompanied by a lengthJ
appendix exhibit 23 B containing the summary of the staff s work

Rheets These documents supported the staff s recommendation that

715 000 represents the estimated base domestic cost ofnational defensl

features built into each vessel
17 308 000 represents the estimated foreign construction cost and
therefore the base selling price of each of the vessels

6 425 000 or 27 07 percent of the base domestic cost is the base amoun

of the construction differential subsidy on each vessel and

18 970 217 is the total estimated foreign construction cost and th
total selling price of each vessel including the cost of escalatiol
and changes in the contract calculated to the date o the memo

randum subject to minor further adjustments afterfinal audit
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These documents weresubmitted to Export for examination 2 weeks
before the 4 day informal hearings beginning November 19 1951 at

which the Board received full explanation of the staff s calculation

ftnd analysis thereof by representatives ofExport Itmay be said that

rhe calculations were prepared by the staff in a cordance with the

prior determinations of the Board on the questions of law and policy
Jutlined above

The Board after considering all the evidence including evidence

presented by witnesses on behalf ofExport testifying at the November

1951 hearings has come to the conclusion that the recalculated total

figure of 18 970 217 as recommended by the staff is the best esti

nate of foreign construction cost of each of the two vessels as of

August 11 1948 that can now be made

This estimate which we adopt as our own is based we believe on

he best information available at this time
vVe now discuss some of the important elements that have been

onsidered in making up this estimate

MATERIALS

Efforts have been made to obtain the Netherlands cost of each item

fmaterial going into the ships There was available to us an item

zed breakdown of the materials actually put into the ships by Betlde

lem and the cost of each and the time expended for the installation

feach The items of material were divided into two main cate

ories hull items and machinery items The members of our staff
vho made the analysis and calculations were men of wide practical
mgineering background with particular experience in shipbuilding
md ship construction estimating On this estimating staff were eco

lOmic experts practiced in the handling of economic statistical mate

ial and economic indices The information as to foreign costs

oreign shipbuilding practices and the general foreign economic con

litions particularly in Holland came from maritime attaches sta

joned with various American diplomatic missions in Europe who had

imilar practical experience in ship construction and ship estimating
md a working f miliarity with the foreign conditions involved and

wide acquaintance among foreign shipbuilders vVhere possible
hese foreign representatives obtained the actual 1948 Netherlands

rices of the material items Where this was not possible and where

n item was subject to breakdown into its component parts these

arts were priced and the Netherlands labor cost added to estimate

he price of the assembled article In other cases it was necessary to

ake Netherlands 1951 prices and by use of appropriate indices derive
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the proper 1948 Netherlands price by calculation Again where the
Netherlands price for the exact size or shape of an item could not be
obtained the Netherlands price of a similar or closely related article
was obtained and the ratio of the 1948 Netherlands cost to the Amer
ican cost of the priced article was deemed to apply to the article for
which the exact Netherlands price was not obtainable For example
the foreign price for 12 inch ports was not obtainable whereas the

foreign price for 16 inch ports was obtainable The actual American
price of both types was set forth in the Bethlehem detailed estimate
and by using the ratio derived by comparing the American 16 inch

ports with the foreign price ofsuch ports the foreign price for 12 inch

ports was calculated In one way or another directly or indirectly
an actual Netherlands price or a derived Netherlands price as of 1948
was obtained for 83 percent in value of all hull items and for 92 per
cent in value of all machinery items From such results it appeared
that hull items had an over all average Netherlands price of 100 per
cent of theAmerican cost and machinery items had an average of 111

percent of the American cost The remaining 17 percent ofhull items
were thereupon assumed to have an average Netherlands price equiva
lent to 100 percent of the American price and the remaining 8 percent
of the machinery items were similarly assumed to have a Netherlands
prlceof 111 percent of the American price
It appeaTs that the largest item of metal included in the hull items

covered steel plates and shapes The cost of steel to the Netherlands
shipyards in 1948 was found to be 325 florins per metric ton or 5 56
cents per pound This figure was obtained by a United States mari
time representative who in 1948 visited various Netherlands yards and
ascertained that their steel came from various European sources at
that figure The result thus obtained by personal inquiry wasverified
from the Netherlands Government Industrial Report Maandschrift
Report which gave the 1948 cost of steel plates at Netherlands ship
yards in 1948 as 324 97 florins per metric ton This Netherlands cost

proved to be 155 percent of the American cost of similar material and
the question naturally arose as to why American steel could not have
been imported into Holland at less than 155 percent of the American
cost It developed howevcr that in 1948 the American steel industry
wasworking under a system ofvoluntary allocations and that surplus
steel for export was not available
It may be noted that counsel for Export has in many instances

challenged the correctness of the Netherlands figures or the propriety
in deriving Netherlands estimated costs by methods ofsampling or the
use of indices etc urging that the methods of pricing used by the
staff might not produce the correct result The staff in each case has
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produced its work sheets to show exactly which of the Netherlands
material prices were direct quotations and as to those prices which

were derivative which of the various methods of derivation outlined

above had been used Inour judgment the methods used by the staff
were the best available in 1951 in the absence of direct quotations It

may be pointed out that in no case did Export offer evidence of Nether

lands quotations on items of material used in the construction of the

ships which were different from either the direct or derivative quota
tions presented by the staff

LABOR

The Bethlehem analysis of cost of actual construction of the two

Export vessels showed the hours of labor necessary to complete and

install the various items ofmaterial The total number ofAmerican

hours multiplied by the average American hourly rate of shipyard
labor of 171 per hour gave the total American labor cost of each

ship The problem of the staff with respect to foreign labor was two

lold first to determine the average cost per hour of Netherlands

labor and then to determine the relative productivity ofNetherlands

and American labor and thereupon calculate the total Netherlands

labor cost Reports from the American maritime attache showed the

prices paid by Netherlands shipyards in the second half of 1948 for

skilled semiskilled and unskilled labor and the proportion of each

going into the construction ofGomparable vessels By proper weight
ing of the three types of labor the average cost of Netherlands labor

was found to be the equivalent of 40 cents D S A per hour in

contrast with the American figure mentioned above of 171 per hour

In order to estimate the relative productivity of Netherlands ship
yard direct labor and American shipyard direct labor the staff made

comparisons of the man hours required to erect the steel hulls of two

Netherlands ships built between 1947 and 1949 with the man hours

required to erect the steel hulls of the Independe nce and Oonstitution

Since the ships were not identical the figures were then reduced to

a common denominator of man hours necessary to erect one ton of

steel hull in each case The staff had available the total direct labor

cost oferecting steel hulls on a Netherlands passenger cargo ship built

between 1947 and 1949 and on a Netherlands tanker built in 1949

By dividing the direct labor cost per ton with the then prevailing
Netherlands average wage rate the number of Netherlands man hours

necessary to erect each ton of the steel hull was obtained The total

number ofman hours necessary to erect the steel hulls on the Export
ships were shown from the Bethlehem breakdown and from this was

obtained the corresponding American figure By comparison of the
4 F M B
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figures thus obtained it appeared that in the case of the Netherlands

cargo passenger ship the per ton man hour requirement was 118 per
cen of the American figure and in theNetherlands case of the tanker

the Netherlands man hour figure was 123 percent of the American

figure A further check was made by the American maritime repre
sentative in Europe who obtained figures that indicated the produc
tivity of Netherlands shipyard labor was somewhere between 10 and

20 percent less than American labor This general result was con

finned by the opinion of one of the leading American shipbuilding
companies The relative productivity ratio of 118 percent derived

from the Netherlands cargo passenger vessel was deemed a satisfac

tory basis for computing the relative productivity of all direct ship
yard labor The man hours shown on the Bethlehem breakdown for

each job were therefore multiplied by 118 percent to show the esti

mated Netherlands man hours to do the same job and this was then

multiplied by the 40 cent rate derived as above to show the Nether

lands direct labor cost

Export has indicated that it has information to indicate the Nether

lands over all direct labor rate for the second half of 1948 to be 40lh
cents which corresponds generally with the 40 cent rate developed as

above Export claims however that neither of these rates should be

used in computing the Netherlands labor cost because the 401 z cent

rate developed by Export for the second half of 1948 was for adult

labor only Export claims that thjs rate should be reduced to 37 2

cents to give effect to the lower rates paid to a certain proportion
of minor employees in the yard and still further reduced to 35 cents

per hour to give effect to an adjustment necessary to relate the scale

to the first half of 1948 on the ground that escalation computations
were made from rates effective at that time However a careful ex

9Jmination of the record shows that the staff rate of 40 cents per hour

was based on the combination of adult and minor labor for the entire

year of 1948 Furthermore the statistics relied on by Export to tie

the labor rate back to the first half of 1948 appear to be statistics

relating to volume of employment in Holland and not wage rates and

fur this reason arenot here applicable

OVERHEAD

Next to be considered is overhead comprising all indirect super

visory and executive labor taxes insurance electricity yard upkeep
etc as well as the large item of social charges imposed by law on

Netherlands employers Inquiries made by the Maritime representa
tives in Europe showed that Netherlands shipbuilding overhead ran
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in 1948 from 125 percent to 140 percent of direct labor charges
This information was checked with the cost analysis of the construc

tion of three etherlands ships built contemporaneously which

showed that the combined overhead and profit to the builder ran from

163 percent to 178 percent of direct labor It was learned that one

of these ships was constructed at a loss and that the builder s profit on

the two remaining ransomewhat less than 10 percent of total c st If

however a full 10 percent profit on over all cost is deducted from the

combined profit and overhead figures on the two ships that werebuilt

at a profit the remaining amounts attributable to overhead alone repre
sent in one case 120 percent of direct labor and in the other case

148 percent of direct labor vVe feel that the figure of 130 percent
f direct labor costs adopted by the staff is a fair median figure for

Netherlands shipyard overhead in 1948 Export points out that the

United States rate for overhead in the Bethlehem breakdown of costs

on the Oonstitution and Independence amounted to only 51 percent
of the direct American labor charge and that a Netherlands rate of
130 percent appears excessive The record shows however that there

are substantial differences in what goes into Netherlands shipyard
overhead and what goes into American overhead A direct compari
son of the two rates is therefore meaningless We were bound to

rely therefore on evidence of reported Netherlands practice

PROFIT

Finally the staff has included an estimate of 10 percent of other

costs to cover profit and margin The difference between Bethlehem s

actual cost and Bethlehem s bid price necessarily represents Bethle

hem s allowance to cover its margin and profit and in the case of these

ships amounts to 94 percent of cost The estimate of Netherlands

profit is based upon reports from the maritime representative abroad

who made various inquiries andwas uniformly advised that 10 percent
of cost was the usual Netherla nds allowance for profit and margin
Furthermore the results of these inquiries are supported by the analy
sis of actual operating results covering the operations of a major
Netherlands shipyard in 1948 which showed that the business of this

shipyard ran to 60 029 000 florins and the profit derived thereon was

6 528 000 florins or approximately 10 percent

BIDDING PRACTICES

Export urges that the price estimates of the staff as well as the esti

mates for overhead and profit are not based on fighting bids and

that if the Netherlands shipyards or suppliers were really anxious to
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obtain business their bids would have been reduced below the usual
and normal quotations While this possibility must be admitted the
evidence shows that in 1948 the Netherlands shipyards were well

occupied and their annual reports for 1948 operations show that 1948
was for them a busy and prosperous year Such reports of actual
conditions hardly warrant a generalization that Netherlands prices
would have been to any general extent cut below the customary and
usual levels

COMMENTS

Before concluding this review the Board deems it appropriate t
make certain observations not only with respect to the redetermina
tion but also to the whole problem ofdetermining foreign construction

costs and construction differential subsidies under the Act These are

derived from our study ofstaff recommendations extensive testimony
and exhibits arguments of counsel and from our review of the find

ings of the Commission in this case Little administrative history is
available

Our estimate differs greatly from the estimate of our predecessor t

the Commission made in 1948 Where estimates are made at differ
ent times from different approaches with different sources ofmaterial
and in a large measure based on opinion and judgment closely identi
cal results cannot be expected This is perhaps best illustrated by the

following comparisons of some of the elements reviewed

Netherlandscost
on two ship basis

for

As estimated by U S Maritime
Commission 1948

As estimated on redetermination 1952

l
1ateriaL

nn h n n

Laboru h n 4 900 000 hours at 46 65 cents
perhour less 2 percent for
two ship basis

overhead
n At 50 percent of labor and

Profit m n A 7a
i1L

unun

9 842 875 n

2 240 133 3 763 000 hours at 40 cents
times 118 percent for pro
ductivity

1 120 066 At 130 percent of labor and

material
924 215 At 10 percenth n n

11 482 000
1 771 000

2 302 000

1 556 000

The staff of the Commission and the present staff were confronted
with the fundamental problems of properly evaluating foreign costs

with the handicapping knowledge that the sources of information di

vulged much of it if at all reluctantly and usually allOnymously We

encountered some difficulties in making recalculations after a con

siderable lapse of time but had the advantage of official publications
industrial indices and a wealth of new material as to conditions in

1948 which information was not in existence at the time of the Com

mission s computation in that year
F rom June 11 1940 until as late as July 25 1947 there existed
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statutory congressional recognition of the fact that war conditions

made reliable foreign construction costs virtually unobtainable

Between 1936 when the Act was passed and 1948 construction

differential subsidies for all but one newly constructed ship were gov
erned by special emergency legislation s

We believe the principle of parity underlying the Act is basically
sound but it is apparent that some ofthe prQcedures laid down in Title
V to achieve this principle while suited to the more or less static con

ditions and relationships that may have existed in 1936 are inadequate
today in light of changes and fluctuations of economic conditions
created by the ordinary passage of time and by VVorld War II

In planning for new vessels preparatory to entering into a subsidy
contract the operator and the Government must first consider the

general type size speed and characteristics of a ship to meet the

requirements of the particular trade National defense and prestige
values are additional considerations particularly important where

large passenger ships are concerned Section 211 of the Act among
other things directs the Commission in these considerations to deter
mine other facts and conditions that a prudent businessman would
consider when dealing with his own business It is clear then
thata forecast ofgeneral businessconditions and expected results from

operations must be carefully weighed by the Government and the

operator in determining what maximum capital operator s share

outlay a prudent businessman should make for the projected vessels
Without such a joint consideration we might find the Government
making its estimate of the proper capital outlay for the operator by
the comparison of United States and foreign shipbuilding costs and
the operator reaching his corresponding figure by an analysis of the
ceonomics competition and potentialities of his trade route Yet if
these two figures obtained from nonrelated bases should not be sub

stantially alike the project may fail of attainment Furthermore if
the Act is to accomplish the purposes for which it was designed in

cluding the important statutory aim that the United States must have

a merchant marine composed of the best equipped safest and most

suitable types of vessels it seems clear that the present uncertainties

and indefiniteness in the relations between the operator and the Gov

ernment such as have been e perienced in this case must be replaced
with a degree of certainty and definiteness as well as reasonable

promptness in defining what those relations shall be That corrective

measuresshouldbe considered wassuccinctly pointed out by the Hardy
Committee in its Recommendation 1 a of the Fourth Intermediate

Report when it stated

8PR 82 76th Congo extended from time to time
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Your subcommittee accepts the fact that the process of determining foreign
costs is a difficult and complex task perhaps impossible of accurate accomplish
ment At the same time it would seem extremely probable that considerably
more detailed data on the subject could be obtained than those upon which the
Maritime Commission relied

and recommended further that

Revision of thedifferential subsidy provision of the statute along clarifying and
practical lines would undoubtedly be helpful in dispelling some of theconfusion
now surrounding its administration

CONCLUSION

Being of the opinion that the foreign construction cost estimate
as presented by the staff wasprepared from the best information now

a vailable we adopt as our best estimate of the 1948 foreign cost of the

Ihdependence and COn8titution the figure which the staff has presented
As already stated this is 17 308 000 and indicates a construction
differential subsidy rate of 27 07 percent of 23 733 000 the base
domestic cost of each vessel

Chairman COCHRANE concurring
Iconcur in this report of the Board because it is based a upon

our interpretations of the applicable law made as closely to its letter
and in the light of the previous history of its administration as could
be done and b upon the information available meager though
it is even tnree years after the date of interest on the possible level
of construction costs in the selected foreign shipbuilding center of
combination passenger cargo ships

In reviewing this case sight must not be lost of the intense con

temporary interest of the then newly created Secretary of Defense
therein nor of the national interest in these ships as partial replace
ments for the serious losses in troop transports during the war and
the dire situation in the shipbuilding industry resulting from the

suspensions and cancellations of the Navy war building programs as

well as of the Maritime war buiiding programs Because of these

two factors there was an intense urgency to get the contracts placed
even at a time when foreign costs were experiencing inflations of such

degree that the value of foreign currency in the free market was

btrongly reduced although the official exchange was not devalued
until some 12 months later

The Act was drafted following the recovery from the depression
of 1933 and apparently envisaged an era of world wide economic

stability in which fair and reasonable estimates might be possible
4 F M B
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It did not I believ foresee a period of such violent adjustments
as have occurred sillCe 1940 and after the war The Congress itself

recognized this situation in extending through July 25 1947 its joint
resolution No 82 of the 76th Congress approved June 11 1940 es

tablishing the foreign shipbuilding costs existing prior to September
3 1939 i e prewar costs as the basis for computing construction

differential subsidies The President s Advisory Committee on the

Merchant Marine of which I was a member recognized in 1947 the

continuing instability and predicted the difficulty which has

developed
Estimating the cost of building a large ship of a new design is a

difficult job even by themanagement of the shipyard concerned which

over the years accumulates files of carefully analyzed data based on

its own methods of recording actual cost returns and upon the shrewd

use of quotations from various vendors of materials and parts
Moreover evidence from the source of most of the foreign informa

tion used in the present redetermination shows clearly that the Neth

erlands builders of a moderately large ocean going passenger cargo

ship completed in November 1949 missed the actual costs of that

ship widely even though they were building the ship to their own

plans
In the case in hand however it was expected that a fair and rea

sonable estimate of cost could be made of the construction of the

proposed vessel if it were Gonstructed under similar plans and speci
fications excluding national defense features in a foreign
shipbuilding center even though we only had to start with

the estimate of man hours of the American shipbuilder submitted

with hisbid and his estimates of the American unit costs ofmaterials

ila large number of items These items are not clearly defined

however nor of our own records In addition it was necessary to

apply to these values correction factors for currency devaluation as

between present quotations and August 1948 and to correct for the

estimated difference in inflation as between the date of the reestimate

and the 1948 date of the contract

This is one situation in which the duties of the chairman of the

Board in his dual capacity also as maritime administrator have

been exceedingly difficult Because of my ultimate responsibility of

sitting in review of the redetermination Iheld myself clear of the

preparation of the new estimate by the staff From the presentations
I made before the Board it is clear that the best data available to the

staff cannot be considered sufficiently complete in scope nor precise
in values to be a satisfying basis for a decision of the impol tanee

of the one which is now hinging on the result
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The spread of the bids received on January 31 1951 from ten 10

American shipyards for building ships of the new Mariner class in

blocks of five identical sister ships under conditions as nearly identi

cal as could be provided ran from 7 775 000 for each of five to

10 526 000 for each of five i e the high bid was 35 percent above

the low bid This spread wasdue in part to real differences in build

ing costs in various yards in part no doubt to the estimating Any
one of these bids would clearly qualify as a fair and reasonable esti

mate of the cost etc but the result in determining a construction

differential subsidy for another ship on these figures assuming they
were from a foreign yard would vary correspondingly

In short while the Act in section 502 b purports to present a

precise mathematical formula for determining the construction

differential subsidy for a new ship it actually presents a practical
impossibility from the administrative point of view

The amount of the subsidy is of course very important equally
to the Board and to the prospective steamship operator in planning
what kind of a ship the trade route in view can support Manifestly
the success of a new shIp will be strongly influenced by the degree in

which it surpasses the foreign flag competition on the run but only
or course within the over all trade potential of the route contemplated
It is even more important that once determined and made a matter

ofcontract the subsidy rate shall remain fixed

I recommend most earnestly in the interest of these two essential

objectives and to avoid a repetition of the grave difficulty which has

developed in the present case that the law be amended to permit a

predetermination from time to time of the subsidy rate which can be

approved objectively and free from specific application if possible
so that future contracts can be negotiated with confidence and prompt
ness and with fairness and reasonableness both to the Government

and to the prospective shipowner None of these critical elements of

satisfactory contract administration exists today Many thousands

ofdollars 4 years of time and many hours of deep study and concern

have produced in the case before us a result which is unsatisfactory
to all hands Unless a more businesslike and realistic method is

evolved it will be difficult to continue to build passenger ships under

the Act

FEBRUARY 25 1952

Sgd A J V ILLIAMS

Secretary
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No S47

AMERICAN EXPORT LINES INC REVIEW AND RRDETERMINATION OF THE

SALES PRICES OF THE INDEPENDENCE AND CONSTITUTION

Decided November 4 1952

Gerald B Brophy and Oarl S R01ve for American Export Lines
Inc

Francis T Greene for the Board

SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT OF THE BOARD

Our prior report in this matter dated February 20 1952 4
F M B 216 adopted as the 1948 estimated foreign construction cost

of the Independence and Oonstitution the estimate of 17 308 000 per
vessel based on a study of the best information then available to us

and our staff This estimated foreign cost made in 1952 was over

5 000 000 per ship higher than the estimate made by the Maritime
Commission in 1948 and indicated a construction differential subsidy
rate of 27 07 percent instead of 45 percent as originally found As

previously explained American Export Lines Inc Export agreed
to the redetermination and further agreed either to accept the re

determined price within a certain time limit and keep the ships at

that price or to reject the redetermined price and return the ships
The time limit for Export s definitive action has been extended al

though Export indicated that if forced to an immediate decision it

would have to reject the redetermined price In the meantime it
asked that the proceedings be reopened to consider additional evidence

some of which it has procured in the Netherlands

A prehearing conference with Export disclosed that the additional

evidence on foreign construction costs would come from a thoroughly
reliable source and would bear directly on the issues involved Some

of the witnesses officers employees or subcontractors of Wilton

Fijenoord Wilton a large and well established shipyard of Schie
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dam Netherlands indicated willingness to testify in the Netherlands

but because of their business responsibilities were unable to appear
in the United States Accordingly we arranged to hear their evi

dence abroad and this was accomplished between July 29 and August
8 1952 at Schiedam Other witnesses testifying principally as to

foreign exchange wereheard in Washington on September 10 and 11

1952 Export had sent to Wilton copies of the bidding plans and

specifications of the Independence and Oonstitution and Vilton s

estimators and subcontractors who testified before us studied these

and inspected the Oonstitution in Italy in March 1952 Wilton agreed
with Export to estimate the H 48 cost of constructing the two vessels

in its yard Export agreed to pay Wilton the actual cost of making
the estimate but no fee or profit This estimate in summary form

was submitted to us in Vashington in July showing Wilton s estimate

for one ship to be 41 306 403 Dutch florins with a 2 percent reduction

for a second ship
Vith Wilton s estimate in hand we visited tl e Wilton yard and

for the better part of 2 weeks interviewed Wilton s managing direc

tors Mr van Vest and 111 van Daalen the manager of the ship
building department and chief estimator Mr Vermaat their engi
neers estimators and subcontractors and examined the contracts

documents calculations which in detail supported the Vilton esti

mate Our proceedings were informal attended in addition to the

Board by representatives of the Board s staff representatives of the

State Department two representatives of the General Accounting
Office and representatives of Export All the Netherlands witnesses

spoke English fluently and we were impressed not only with their

complete knowledge and understanding of the subject matter but by
their clearly frank and very comprehensive responses to the questions
which we addressed to them regarding the basis for their estimate and

the breakdown of various elements that made up the total Our in

quiry of Wilton s methods of estimating and of building ships was

searching and their responses were most satisfactory in the details

which they disclosed freely We were indeed more than gratified at

the willingness of Wilton s chief executives to disclose to us matters

of business practice and policy which under usual circumstances might
have been withheld for business reasons

The facilities for a verbatim stenographic report were not available

Very full notes were kept however which were formalized into a

record of 93 pages Before we left the Netherlands this record was

reviewed by all parties attending the hearings and with minor cor

rections was found to be accurate

Before taking up the Wilton estimate in detail and questioning
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witnesses the Board went through the company s yard and plant
The company is one of the oldest and largest shipbuilding and repair
companies in the Netherlands and has a business history of almost 100

years The company has built and is building various war vessels and
also merchant vessels of all classes and in addition does extensive

repair work 1any vessels were in the yard when we visited it
Besides a hull construction department the yard has an engine build
ing department where both diesels and turbines are now being built
although turbine construction has only recently been resumed at the

plant The company s joiner department includes a furniture making
section and the yard s practice is to manufacture the furniture both
in wood and in metal for stater ooms and crew accommodations on

passenger ships but not for public rooms The latter are subcon
tracted as are ventilating heating refrigerating and electrical in
stallations Inthe areas of work usually subcontracted for by Wilton
the subcontractoi s furnished and explained to us their estimates for
the work they would have done on the ships The competence of the
Wilton yard and its management to construct vessels of the type of the

lndependenee and Oonstitution was established to our entire satisfac
tion The yard has recently completed the SE Rijndam and SS
Maasdam sisterships for the Holland America Line s North Atlantic

passenger service These vessels are somewhat smaller than the 0on

stitution and Independence being about 503 feet long 15 000 gross
tons with 8 500 s h p delivered from American built geared turbine

engines furnishing a speed of 16112 knots per hour These Nether
lands vessels are designed to carry about 800 passengers mostly in the
tourist class The accommodations are air conditioned throughout
We spent a day on the Maasdam during her trial run out of Rotterdam
and had an opportunity to see in operation this excellent product of the
Wilton yard

Wilton s officials explained that their esti ate as submitted was

a fair estimate of the cost ofconstructing the Independence and Oon
stitution in their yard in 1948 based on facts and prices now known
The senior director ofWilton was frank in admitting inability to say
whether that yard in 1948 would have been willing to enter into a

contract to build the two American ships at the submitted estimate
without provision for escalation to protect against rising labor and
material costs during construction He said hisyard might have done
so depending on considerations of business judgment such as the work
then in hand general desirability ofpassenger ship construction which
engages a larger proportion of the yard s facilities than cargo or

tankerconstruction customer relationships etc He said his company
would probably not have wanted to assume the risk of rising prices
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unless strong business considerations at the time made such a course

seem WIse

Itwasexplained that the yard s direct labor going into each item of

the estimate was carefully computed according to the yard s regular
practice when estimating on its own account and to this figure was

added 130 percent for overhead in all departments except the engineer
ing and m chinery department where 175 percent overhead rate was

used These it was explained are the yard s customary and only
overhead percentage rates for new commercial construction work

although different rates are used for naval construction and for repair
work Similarly the Wilton executives stated that 6 percent of the

cost of labor material and overhead is the rate used for risk and

profit on new commercial construction and that this same rate was

generally used by other Netherlands yards
It was also explained that direct labor was paid at an hourly rate

and to this was added incentive payor tariff These two items to

gether make the company s basic hourly rate all other items of labor

including designing engineering and drafting were included in over

head The average basic hourly rate including tariff used in

Wilton s estimate for 1948 was 115 florins per hour in all departments
except the machinery department where it was 120 florins per hour

These iabor rates used in the estimate were slightly higher than

actual rates paid in May 1948 as discussed hereinafter but were

deemed by Wilton to be fai1 and reasonable

The costs of materials going into the estimate were based on the

yard s actual 1948 purchase records so far as comparable items were

purchased in that year Failing 1948 purchases the cost of compar

able items purchased at a later date particularly in connection with

the construction of the RijndaJl and Maasdam were llsed and here

the later cost of materials was adjusted for price increases between

1948 and the year ofpurchase
We reviewed with the Wilton estimators and subcontractors the

computations going into each of the 12 subdivisions making up the

estimate In each case they substantiated from their records the

estimated cost of material and gave the estimated number of yard
hours required to do the work or make the installation In the case

of refrigeration work air conditioning work public rooms construc

tion and furnishing and electrical installation the subcontractor s

estimate included the subcontractors labor and to this was added the

cost of suchyard labor as wasconnected with the subcontractor s work

The detailed esthnate summarized under 12 subdivisions is as

follows
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Estimate based 1948

Subdivision Material Wage factor

Florins Florin8

3 794 725 4 552 700
1 196 070 609 500

284 800 265 000
5 567 500 1 828500

860 000 675 750
1520 800 251 750
1 786 360 5 300

332 000 10 600
396 000 2 650

3 160 800 26 500
950 000

19 849 055 8 228 250

9 010 000 1881 000

28 859 055 10 109 250
10 109 250

38 968 305
2 338 098

41 306 403

1 Hull steel

2 Hull outfiL
3 Carpenter s work

4 Joiner s ork

5 Plumber s work

6 Deck auxiliaries 1

7 Ventilating and
heating8 Kitchep andgalley

9 Refrigerating installation
10 Electrical equipment
11 Special items

Material totaL
12 Propelling machinery and auxiliaries

Material total
Wage factor

Total before profiL
Profit and risk 6 percent

Total

I Excluding side port cargo gear

Each subdivi ion was considered by us in turn and the basis of all

figures ofboth material and labor wereexamined and explained The

first schedule covering hull steel showed 10 500 metric tons of steel

required based on Wilton s experience for multiple deck passenger

ships This quantity estimate varied only 16 percent from the quan

tity estimate made by our staff The cost of the steel was estimated

at f267 85 per ton this being the basic contract price for 3 690 tons

ofBritish steel contracted for by Wilton in April 1948 for the tanker

Alitra The British price however was subject to adjustment for

changes in basic English steel prices between the date of contract and

the date of delivery in 1949 Documents submitted by Wilton showed

that the Afitra was under construction from January 1949 to Decem

ber 1949 and that the delivery price of this steel was actually f281

per ton The difference between the contract price of f267 85 and the

delivery price of f 281 was due to adjustment in the British price for

escalation Since wehold as will later be developed that the Wilton

estimate for this ship wasnot a fixed price estimate and that it must

thereforebe considered as an estimate subject to over all escalation
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we think it consistent to include the steel at the April 1948 contract

price rather than at the price after escalation thus avoiding double

escalation on the steel item The American bids for the ships were

based on April 1948 prices and American escalation on the Bethlehem
costs have been computed from that date

In our February report we used a price for hull steel of f325 per
metric ton which was obtained for us by Maritime s representative
in Europe who visited various Netherlands shipyards and reported
that that was an average cost Furthermore the official Nether lands

Government Industrial Report l1aandschrift gave the cost of ship
construction steel at Netherlands shipyards in 1948 as f324 97 per ton

which as we stated in our earlier report appeared to verify our rep
resentative s report However Vilton s executives explained that the

Maandschrift statistics were based on the price of all steel used in

shipyards including steel requiring quick delivery for repair work

as well as special and premium steel steel used for yard structures

and dry docks and steel used in naval construction These types they
explained are considerably more expensive than steel bought ahead

for new commercial construction where immediate delivery is not

important It appears that the actual cost of new construction steel

is a more accurate figure for our purpose than the average price of

shipyard steel including special and quick delivery steel The

time foi erecting all steel was estimated by Wilton at 110 man hours

per ton This was based on their past experience for passenger ships
They eXplained that this wasa higher figure than 8948 man hours per

ton required on tanker construction fitra built 1949 and a little

lower than 117 man hours per ton required on the Rijndam which was

a smaller passenger ship
The cost of the other hull steel items was eXplained by Vilton in

detail with the estimated weights and costper ton orkilo and the man

hours necessary for fabrication and installation Their estimate for

sternpost propeller brackets and rudder was found to be substantially
identical with the 1948 estimates of our staff In the case of sheet

nletal VVilton s estimate of the material cost was over 2 cents United

States currency a pound higher than our estimate The total Wilton
estimated cost of labor and material going into the hull steel schedule

amounted to 8 347 425 florins

The remaining 11 subdivisions of the estimate will not be considered

in this report with the same detail as the hull steel subdivision al

though each item going into the various subdivisions was scrutinized

by the Board and its experts and explained by Tilton s representa
tives Under subdivision 2 marked HULL OUTFIT were included esti

mated costs of derricks lifeboats davits and such heavy items as
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anchors and their chains and such light articles as compasses and other

nautical inventory The cost ofmost of theseJitems was derived from

purchase records for such items installed on the Rijndmn and the

1Ifaa8dan1 although the cost of underflooring installed on the steel

deck under the linoleum or other surface material and the cost of
heat and sound insulation wastaken from subcontractor s figures The

contract of the Wilton yard in acquiring lifeboat davits for the

Rij1Ula1n and Maasdmm showed care to obtain low prices by encourag
ing competition between British and Netherlands suppliers The costs

thus incurred in constructing the Netherlands ships were reflected in
Wilton s estimate submitted to us Due to incomplete bidding infor
mation furnished to them on lifeboats the Vilton estimate for this
item was based on steel and not aluminum construction as specified
and therefore requires adjustment upward

The items under subdivision 3 CARPENTIR wonK were not exten

sive covering the cost of Oregon pine and teak deck lumber and
the processing of this lumber into deck planks and deck margin planks
They also include the construction of wooden hatches hold ceilings
and wooden gratings throughout the ship

Next to the hull steel subdivision No 4 JOINEn S wonK involved

the greatest cost showing 5 567 500 floriils for material and 1828 500
florins for labor Under this subdivision was included the construc
tion of all public rooms and passenger and crew accommodations as

well as their furnishings Fireproof marinite for partitions was

specified This is a proprietary product of American manufacture

and Vilton estimates were based on 1048 quotations for this product
with transatlantic freight charges added vVilton s estimators se

lected typical cabins estimated the area and furnishings of each and

from these built up the cost of erecting and completely furnishing
all the sleeping accommodations on the ship The estimator s record
showed in detail the number of pieces of furniture in each room and
the cost of materials entering into each In all 690 000 hours of

joiner s work was included under tl is schedule for installations nlade

by Tilton In addition this schedule included the lump sum charge
of the subcontractor de Nijs for material and labor in installing and

furnishing the public rooms swimming pool and other areas not in

stalled by Wilton Mr de Nijs had decorated and furnished the

public rooms on the Rijnda1n and 111aasda1i 1J in 1950 52 and also a

large part of similar work on the Oslofj01 d constructed at another

yard in the Netherlands in 1948 and on the reconditioning of the

Nieww Amsterdam During the last 21 months Mr de Nijs showed

that he had completed 4 500 000 florins worth ofship joiner and deco

ratjng work He furnished worksheets showing the area of the floor
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and cubic capacity of each of the public rooms on which his estimates

werebased

The largest single subdivision of the estimate was No 12 for

supplying and installing the PROPELLING MACHINERY AND AUXILIARIES

For this the material estimate was 9 010 000 florins with a labor cost

of 1881 000 florins The detailed estimate was explained by Mr

Sterkman the chief engineer of vVilton and also responsible for its

engineering estimating department Mr Sterkman eXplained that

his company had not in 1948 nor since the war constructed turbine

engines but in view of the requirement for four large engines for these

ships his company might well have undertaken the construction of

these turbines pointing out that Tilton had at the time of our visit to

the yard the construction of turbines for seven ships in their shops
Mr Sterkman stated that he was able to obtain from de Schelde ship
yards another large Dutch concern estimates which that yard made

in 1948 for the construction of turbines for a sistership for the Nieuw

A 1n8tel dam He said that his company would have made the tur

bines as cheaply as de Schelde because the Wilton shipyards were

in 111 Sterkman s opinion at least as efficient as the de Schelde yards
In any event the de Schelde 1948 bid was broken down and refigured
for turbines of the size required for the Independence and Oonstitu

tion The profit item in the de Schelde estimate waseliminated inas

lnuch as had Vilton constructed the turbines their profit on them

would have been included in the overall 6 percent charge on the cost

of the entire ship 111 Sterkman pointed out that his plant was not

equipped to build reduction gears which could have been obtained

cheaper and better in 1948 in England or Switzerland
111 Sterkman not only examined the plans and specifications of the

Independence and Oonstitution but inspected the latter and all esti

lnating was done with the requirements of high temperature and high
steam pressure set forth in the specifications and all in accordance

with the American Bureau of Shipping requirements The cost of

shafting was calculated from the weight and labor required Two

four blade bronze propellers were included and two spares at the

price of 60 000 florins each which the supplier Lips quoted for 1948

The specifications called for only one spare for each ship and this

has been taken into account in the computation hereinafter set forth

As to boilers 111 Sterkman supplied quotations from Stork the

Netherlands licensee of Babcock Vilcox for supplying boilers iden

tical to those on the Export ships at a price of 1500 000 florins per

ship Three competitive bids were obtained to establish the 1948

price of the burners for the boilers the lowest price for burners being
235 000 florins per ship Similarly Wilton s estimates for auxiliaries
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were examined and it was learned that Wilton planned to purchase
all auxiliaries from recognized manufacturers In part Wilton had
obtained the 1948 prices on these auxiliaries and in part the 1952

prices which were adJusted to give effect to the change in price level
between 1952 and 1948 Similarly the cost of generators and other

equipment connected with the engine room was presented with sup
porting figures showing careful estimate of the cost of material and
amount of labor necessary for installation

Subdivisions 5 and 11 showing PLUMBER S WORK and SPECIAL ITEMS

such as insurance classification and measurement scaffolding and

launching expenses docking and tugs and trial trips were explained
in detail

Subdivision 6 showing DECK AUXILIARIES 1 including steering en

gine windlasses winches capstans watertight doors and elevators
were explained and it appeared that most of this equ pment as well
as the equipment under subdivision 8 KITCHEN AND GALLEY was to be

purchased The contracts for similar equipment used in preparing the
estimate weresubmitted and explained by Wilton s representative In
the deck auxiliary schedule it was stated frankly that they were un

able to obtain costs for side portcargo gear and no figure was included
in their estimate for this item The Tilton estimate for elevators
was developed from the size and type of elevators installed in the

Rijndam designed to lift about 850 pounds whereas the Export ships
elevators had a capacity of 2 900 pounds Both the Wilton estimate
and the estimate ofour staff werebased on elevators made under Otis
Elevator Co license Wilton s total cost of elevators was 190 000
florins as against a considerably higher figure from our staff The
Wilton estimate requires adjustment upward to provide for side port
cargo gear equipment and an increase in the elevator figure

Some remaining comment is required upon subdivision 7 VENTILAT

ING AND HEATING and subdivision 9 REFRIGERATING INSTALLATION the
former including air conditioning machinery for passenger rooms

public spaces and crews quarters and the latter including refrigerat
ing machinery for cargo holds The estimate for this equipment
assumed it was to be supplied and installed by the firm of Gebr van

Swaay the Netherlands representative of the Carrier Corporation of
America Mr Sipkes of this firm explained his experience in air

conditioning other vessels built in Holland and supplied detailed 1948

prices on marine air conditioning machinery and equipment furnished
for the most part from the Carrier Corporation Mr Sipkes pointed
out that his calculations had been based on examination of plans and

1 W1lton s estimate covered four mOftopping Hit winches than were Bpecltied Adjust
ment accordingly will be made hereinafter
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pecifications and also an examination of both the Independenoe and
the Oonstitution while in Italian ports Added to the estimate of Mr
Sipkes firm for labor and lnaterial was an item of 10 percent for
subcontractor s profit Jfr Sipkes said that his firm could readily
have done the work on the two Export ships and in 1948 would have
welcomed a contract at the price which he quoted to Wilton and
eXplained to us

Similarly Jfr Nagelkerke supplied to lVilton an estimate for sup
plying and installing all the electrical equipment on the ship covered
by subdivision 10 111 Nagelkerke s over all figure was

FZorina
laterial 2 373 445

Labor and overhead 500 000
10 percent profit 287 345

Total 3 160 790

This subcontractor supplied detailed work sheets showing the cost
of switchboards transformers transmitters and cables and all neces

sary switches outlets and even the normal lighting fixtures where

specially decorative features were not required Te had the ad

vantage of the expert advice of lfr H F Harvey Jr the electrical

engineer of the Newport News Shipbuilding Dry Dock Co who

accoinpanied us to the Netherlands on a special services contract for
the particular purpose of checking into the equipment contemplated
by the vVilton estimate and the competence of the vVilton yard or

its subcontractors to install electrical equipment of a type and in a

manner to meet Americ m standards As Mr Nagelkerke explained
his estimate he was questioned in detail by lfr Harvey Mr

Nagelkerke satisfied Mr Harvey and through Mr Harvey satisfied
us that the equipment proposed to be installed under the Nagelkerk
subcontract as eXplained to us would meet the United States require
ments and standards Mr Nagelkerke explained and demonstrated
that he was entirely familiar with American and international
standards for electrical installations pointing out that he was a

member ofthe International Committee onRules for Marine Electrical
Installa tions

In summary it may be said that we felt that the estimates pre
sented by Wilton and its subcontractors were carefully prepared
Itwas stated that the staff of the Wilton rard devoted some 7 weeks
in preparing the general estimate and the subcontractors in turn

devoted several weeks to their respective estimates We discussed

with Wilton and the subcontractors the various items going into the

estimates and with increases for certain items i e the cost of
elevators lifeboats and side port cargo gear and reductions fo
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other items also noted i e one extra propeller and four topping
winches We are satisfied that the Wilton estimate subject to

certain adjustments to be referred to represents the fair and reason

able estimate of the base cost before giving effect to escalation of

constructing the two Export ships in the Wilton yard in 1948 It

has been pointed out already that this estimate is not greatly at vari

ance with the estimate presented by our staff prior to our February
1952 report but where the differences exist we believe that the Wilton
estimate is more to be relied upon because its estimates of cost both

of material and labor in substantially all instances were based upon
actual invoices and transaction prices Furthermore the persons

presenting the figures were not only working in the field of Nether

lands costs and practices with which they were intimately familiar

but were subject to questioning and cross questioning by us and our

experts who participated in the review Due to unusual circumstances

which may not again be repeated the information developed as a

result of our personal visit to the Netherlands is more reliable than

that heretofore gathered As we said at page 57 of our February
1952 report The staff of the former 1aritime Commission and the

present staff wereconfronted with the fundamental problems of prop

erly evaluating foreign costs with the handicapping knowledge that

the sources of information divulged much of it if at all reluctantly
and usually anonymously

The Wilton estimate made no deduction for the cost of the four

national defense features incorporated in the ship s plans fot which

the Government pays the entire costs ie increased speed additional

evaporator capacity additional generator capacity and ual engine
rooms all referred to in our February 1952 report Nor does the

Wilton bid take into consideration the cost of certain miscellaneous

items for the completed ship which are provided by the owner and

not by the shipyard such as bidding plans and specifications owner s

inspection interior decoration owner s outfitting of linen silver and

glassware etc referred to in our prior report Adjustments for these

items are considered hereafter

The information obtained at the Wilton yard showed clearly the

extra cost in florins for aluminum lifeboats and the deductions that

should be made for the propeller and topping winches improperly
included The figures which appear below do not correspond exactly
with those submitted by Wilton because those were bare figures of

the cost of labor and material without including general charges for

insurance and over all profit As stated above the Wilton estimate

did not include any figure for side port cargo gear and the elevator

estimate was admittedly low because the type size and speed of the
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elevators and the number of decks and doors served were apparently
not completely taken into account For these two items we have
therefore reverted to our staff estimate of the Netherlands cost of
these items

Export has argued that additions should not be made to the Wilton
estimate except perhaps for the cost of the side port cargo gear
because of the fact that in a number of other areas Wilton s figures
were said to be on the generous side particularly in use of f115 per
hour instead of f10S per hour for yard labor also because the cost
of certain propeller brackets and rudders was based on a slightly
higher material cost per kilo than was paid by the yard for similar
items contemporaneously installed on the Rijndam and because the
electrical subcontractor s estimate was based on a slightly different
and presumably more costly method of installation than was required
by the specifications As to the hourly rate of labor the f115 rate
was consciouslyincluded by the Wilton estimators as fair and rea

sonable and we do not think it should be disturbed As to the other
items that are said to be on the high side there is no definite basis
in the record for making any deduction Where a definite basis
exists as in the case of the extra propeller and extra topping winches
we think the deductions are proper and we have given weight to them
The following table gives our revised fair and reasonable estimate of
the shipyard cost of constructing each of the two Export ships in the
Netherlands based on our studies at the Wilton shipyard all ex

pressed in Dutch florins

Wilton Fijenoord s estimate for a single ship f41 306 403
Adjustments to Wilton Fijenoord estimate

Add for lifeboats steel to alumi

num W F estimate of extra

cost
u

u f 8I 600
Add for side port cargo gear per

F M B 1952 estimate 456 490
1 Add for elevators difference F M

B estimate from W F estimate 503 300
f 1 041 390

Deduct for 1 extra propeller
2 Deduct for 4 topping winches

63 800
26 700

90 500

3 Net addition to W F estimate 950 890

4 Net W F estimate after adjustments 42 257 293
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5 Deduct for national defense features 3 06 percent I of 4 this

being the percentage of United States shipyard bid
23 415 000 represented by United States estimate for

national defense features 715 325
6 Net after national defense deductions
7 Deduct 1 percent for 2 ship estimate to cover 2 percent re

duction for second ship u

f 293 331
40 963 962

409 639

8 Net shipyard estimate for each of 2 ships 40 554 323

I 3 06 percent isthe ratioof estimated dollar cost of national defense features 715 325 to the Bethlehem

bid for the entire ship before escalation 23 415 000 Wilton 9id not estimate the cost of such features
and weare using the same percentage flgure for the purpose of calculating thecost in florins

As already indicated we have now heard additional testimony on

the question of foreign exchange Under section 502 a of the Mer
chant Marine Act 1936 the Act the sales price of the Oonstitution

and the Independence by the Government to the purchaser must be at

a price corresponding to the estimated cost as determined by the Com
mission and under section 502 b The amount of the construction
differential subsidy may not exceed the excess of the bid of
the shipbuilder over the fair and reasonable estimate of cost
as determined by the Commission of the construction of theproposed
vessel if it were constructed in a foreign shipbuilding center

To redetermine the sales pric and make the necessary com

parison hetween the American cost and the foreign estimated cost

we must convert our estimate in florins so as to be expressed in dollars

Inour earlier report this conversion wasmade at the so called official
rate of 0 3775 without adjustment for disparity between the official

andso called free rate

Export takes the position that by reason of the additional evidence

now before us it is clear that such a conversion does not produce a

fair and reasonable comparison ofthe cost ofconstructing the ships in

the Netherlands and the United States Mr Slater president of

Export stated during the course of our August hearings in the
Netherlands

The price of money is just as important to a determination of the fair and

reasonable estimate of the cost of constructing these ships as the price of steel

or any other product used intheirconstruction

We said in our earlier report p 228

thewhole objective of Title V is to permit thepurchase of the American

ship by the American operator at the closest possible approximation to the actual
dollar price that it would have cost him had the ship been built foreign If

Export had actually contracted for these ships with a Netherlands shipyard
and would have had the opportunity to contract in dollars at an appreciable
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discount because of impending devaluation or had been able to provide for

progress payments to be made in guUde1s during the life of the construction

contmcts it would in fact have had the benefit of a substantial reduction in

dollar cost Consequently to the extent that devaluation could have been rea

sonably foreseen and turned to the advantage of a purchaser in Export s sup

posed position the Board in making its redetermination of the vessel sales prices

in 1951 may make adjustments to obtain the benefit of potential devaluation

which a prudent businessman would or should have made as of August 1948

Emphasis now supplied

In 1945 in the case of Barr v United States 324 U S 83 the

Supreme Court had occasion to consider whether the official or the

free rate ofexchange should be applied to the British valueof goods
imported into this country for the purpose of assessing ad valorem

duties under the Tariff Act of 1930 The Tariff Act required that the

value of the foreign currency should under applicable conditions be

the buying rate for cable transfers payable in the foreign currency

so to be converted and shall be determined by the Federal Reserve

Bank of New York and certified daily to the Secretary of the Treas

ury At the outbreak of the second World War the British Gov

ernment took over some control of dealings in foreign exchange and

designated certain authorized dealers in foreign currencies and pre

scribed that beginning Jal uary 8 1940 British pounds were to be

sold by them at the rate of 4 035 vVhen the goods were imported
in 1940 the Federal Reserve Bank certified to the Secretary of the

Treasury two rates for the pound sterling one the official rate at

4 035 and the other the free rate at 3475 The Customs assessed

duties at the official rate and this was set aside by the Court which

said page 90

Ve may assume that the dual or multiple exchange rates which have emerged
were not incontemplation when the 1930 Act was passed

At page 91

Congress could of course choose any standard of valuation for the purposes of

the assessment and collection of duties But Congress in this situation en

deavored to provide a flexible and realistic not an arbitrary standard

Tbe language of section 522 c read against the background of these statutes

indicates to us that Congress undertook to provide in each case the rate which

gives the closest MJproximaUon to the value indollars of the imported merchan

dise Emphasis supplied

At page 93

But this result is criticized on the ground that it interferes with the control

of foreign exchange which fiscal function has been entrusted to the Secretary

of the Treasury not to the Federal Reserve Bank of New York It hardly

need be pointed out in reply however that our decision like section 522 c

is concerned only with the assessment and collection of duties upon imports

through the use of a formula which Congress designed
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And at page 94

We think that the use of the official rate of exchange in assessing and collect

ing duties upon these imports transcended the authority of the collector and

of the Secretary and that the free rate of exchange certified by the Federal

Reserve Bank of New York should have been used

It appears from the opinion in the case cited that in 1940 British

pounds were quoted and were readily purchasable at the free rate

in the New York market But as to conditions in 1948 we said p
235 based on the only testimony before us at the time ofour earlier

report
In no case were we able to discover any conclusive evidence that substantial

business transactions were conducted in a manner which avoided the effect of

the various governmental regulations establishing official rates of exchange

The conclusion reached in our prior report to make the conversion

from florins to dollars at theofficial rate was thenecessary consequence
of the absence of substantial and convincing evidence before us at

that time justifying the use of any other rate The evidence now before
us clearly indicates that the former record was by no means complete
In fact we now have evidence indicating that substantial business

transactions with the Netherlands were conducted at other than the

so called official rate and that such transactions have involved ship
construction The evidence also makes it clear that the devaluation

of Netherlands currency was widely discussed and confidently fore

cast in this country well before August 1948

The unbalanced state of trade after World War II and the general
shortage of dollars at that time in European countries especially in

England and the Nether lands is a matter of common know ledge
In September 1949 both countries mentioned as well as several others

devalued their currencies in terms of dollars by about 30 percent
The florin before devaluation was officially quoted at 0 3775 after

devaluation at 0 2631 The record now before us consisting of many

official Netherlands Government press releases as well as the testi

mony of men experienced in foreign exchange transactions makes

clear several general conditions existing in August 1948 having a very
direct effect on foreign exchange values

First as stated above there existed in the Netherlands as in Europe
generally a serious dollar shortage The United States had granted
temporary economic aid to Europe for several years after the close

ofWorld War II and in 1948 Congress entered on a long term policy
of economic assistance to European countries including the Nether

lands under the Economic Cooperation Act of 1948 E C A In

deed as early as April 1948 the Netherlands Minister of Finance in
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a Government note on foreign exchange set forth an 8 point program
including Encouragement ofexport to the dollar area by every means

including a plan which will place a certain percentage of the profits
in foreign exchange at the disposal ofexporters

Second there was at this time the widespread use of transferable

sterlillg credits as a medium of international exchange By transfer

able sterling is meant credit balances in pounds sterling with London
banks in the names of nationals of certain non British countries in

cluding G eece and the Netherlands Under British regulations effec

tive in 1948 these credits were freely transferable between nationals

of any country in the special group and were also t ansferable to the

account of British nationals as might be required for all purposes

including the payment ofdebts owing from these countries to British

creditors In August 1948 transferable sterling was bought and

sold in the leading financial centers of the world including New York

in very large quantities at prices that varied from day to day We

have records of quotations from actual transactions in transferable

sterling with quotations for every month from August 1948 through
devaluation in September 1949 During this period the prices ranged
from 3 33 to 3 04 per pound The going price of 3 33 on August
11 1948 was approximately 18 percent below the official United

States British exchangrnte for sterling of 4 0B Holders of Arneri
can dollars needing credi ts to pay ualances in fiorins in the Nether

lands were able to buy transferable sterling at the discount indicated

and to convert this into florins at the offici a 1 British Netherland

exchange rate thus saving substantially over the cost of converting
dollars into florins at the official United States Netherlands rate

In the case of a new export transaction involving the Netherlands

it is our understanding that this method would require the approval
of the Netherlands authorities ho controlled export licenses or per
mits for Netherlands products However it has been impossible for

us to determine what their specific decision might then have been re

garding the financing of a vessel transaction of this sort

Third there was all through 1948 and until September 1949 when

devaluation actually took place a general opinion among financial

experts of all countries that adjustments in currency exchange rates

were necessary and that such adjustments were not far off The Sec

retary of the Treasury of the United States acting in the capacity of

Chairman International Advisory Counsel on International Mone

tary and Financial Problems in a letter to Hon John Davis Lodge
dated February 10 1948 stated thatbefore currency rates of the mem

bersof the International Monetary Fund could be maintained at stable

levels from which the market rates of exchange would deviate only
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within a narrow margin there will undoubtedly have to be devalua

tions of some of the currencies of the countries involved in the Euro

peanRecovery Program 2

The International 10netary Fund in its report dated April 22 1948

to the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations of its study
on the problem of exchange rates included among its conclusions the

following
Exchange rates in a number of countries will have to be changed in the near

future because they are interfering with the flow of exports In some instances

a change in parity is overdue but has had to be delayed so that other measures

may be taken at the same time

It was a matter of common know ledge in the spring of 1948 that

devaluation of the Netherlands florin as well as the pound sterling to
which it was and is economically tied was a clear probability which

might well have occurred long prior to September 1949
As above stated the purpose of the Act is to permit the purchase of

an American builtship by an American operator at the closest approx
imation of the actual dollar price which the ship would cost had it
been built in a foreign yard This is our guiding principle in fixing
our fair and reasonable estimate of the foreign cost in dollars of the

ships here under consideration tVe are now in possession of evidence
which is convincing to us that a buyer with dollars in 1948 would have
been able to arrange for the construction of vessels such as the Oonsti
tution and the Independence in the Netherlands at a price in dollars

substantially below the price which would have been required if the
official dollar florin exchange rate in effect during August 1948 had

been applied
We base our conclusions in this regard upon the entire record in this

case including the testimony of 111 Fred Meer manager of the for

eign exchange department of Hayden Stone Co a well known pri
vate banking firnl established in 1892 which has for many years been

engaged as principal in foreign exchange transactions in New York
and the testimony of 111 Herbert Mann a London shipping expert
whose long standing relations with the Netherlands shipping ship
building and banking interests have been ofthe closest and whose firm
has represented Export since 1932 Our conclusions are also supported
by testimony of 111 1anuel J ulukundis an experienced shipowner
and operator as to actual ship tra nsactions which will be described in

I detail

2Quot d in 94 Oongressional Record part 9 80th Cong 2d sess A 1095 February 24
1948 and reported in the Wall Street Journal February 26 1948

a Reported in Wall Street Journal April SO 1948
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Mr Meer expressed the opinion that the Netherlands authorities
represented primarily by the Nederlandsche Bank would hav been

willing to agree in August 1948 to accept dollars for sufficient florins to
pay for the construction of the two hypothetical ships in a Netherlands
shipyard beginnjng August 1948 at a discount agreed to at the time
the construction contract wasmade of somewhere from 15 percent to
32 percent below the then existing official rate He felt this dis
count would have been granted because that bank was then offering
discounts of that order to obtain dollars for its sterling and other soft

currency His opinion was based upon exchange transactions either
participated in by his firm or the details ofwhich were known to him

involving substantial exports from the Netherlands to this country in
which discounts of the order referred to had in fact been obtained by
the American importers l r l1eer stated that he believed his firm

through its Netherlands connections would have been able to close such

an agreement with the Netherlands authorities for the construction of

ships in 1948
Mr Mann s opinion was to the same effect He pointed to many

reasons why a large ship construction contract would have aided the
Netherlands economy and would have provided strong inducements
for substantial exchange concessions from the Netherlands authorities
While Mr Mann stated that he was not able to reveal specific trans

actions effected during the period he was well aware of the circum i

stances under which they were arranged Mr Mann expressed the

opinion that in 1948 a discount between 10 percent and 25 percent
below official rates could have been obtained later estimated by
him at from 20 percent to 25 percent

111 Meer whose firm had between August 1948 and December 1951
the hypothetical period of construction of the two ships in the

Netherlands yard sold over 15 000 000 pounds sterling of trans
ferable credits also testified as to the actual cost of such credits in
United States dollars if purchased when the successive florin install

ment payments on the ships had become due These computations
however even though based on actual transactions in transferable
sterling do not take into consideration such conditions if any as the

Netherlands authorities might have imposed for its use in the Nether
lands for exportable ships

Of more weight than the opinion evidence referred to is the evi
dence presented to us of actual arrangements made by buyers from
the dollar area for the construction of ships in the Netherlands for
discount florins Mr Kulukundis whose offices are in New York
testified that he with certain associates entered into a contract for
the construction of a 24 000 d w t tanker by a leading Netherlands
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shipyaId This contract was received in evidence and provided for

payment of 50 percent of the florin contract price in installments

during construction and 50 percent upon delivery these timing pro
visions being tantamount to partial but substantial interest free financ

ing and unusually favorable to the purchaser More important was

the provision regarding exchange as follows

Payments to be made 50 percent in sterling and 50 percent in dollars The

rotation of tile currency to be at purchaser s option

That provision on its face is somewhat inconsistent with the con

tract purchase price expressed entirely in florins Mr Kulukundis

explained this to mean that 50 percent of the total florin price must
be derived from dollar exchange at the official rate and 50 percent
from sterling exchange He further explained that his negotiations
as to exchange as well as other matters were with the shipyard and
that he was told point blank that unless 50 percent of the cost was

provided by dollar exchange no export license would be forthcoming
He continued that the yard dealt vith its Government to obtain this

export license The permission in the contract to use sterling to pur
chase up to 50 percent of the Netherlands currency gave the purchaser
the benefit of an exchange discount Mr Kulukundis testified

t

r

Now in the circumstances we can go to the market and bu sterling llnd
this of course we had in mind when we made this contract that we would
be able to get the discount on the dollar I mean our dollar costs in bU 7ing the

sterling inthe open market sterling that would be transferable

The date of the Kulukundis contract was April 14 1951 well after
devaluation but even after devaluation British transferable sterling
credits were obtainable at a discount below the official rate of 2 80

per p und although the discount in 1951 was not nearly as great
as in 1948

Mr l ulukundis computed that his savings by reason of the exchange
discount on sterling will amount to about 5 or 6 percent of the entire
cost of the ship He also estimated additional saving of about 5 per
cent on the ship s cost due to use of dollar purchased florins for half
the ship s cost as well as an additional 21h to 3 percent due to th

delayed payment of the purchase price All the foregoing applied
of course to Mr Kulukundis 1951 contract He explained that the

saving from exchange discount would have been much greater in
1948 He said

The savings would have been much greater because then the price of the guilder
and sterliI1g for that matter was different The same mechanics worked then
The ultimate cost in dollars would have been by so much less because of the

cheaper price we would be getting in sterling
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Mr Kulukundis also referred to a contract made by a colleague of

his in 1950 for the construction of two tankers in a Dutch yard where

the entire price waspaid in florins derived from transferable sterling
exchange and even more generous credit terms arranged

The particulars of another ship construction contract made in early
1950 for the construction of two 4 000 ton freighters in the Nether

lands for Zim Israel Navigation Co Limited were also introduced in

evidence in a letter from the managing director of that company to Mr

Slater ofExport Itwasexplained
1 Our agreements for the building of two ships involved the payment during

building of 50 percent of the price indollars and 50 percent inflorins the latter

being provided by a group of Dutch Banks by way of loan secured by mortgage
As faras concerned the dollars we had to provide it was agreed that we should

receive a bonus and the amount of the bonus was fixed in advance It

amounted to 1496 percent over the official rate of exchange in relation to the

whole sum of dollars transferred by us The operation was carried out in this

way out of our first dollar remittance sufficient dollars were converted at the

free rate of exchange to produce the total bonus due to us the balaIlce of

our remittance and all subsequent remittances were converted at the official rate

of exchange

b As stated above 50 percent of the florins were obtained from dollar con

versions The rates of conversion were i official rate 3 795 florins per 1 and

ii free rate 6 308 florins per 14

lie

d The Dutch authorities agreed to the arrangement whereby the bonus was

granted for the dollar conversion and this of course played its part in inducing

us to build our ships inDutch shipyards

The evidence as to the existence of actual contracts permitting ship
purchasers even after the 1949 devaluation to pay dollars for the

ships in amounts substantially less than would have been required had

the shipyards florin prices been converted at the official rate of ex

change is substantial corroboration of the opinions of the experts that

similar and even more favorable arrangements could have been made

in 1948

Exchange concessions alone after devaluation on the contracts

which came to our attention ranged from 5 percent to 7 percent of the

entire cost of construction Additional concessions also obtained on

the same transactionshave already been referred to Vhat might have

been obtained in August 1948 is problematical with estimates running
on exchange alone from 10 percent to 32 percent As previously stated

transferable sterling available for transfer to the credit of Netherlands

These rates were In effect in early 1950 well after the September 1949 devaluation
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nationals and by them convertible into florins was purchasable in large
amounts in August 1948 at a discount of about 18 percent

From the foregoing we are convinced as already stated that as of

August 1948 substantial concessions from the official dollar florin ex

change rate could have been obtained and that no fair and reasonable
estimate of the cost of construction of the Export vessels in a Nether
lands yard can be reached without due regard to this fact The prac
tical difficulty that faces us 1S to determine what precise discoul1t would

give to the florin its fair and reasonable purchasing value for ships
constructed in the Netherlands in terms of the United States dollar

The evidence b fore us makes itclear that in August 1948 there were

such obvious varnings of impending devaluation that any prudent
businessman would have been aware of the folly of converting at once

his entire purchase price from dollars to florins at the official rate to

provide for progress payments needed over the succeeding 3 years
Under section 705 of the Act the determination must be made as

of the ate of the American construction contract August 1948
The estimates made to us of the discount that could have been obtained
from the official exchange rate at that time vary from 10 percent to
32 percent but for reasons already explained we are unable to con
clude from that evidence thatthe fair and reasonable figure is at either
extreme or halfway between

We believe that from the evidence of circumstances that have taken
place since 1948 we can determine with some precision what a fair
and reasonable estimate of the discount should then have been

The concessions obtainable in 1948 gave the basis for estimating the
true value of the florin and also gave a forecast in 1048 of a value
that would in due course be officially recognized By reference to
what actually occurred as will be hereafter explained we are able to

say that an allowance equal to a discount of 1912 percent from the
official August 1948 dollar exchange rate for florins to be used for ship
onstruction would have been conservative fair and reasonable and

would also have in 1948 produced the total number of florins for ship
onstruction purposes that the dollars would actually have produced

If converted when needed for progress payments
As to progress payments we find from the record that the usual

requirements of the Wilton yard on two ships such as we are here

onsidering if contracted for in that yard on August 11 1948 would
lave provided that 40 percentof the Netherlands price of the first ship
would have been payable before the September 1949 devaluation date
tnd 30 percent of the price of the second ship would thus have been

ayable before devaluation Taking both ships together an average
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of35 percent of their combined Netherlands price thus would have been
payable before devaluation and 65 percent after devaluation A pur
chaser with dollars by the useofusual exchange facilities and without
recourse to any special treatment would have been able to convert
35 percent of the total florin cost of the two ships at 0 3775 to the
florin and 65 percent at 0 2631 to the florin His actual dollar cost
of meeting the shipyard progress payments in the Netherlands of
each ship if averaged would therefore have been 12 293 638 repre
senting a discount of 1912 percent as shown below

1 The Netherlands estimate of f40 554 323 converted into dollars

at the August 1948 official rate of 0 3775 florins to thedollar

amounts to 15 309 257
2 35 percent of f40 554 323 at 0 3775 equals 5 358 240
3 65 percent of f 40 554 323 at 0 2631 equals 6 935 398

4 Netherlands estimate converted to dollars as re

quired to meet progress payrnents 12 293 638 12 293 638

5 Difference 1 minus 4 equals 3 015 619
6 Percentage 5 equals 1912 of 1

It thus appears that an allowance of 1912 percent frOlll the 1948
official exchange rate produces the number of dollars which would
have been required to meet the progress paynlents when they actually
would have become due andthus would in August 1948 have been a

fair and reasonable as well as an accurate estimate of the total num

ber of dollars needed to make the necessary progress payments to the
Netherlands yard The accuracy and hence the fairness of such an

estimate in August 1948 would have been supported by future events
Of course we are required to make our fair and reasonable estimate
of the foreign construction cost including the dollar cost of florins
as of the date of the construction contract but as developed below

we are not now limited to evidence then available
As already stated we have accepted basically the estimate of the

1948 florin cost of the vessels from the Wilton yard based on facts
and prices now known In many details this 1948 florin cost wa

based on records indices and other evidence ntt in existence in 1948
when and insofar as such evidence was relevant to disclose the cost a

of 1948 Similarly we believe it is entirely proper and in this caSE

necessary to use such evidence as is now in existence to assist us in

determining the extent of the difference between the 1948 official dollal
value ofship purchasing florins and their real value It is clear thai
to make a fair and reasonable redetermination in 1952 of a deter

mination made in 1948 without the use of such evidence would bE
unrealistic in the extreme By the use of the recorded actua1 chang
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in official exchange rates after 1948 we are able tofix a fair and reason

able estimate of the realistic dollar value of florins in 1948

The after the fact evidence which we have thus used was of course

not available to the Commission in 1948 nor will similar evidence be

available to us in making original estimates in the future What on

sideration if any may be given to the whole problem of foreign
currency in cases requiring our original determination of construc

tion differential subsidy rates will depend upon the f cts and evidence

available when the cases are presented
We conclude therefore that the fair and reasonable estimate of the

base foreign shipyard cost before escalation of each of these vessels

less national defense features as of August 1948 was 12 293 638

Wilton supplied no figure as to the Netherlands cost of the follow

ing miscellaneous items already mentioned We have taken the esti

mated foreign construction cost of these items from our staff estimate

exhibit 23 B wherein the Netherlands estimated costs were con

verted to dollars at the 1948 official rate 1 florin equals 0 3775

a Bidding plans and specifications 100 250

b In pection 15 350
c Interior decorator 122 75

d Owner s
outfiL

560 000

798 350

Export argues that the cost of the owner s outfit on the ship item

d above should be one half he American cost of 560 000 In

support of its position Export has forwarded to us since the
hearings

a table showing the 1952 Belgian prices ofcertain glassware and table

linen and the 1952 American cost of the same items A comparison
of the 1952 figures shows the Belgian cost to be approximately one

half the American cost The Belgian cost is supported by two letters

of Gimble Brothers Brussels indicating the present Belgian prices
and a statement of Export s counsel as to the current American costs

From these Export argues that the foreign estimated cost of its en

tire owner s outfit is not over 50 percent ofwhat Export actually paid
However the information supplied to us by the staff showed that the

cost of this outfit in theforeign market in 1948 was substantially 100

percent of the American cost and we should also point out that the

total cost to Export of glassware and silverware is not quite one third

of the total spent for owner s outfit We have no possible basis to

assume that the ratio on other items ofowner s outfit would be the same

as the ratio on silver and linen and even as to these items we are not

in a position to be governed by the unsupported statements in letters

which are so much at variance with the information developed by our
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staff As stated above however the dollar estimates were taken from

florins converted at the 1948 official rate If however the same real

istic value had been given to the florin cost of these items which we

have used for converting Netherlands shipyard costs instead of the

1948 official value their dollar cost would have shown the same 191h

percent reduction It can be argued that some of these items could

have been timed as to the date of purchase and the exchange rate that

should apply The same rate for all of these items as for the ship as

a whole is fair Accordingly these items will be included in our

estimate of foreign construction cost at 642 672 to reflect this

consideration
There remains the question of the cost of extras and escalation to

be added to the base sale price Under the original contract of sale

to Export the base sale price was subject to adjustment for increases

or decreases for extras and for escalation Export in that contract

agreed to pay a percentage of these additional costs based on the

ratio between the Commission s estimate of foreign cost and the

Bethlehem bid subject to escalation

It will be recalled that Bethlehem submitted two bids for the con

struction of these ships a the price of 23 415 000 subject to escala

tion and b an alternative price of 26 113 000 not subject to escala

tion Export argues that any estimate of the foreign construction

cost which we make based on the Wilton estimate should when on

verted to dollars be compared with the Bethlehem fixed price bid and

not the Bethlehem bid subject to escalation Export makes this argu
ment on the ground that the Wilton witnesses testified that any esti

mate prepared by their staff as was done for us in this case was

never raised by the company directors but was often lowered in order

to get a contract Export made this argument in spite of testimony
of the directors of the Vilton yard that they were unable to say

whether their yard in 1948 would have been willing to enter into a

contract to build the two ships at the submitted estimate without

provision for escalation already referred to This last mentioned

testimony is inconsistent with a conclusion that the vVilton estimate

would necessarily have been reduced by the directors and is only con

sistent with a conclusion that it might have been reduced in terms of

a basic bid but might also have been increased by the addition of an

escalation clause Under the circumstances we believe that the Wil

ton estimate which we are using for our guidance for foreign shipyard
costs must be compared with the Bethlehem bid subject to escalation

The cost of extras chargeable against the Independence is 576 834

and the cost of extras chargeable against the Oonstitution is 630 765

The escalation for labor and material so far chargeable against the
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Independence is 1 455 0005 and so far chargeable against the Oonsti
tution is 2 140 000 5

The following computation may now be made for each ship
Bethlehem bid subject to escalation 23 415 000
Less national defense features exhibit 23 B 715 325

Bethlehem net bid

Reestimated foreign shipyard construction cost less national

defense features base sale price to Export
Ratio foreign cost to U S cosL percent
Rate of subSidy do

22 699 675

12 293 638
54 16

45 84

Independence Constitution

Foreign shipyard cost 8 12 293 638 8 12 293 638
Foreign cost miscellaneous items 642 672 642 672 ISubtotal f12 936 310 f 12 936 310
Export s share United States cost of extras 54 16

percent 312 413 341 622

Export s share United States cost escalation 54 16

percent 788 028 1 159 024

Sales price to Export 14 036 751 14 436 956
8 This figure corresponds with the Commission s L948 base price of lo1 956 285
1 This figure corresponds with our base price including miscellaneous items of 17 308 000

set forth in Our report of February 20 19 52

8These figures ma be adjusted to conform with escalation as finally determined

CONCLUSION

We accordingly modify the conclusions set forth in our report
dated February 20 1952 and for the reasons herein explained adopt
as the fair and reasonable estimate of the foreign construction costs
of the Independence and Oonstitution together with Export s share of

extras and escalation to date the following
Independence 14 036 751

oonstitution 14 436 956

Sgd A J WILLIAMS

Secretary
Adm E L Cochrane USN Ret prior to his resignation as

chairman Federal Maritime Board on October 1 1952 participated
in thehearings before the Federal Maritime Board and in the deliber
ations of the Board Subsequent to that date Admiral Cochrane has

furnished very valuable advice and assistance to the Board in arriv

ing at its conclusions and whilenot participating in the final decision

he has advised the Board that he concurs therein

tl

6The figures for escalation may be subject to further adjustment
4 F M B
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No S41

THE OCEANIC STEAMSHIP COMPANy AppLICATION FOR OPERATING

DIFFERENTIAL SUBSIDY FOR MARINE PHOENIX TRADE ROUTE 27

SubmittedJune 1 1953 D ecidedJune16 1953

Application of The Oceanic Steamship Company for operating differential sub

sidy for the SS Marine Phoenia on Trade Route No 27 from January 1947
to August 1948 denied because the necessary statutory findings under section

601 a of the Merchant Marine Act 1936 have not been and cannot now

be made

Alvin J Rockwell and Brobeck Phleger H alison for The

1
1

Oceanic Steamship Company
John H Dougherty for the Board

REPORT OF THE BOARD

On September 28 1951 we entered into a modified contract with

The Oceanic Steamship Company Oceanic by which we agreed to

grant an operating differential subsidy for a freight service on Trade

Route No 27 between United States Pacific coast ports and ports in

Australia and New Zealand The contract made pursuant to statu

tory findings provided for from 10 to 13 subsidized freighter sailings
a year and was retroactive to January 1 1947 The contract among

other things reserved the question of subsidy for the austerity pas

senger ship jJ arine Phoenix for later determination under article 1 11

f which provided
The Operator hereby agrees that it will accept and be finally bound by the ulti

mate decision of the Board as to whether any operating differential subsidy pay

ments shall be made with respect to Operator s prior operation of the chartered

Vessel SS Marine Phoenia in the Australian service on Trade Route 27

Oceanic frankly states that it claims no contractual commitment from

the Government for a subsidy for the vessel but urges that the vessel
288 4 F M B
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was operated by Oceanic with the expectation that subsidy would be

allowed For an understanding of the situation some background
statement is necessary

The first operating differential subsidy agreement was Jlade with

Oceanic in December 1937 and covered the operation on this route of

two large combination passenger and freight vessels theMariposa and

Jrjonterey This operation continued until 1942 when the service was

suspended and the vessels were taken over by the Government for war

service In the latter half of 1946 the vessels were redelivered to

Oceanic and were put into a shipyard for restoration and moderniz3
tion looking to their return to service on the route

Meanwhile in May 1946 the 11aritime Commission the Commis
sion released its report on essential foreign trade routes which recom

mended that Trade Route No 27 should include 1 a passenger and

freight service requiring two special passenger cargo type vessels and
2 a separate freight service requiring certain approved type freight

ers In December 1946 and again in October 1947 the Commission
made the necessary findings approving the subsidy application of

Oceanic for the freight service No such findings or approvals were

made with respect to any combination passenger and freight vess 13
on the route Oceanic has since January 1947 operated its freighter
service upon the assurance derived from the Commission s action

althollgh as stated above no formal subsidy contract was entered into
until September 1951

Appreciating that there was need for passenger service on the route
and realizing that the Mariposa and Alonterey would not be ready
for a year or so Oceanic applied to the War Shipping Administra
tion in 1946 for authority to operate Government vessels in the passen
ger service under general agency This was refused because of th
Administration s policy to restore all shipping operations to private
operation as promptly as possible Oceanic then applied to charter
a Government vessel and in December 1946 secured the Marine
Phoenix which was then put into the passenger service on the route

The Marine Phoenix is a C4type vessel used as a troopship during
the war on which certain minimum postwar alterations were made
to enable her better to carry commercial passengers This vessel is
similar in type to the Marine Lynx and Marine Adder chartered to

the American President Lines at about the same time which were

referred to in America President Lines Ltd Subsidy Route t

4 F 11 B 51 The Marine Phoeniw carried a very limited amount

of cargo and had space for approximately 550 passengers in rooms

for 6 to 12 occupants and in large dormitory areas holding as many
as 80 passengers The accommodations were austere and in no way
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comparable to the accommodations offered on the Mariposa and

Afonterey prior to the war Up to her last return voyage in August
1948 she carried her fullpassenger capacity but in her operation with

out subsidy Oceanic lost on six round voyages in 1947 a total of

approximately 168 000 and on five round voyages in 1948 a total of

approximately 128 000

Oceanic contends that its operation of the j1arine Phoenix was per
formed in accordance with all requirements necessary to qualify for

subsidy and that for this reason it incurred certain expenses which

it might otherwise have avoided At one time in the middle of 1947

Oceanic requested authority from the Commission to withdraw the

Alaline Phoenix from Trade Route No 27 service for two special
trips to the Hawaiian Islands for its affiliate Matson Navigation
Company The request for some reason referred to withdrawing a ves

sel from the subsidized service to Australia and the Government s

reply also refers to the effective operating differential subsidy agree
ment As indicated above there was no subsidy agreement then

overing the Marine Phoenix and no determinationby the Commission

that any would be approved Nevertheless Oceanic points to this

correspondence as an indication that both the company and the

Government considered that the vessel was being operated with the

expectation thatshe would eventually receive subsidy
During the period of the MaJ ine Phoenix s operation there were

three foreign flag operators carrying some passengers on the route

The Carpenter Line operated two combination vessels having a ca

pacity of 48 passengers each and the P A D Line had among its

vessels one in this trade with a capacity for 20 passengers The

foreign flag passenger carryings amounted to about 4 9 percent of

the total in 1947 and 7 8 percent in 1948 On the other hand foreign
flag vessels carried 67 5 percent of the cargo on the route in 1947 and

56 percent of the cargo in thefirst 6 months of 1948

In March 1948 Oceanic wrote to the Commission advising that the

reconversion of the Mariposa and lJfonterey had to be stopped and

future disposition of the vessels was uncertain Oceanic pointed out

that operation of the Marine Phoenix had not been profitable and

that the Governments of Australia and New Zealand were imposing
stringent restrictions on travel in order to conserve exchange It

continued
The makeshift character of accommodations with which the Phoeni0 is

equipped do not justify any increase in fare while the fixed expenses of opera

tion resistany tendency to decline

The company accordingly advised that it would terminate the charter

for the vessel on May 4 1948 At the request of the Australian Gov
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ernment however Oceanic agreed to operate the vessel for two addi

tional voyages and in August 1948 again wrote the Commission

advising that the charter of the Marine PhoeniOJ was being termi

nated at the conclusion ofher then voyage and said

The accommodations furnished on this vessel are of an emergency type and

cannot attract passengers in competition with accommodations on a regular

passenger liner such as the A01anfJi operated by the Canadian Australasian

Iine whieh is returning to service this month after two years reconversion in

an Australian yard

The Aorangi mentioned in this letter had been reconverted after

the war and was put into operation in August 1948 under the Aus

tralian flag Oceanic recognized that she would offer facilities quite
superior to those available on the Marine Phoenix and would make

it difficult for the jfarine Phoenix to get any passenger business The

Aorangi continued to render passenger service on this routeuntil May
1953

Section 601 a of the Merchant arine Act 1936 provides
among other things that no application for operating differential

subsidy shall be approved unless a determination is made that 1

the operation of the vessel or vessels involved is required to meet

foreign flag competition and to promote the foreign commerce of the

United States and 2 the applicant owns or can and will build or

purchase a vessel or vessels of the size type speed and number and

with the proper equipment required to enable him to operate and

maintain the service in such manner as may be necessary to meet com

petitive conditions and to promote the foreign commerce These

determinations have never been made by either the Commission or

by us with respect to any postwar operation of a passenger freight
Service by Oceanic

Oceanic urges however that while the Maline Phoenix was not a

suitable passenger vessel for the route it was at the time it was put
into service the best equipped safest and most suitable vessel then

available and that we should therefore make the necessary statutory
findings vVe cannot find that the operation of the Marine Phoenix

was required to meet foreign flag competition and to promote the

foreign commerce of the United States This vessel was placed into

service as a temporary measure to meet an emergency situation and

as we pointed out in American President Lines Ltd Subsidy Route

29 supra vessels of the type of the Marine Phoenix are not suitable

for the transportation ofcommercial passengers Ve are also unable

to make the finding that Oceanic owns or can and will build or pur
chase a vessel or vessels of the required size type speed and number

Oceanic voluntarily discontinued the operation of the Marine Plwe
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niX as soon as the Aorangi began operations Admittedly the frJarine
PhoeniX was unable to meet the competitive conditions which that

foreign flag vessel created Oceanic has made no showing of its abil

ity or willingness to acquire a suitable passenger vessel or vessels and

to operate and maintain the service in such a manner as is necessary
to meet competitive conditions

For the reasons set forth above the application of Oceanic for

subsidy on theMarine PhoeniX must be denied

By theBoard

Sgd A J VVILLIAlIS

Secretary
4 F M B
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No 717

PHILIP R CONSOLO
V

GRACE LINE INC

Submitted May 21 1953 Decided June 23 1953

Respondent found to be a common carrier of bananas from Ecuador to United

States Atlantic ports and its method of contracting all of its refrigerated
space to three shippers to the exclusion of complainant found to be unjustly
discriminato y in violation of sections 14 and 16 of the Shipping Act 1916

George F Galland and Robert N Kharasch for complainant
Parker McOollester and John R Mahoney for respondent
Roscoe H Hupper Burton H White and Harold B Finn appear

ing specially
Joseph A Klausner for the Board

REPORT OF THE BOARD

By THE BOARD

Exceptions to the examiner s recommended decision were filed by
respondent and the matter was argued orally before the Vice Chair
man Our findings and conclusions agree generally with those rec

ommended by the examiner Exceptions and recommended findings
not discussed in this report nor reflected in our findings or conclusions
have been given consideration and found not justified

Complainant is engaged in the business of shipping bananas from
Ecuador and Caribbean areas to the United States Respondent op
erates subsidized freighter and combination ship services on Trade
Route No 2 including service from Ecuador to the United States
The complaint alleges that respondent has excluded complainant from
the Ecuadorian banana trade by refusing to allot him refrigerated
space on respondent s vessels The complaint further alleges that
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this refrigerated space has been and continues to be fully committed
under long term contracts to three other banana shippers and that

respondent s refusal to carry complainant s bananas while carrying
bananas for others is an unjust discrimination in violation of sections
14 15 and 16 of the Shipping Act 1916 hereinafter sometimes
referred to as the Act a violation of the conference agreement
covering this trade to which respondent is a member a violation of
the Sherman Anti Trust Act and a violation of section 601 b of

the Merchant Marine Act 1936 Respondent claims that it is a con

tract carrier and not a common carrier of bananas in this trade al

though it admits being a common carrier in other respects
Complainant demands an order requiring that respondent allot to

him 40 000 cubic feet per week of refrigerated space and pay him

reparation The question of reparation has been deferred

The examiner found respondent to be a common carrier of bananas

from Ecuador to United States Atlantic ports and he found respond
ent s method ofcontracting all of its refrigerated space to threebanana

shippers under long term contracts to the exclusion of complainant
to be in violation of sections 14 15 and 16 of the Act The examiner

recommended that respondent should be required to rearrange its

contractual commitments with other banana shippers and to allot
to complainant the space requested for a period of one year IIe found

that the record failed to sustain a violation of the Sherman Anti

Trust Act and the allegation of a violation of section 601 b of

the Merchant Marine Act 1936 was stricken by him upon respond
ent s motion since no exceptions were taken to us on these latter

rulings only the alleged violations of the Shipping Act will require
further discussion

The primary issue now before us is whether respondent is legally
authorized to enter into private contracts committing its available

refrigerated space for indefinite periods in the future to the exclusion

ofcomplainant
We make the following findings of fact

1 Respondent s corporate charter authorizes it generally to en

gage in the shipping business and to enter into agreements of every
kind

2 Respondent operates on Trade Route No 2 northbound and

southbound between New York and North Atlantic ports and the

west coast of South America including ports in Chile Peru and

Ecuador Respondent operates six combination passenger freight ves

sels on a weekly service and three freight vessels on a fortnightly serv

ice all making calls northbound at one or more ports in Ecuador
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Each or respondent s vessels on the route has in addition to space ror

general cargo rerrigerated compartments suitable ror carrying ba
nanas The combination vessels have six compartments or approxi
mately 20 000 cubic reet capacity each and the rreighters have rour

compartments or approximately 23 000 cubic reet capacity each Re

spondent is the only United States fiag operator offering a regular
common carrier berth service on the route There are a number or

competitive roreign lines or which the Chilean Line advertising 15

sailings a year with refrigerated space is the most important Re

spondent has held itself out as a common carrier on this route in the

transportation or passengers general cargo and rerrigerated cargo
both northbound and southbound but respondent contends that it has
not held itselr out as and is not a common carrier or bananas north
bound rrom Ecuador to the United States

3 Respondent holds an operating differential subsidy contract cov

ering all or its vessels on the route Respondent has also received cer

tain construction subsidies ror vessels it operates on the route Re

spondent in its applications ror construction and operating subsidies
under the Merchant Marine Act 1936 represented that it was an

established operator on Trade Route No 2 calling at several ports in
Ecuador that it provided regular service and that homeward cargo
to New York consisted largely or such cargo as copper coffee produce
and bananas The subsidy contracts recite that the vessels to be sub
sidized are or the type required to enable the operator to meet com

petitive conditions and to promote foreign commerce of the United
States The operating subsidy contract provides that respondent will
make a specified number of sailings on the Trade Route No 2 berth
service and it obligates respondent to obtain our approval before en

tering into any agreement applicable to the subsidized route which

provides for any pooling allotting of sailings traffic or area or

which restricts or attempts to restrict the volume scope frequency
or coverage of any such subsidized service No approval for any
commitments of respondent s refrigerated space has been obtained

4 Respondent is a party to two conrerence agreements on the route

both approved by us or our predecessors Agreement No 3302 covers

northbound commerce from Colombia and Ecuador to the Unitecl

States which respondent signed as a common carried by water The

members of that conference agree not to discriminate unj ustly against
any shipper or consignee Respondent contends that since bananas

are considered a specialty they do not come within the scope of this

conference agreement Respondent is also a member of Conference
Agreement No 7890 covering northbound cargo from Chile and Peru
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to the United States Both conferences have authority to fix trans

Iportation rates
5 Under the Ecuadorian Conference No 3302 the tariff to U S

Atlantic ports shows the following items

Fruits fresh undet refrigeration subject to special arrangements of in

dividual carriers

General Cargo N O S nototherwise specified

The conference tariff also publishes specific rates for fruit with
or without refrigeration from Ecuador to Panama Canal ports on

Trade Route No 2 The tariff issued by the Chile and Peru Confer
ence No 7890 not applicable ot course to transportation of
bananas from Ecuador but nevertheless on the same trade route pro
vides tariffs for refrigerator fresh fruits followed by specification of
various types of fruits such as apples but not including bananas and
an item of fresh fruits N O S and also refrigerator cargo
N O S Bananas are not imported from Chile or Peru but re

spondent s ships operating southbound on Trade Route No 2 carry
bananas from Ecuador to Chile on a contract basis with no specific
amount of space reserved the shippers receiving notice of space avail
able 12 days before ship s arrival at the banana loading port The
movement consists primarily of rejects and very little moves under

refrigeration
6 Respondent s bill of lading applicable to cargo from Ecuador in

dicates that respondent will carry green fruits and other refrigerator
cargo but stipulates that to obtain refrigeration the shipper must re

quest such service in writing The bill of lading also states that the

ship is not equipped to carry live animals birds or fish and the car

rier does not hold itself out as prepared to transport them

7 Respondent carries Chilean fruit under refrigeration north
bound as a common carrier Like bananas this fruit is perishable
but it can be temporarily stored at port of origin in shoreside refrig
erated facilities if shipping space is lacking and it can be carried
mixed as to types in the same compartment Respondent makes pre
liminary inquiry as far in advance as possible to nscertain how much
Chilean fruit will move and makes advance bookings both of such
fruit and general cargo

8 In one case but not on this route respondent shipped pipe in

practically full shiploads on a common carrier basis on a forward

booking contract extending over a period of9months
9 There are various special requirements for the carriage of

bananas Bananas are cut when green and begin to ripen immedi

ately and must be loaded in the vessels refrigerated compartments
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Iwithin 2 to 4 days after cutting They are highly perishable and

unlike Chilean fruits for instance cannot be stored under refrigera
tion at the port of origin if shut out Bananas give off a gas particu
larly riper bananas and those of poor quality and condition which

will hasten the ripening of other bananas stowed in the same com

partment Bananas in different conditions require different refrig
eration Hence it is desirable to stow in the same compartment
bananas of uniform grade quality and condition Once stowed they
must be kept under rigid te1Ilperature control instructions for which

are given by the shipper Banana stems stowed in the same compart
ment are separated by lots placed in individual bins where they are

braced and held upright so as to distribute the weight It is possible
for banana shipments of two or more shippers to be carried in the

same compartment if they are of unifom grade and condition This

may involve risk of claims however if one lot is damaged due to the

ripening of other lots Moreover such mingling in the same com

partment may caUlSe delay and confusion at port of discharge where

bananas are placed directly in trucks or rail cars In any event it

has been the custom of respondent to allot a single compartment to

no more than one banana shipper
10 The inception of special contracts for shipping bananas from

Ecuador resulted from the desire of respondent in the early 1930 s to

utilize more fully its northbound refrigerated space Respondent
was advised by engineers of United Fruit Company to make extensive

alterations in the refrigeration facilities on its combination vessels

After making such alterations respondent signed a contract with

United Fruit giving that company the exclusive use of the improved
refrigerated space for a 6 year period from April 1934 This con

tractual relation has continued except during the war the present
contract expiring in July 1954 In April 1947 United Fruit released

to respondent one compartment on each combination ship subject to

recall by United Fruit on 60 days notice This released compart
ment was then connuitted by respondent to one I B Joselow sub

ject to cancellation on 60 days notice The commitment with Joselow

has been from time to time extended most recently under a 2 year con

tract ending July 1954 In 1948 when the three freighters were

placed in the trade their refrigerated compartments were committed

to Joselow under contracts which now run until July 5 1953 Jose

low assigned his rights to the space on the freighters to Cia Frutera

Sud Americana which agreed to purchase bananas from Joselow or a

company controlled by him In 1949 respondent added two addi

tional compartments to each of its combination vessels and cOffilnitted

these directly to Cia Frutera under contracts which now run to June
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30 1954 These space contracts impose on the shipper the obligation
to pay a minimum amount for the space whether used or not to pay

freight on outturn weight to load stow and unload to furnish

refrigeration instructions and to release certain space for the seasonal

movement or Chilean fruit Bills of lading are issued but these are

subject to the terms of the space contracts Respondent has the right
to cancel all except United Fruit s contracts upon 60 120 days notice

and United Fruit has the right to suspend shipments on 30 days notice

11 Complainant has been engaged in the banana business some

times with his brother Charles R Consolo until just prior to the hear

ing in this proceeding in January 1952 He imported bananas from

Ecuador to Florida in 1944 or 1945 using chartered corvettes but re

frigeration equipment on these ships broke down on several occasions
and their use was discontinu d Being unable to obtain other space

from Ecuador at satisfactory rates he imported bananas from the

Caribbean area until early 1952 Complainant testified that Ecuador

is the only open market in which independents like himself can pur

chase bananas suitable for sale in this country in any quantity Com

plainant and his brother Charles R Consolo under different corporate
names made a series of requests for space from respondent for the

carriage of bananas from Eucador to the United States by phone
letter and through intermediaries beginning in 1947 up to 1951 when

the complaint was filed Complainant never called at respondent s

New York office personally but did ask for an appointment and was

told that there was no need for an appointment because there was no

space available Respondent advised Charles Consolo in 1947 by letter

that they were unable to offer space but that in the event of a change
we will be pleased to get in touch with you One month before the

filing of the complaint complainant s attorney notified respondent that

Consolo required 40 00050 000 feet of refrigerated space per sailing
and requested a fair and prompt allotment of space for the shipment
of bananas from Guayaquil Ecuador to the east coast of the United

States Respondent replied that all space was committed under con

tracts with vadous shippers the first contract to expire August 1952

and said that if complainant so desired respondent would get in touch

with him prior to the contract expiration so that respondent could give
consideration to any contractual proposal which complainant wished

to make along with similar proposals from others After this proceed
ing started complainant s attorney on April 11 1952 again wrote re

spondent for advice as to how complainant should proceed to get space

Respondent offered no advice and a month later complainant made an

offer in writing for 40 000 cubic feet per week of refrigerated space for

bananas from Ecuador to New York at 35 per ton and this offer was
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declined by respondent No comparison can be made between the rate

of 35 a ton proposed by complainant and the rates accorded to the

present contract shippers since respondent has refused to produce the

rates in their contracts notwithstanding that it wasdirected to do so by
subpena from theexaminer

12 Complainant testified that he had ability to buy from Ecuador

10 000 stems of bananas weekly requiring 40 000 cubic feet of space
and thatgrowers and agents in Ecuador had offered to sell him bananas

in ample quantities but that before arranging to buy or sell bananas

he would need some assurance ofcontinuity of space He testified that

if he could obtain assurance of space from respondent he would be

willing to pay an agreed amount whether he used the space or not

Complainant testified that he had not made and could not make any
commitments to buy bananas because of lack of transportation

DISCUSSION

As above stated respondent admits that it operates combination

vessels and freighters generally as common carriers on Trade Route

No 2 between Ecuador and the United States but denies that it has in

the past or present held itself out as a common carrier to carry bananas

to the United States It argues that its banana contracts are private
arrangements and beyond the reach of the Act and Ollr jurisdiction
Complainant argues that the record shows that respondent has held it

self out as a common carrier of bananas as well as other commodities

and that in any event even an express denial of such holding out by
respondent as to a single commodity is under the circumstances inef

fective to give it the status of a private carrier of snch commodity
Complainant contends that if a common carrier may by its own decla

ration exclude some commodities from common carriage status itwill

in this manner be able to discriminate unfairly between shippers and
avoid common carrier regulations under the Act

Complainant argues that the following circumstances show that

respondent actually holds itself out as a common carrier of bananas

in the trade a respondent s corporate charter authorizes it to en

gage in a common carrier shipping business b respondent s com

mon carrier membership in conferences which are authorized to fix

rates and are given protection under section 15 of the Act c the con

ference tariffs to which respondent is a party which provide for the

carriage of fresh fruit under refrigeration between Ecuador and the

United States and which also provide for certain handling charges
for bananas when carried to the west coast of the United States d

respondent s bill of lading provisions denying any holding out to

carry certain commodities live animals etc but making no such
4 F M B
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We are aware of the cases which hold that a carrier may be a com

mon carrier and a private carrier at the same time provided different

vessels are used In Tlansp by Mendez 00 Inc bet1veen U S

and Puerto Rico 2 U S IC 717 721 1944 the Maritime Com
mission said

A carrier may be both a common and a contract carrier not however on

one vessel on the same voyage

Separate vessel operation was also presumably the case in Puerto

Rican Rates 2 U S M C 117 126 1939 We are also awareof cases

where the capacity of a ship or other facility is divided between two

or three contract shippers without any holding out to carry for all

persons indifferently New York Marine 00 v Buffalo Barge T01ving
Oorp 2 U S M C 216 1939 American Range Lines Inc Oon

tract Oarrier Application 260 I C C 362 1944 Union Sulphur 00

Inc Oontract Oarrier Application 260 I C C 749 1946 We find

it unnecessary in this proceeding to consider the requirements as to

proprietary cargo of the carrier transported on its o vn common car

rier vessels where its common carrier obligations toward the shipping
public are respected

The rule that a carrier which holds out its vessel or other facility
to the public generally as a common carrier may not make special
arrangements for transportation on the same vessel has been an

nounced by the Maritime Commission in the Mendez case supra and

also in Agreements 6 10 etc 2 U S M C 166 1939 where the

Commission disapproved an agre ment permitting a carrier to trans

port paper for a dominant shipper at one rate and for other shippers
on the same vessel at adifferent rate The Commission said at p 170

It is contended that no provision of the law permits us to condemn dual opera

tion as a common and as a contract carrier on the same vessel on the same

voyage and that even if such power does exist this case is not one where it

should be exercised Suffice it to say that although section 16 of the Shipping

Act 1916 does notapply to contract carriers in the coastwise trade nevertheless

where a carrier subject to our jurisdiction attempts to operate in the above

described manner we may order the removal of any violation of that section

resulting from the operation of the contract portion Compare West Bound

Intercoastal Rates to Vancouver 1 U S M C 770 773 774 Ve find that the

facts of this case do result in undue preference and prejudice and consequently

agreement 6210C will not be approved See Southern Pacific Tenninal Co v

1 G G 219 U S 498 Coastwise will be required to remove the violation thus

found to exist

In The Oity of Dwnkirk 10 F 2d 609 S D N Y 1925 a carrier of

cocoanut oil attempteel to avoid liability for loss on the ground of a

special exculpatory provision in its contract ofcarriage which would

not have been permitted to a common carrier The court holdinob
4 F M B
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that the vessel was a common carrier as to the cocoanut oil and that

the terms of the special agreement were invalid said page 611

I see no ground whatever forholding on the eVIdence that the vessel was other

than a common carrier The case is very different from a casewhere the whole

vessel is chartered The City of Dunkirk was a general ship taking cargo at

various points from various shippers and issuing bills of lading to the several

shippers

In Gage Y Tirrell 9 Allen 299 1864 common carrier liability was

imposed on a vessel in spite of special contract provisions with the

shipper and in that case the Supreme Judicial Court ofMassachusetts

said at page 302

The ship was therefore a general ship that is she was employed in the trans

portation of merchandise for persons generally This fact is decisive of the

character of the contract into which the parties entered and of the nature of

the liability which the defendants assumed under it They were common

carriers

InHubert v Public Service Commission 118 Pa Super 128 1935

the court said

We have no disagreement with decisions holding that the same person may

be engaged in one line of business as a common carrier and in another line of

business as a private carri r Our own cases recognize this But we

refuse to extend or apply this ruling to the use of the same facilities at the same

time inboth common carrier and private carrier transportation

In Heuer Truck Lines v Brownlee 239 Iowa 267 1948 the court

said

The same facilities cannot be used at the same time in both common carrier

and private carrier transportation

See also Waterman v Stockholms 3 U S M C 131 1949 where

a carrier accepted fruit of certain shippers but declined fruit ofother

shippers claiming it was a private carrier as to fruit This argument
was rejected and the carrier held to be a common carrier as to all

Respondent argues that the distinctions between common carriers

and private carriers set out in the judicial decisions relate to common

carrier liability for loss and damage to cargo and are not applicable
to a regulatory proceeding of the instant type We believe that Con

gress in adoptingthe common law definition of common carriers for

use in the Act adopted that definition from the cases that then existed

and that the judicial definition of the term common carrier is the

one which we are required to observe Respondent argues that the

decisions of the Commission in the Mendez case supra and in Agree
ments 6 10 etc supra are not binding in this case because the type

ofdiscrimination which there existed could not exist here Respond
ent points out that in both of those cases the carrier attempted to act
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both as a common carrier and a private carrier for the same commodity
on the same vessel and that the difference in rates which the carrier

charged created in those cases clear discrimination Respondent con

tends that in this case such discrimination does not exist because its

vessels carried no bananas to the United States except those carried

under special contract But this is not a valid distinction In the

eases cited the discrimination arose because of a difference in rate

whereas here the discrimination arises because of the acceptance of

cargo from one shipper and exclusion of cargo from another In

both cases the common carrier s duty to treat all shippers alike was

vi olated

Respondent further contends that it in no event violated any com

mon carrier duty because complainant in fact never offered any
bananas for shipment It is clear that after the positive statements

of respondent that it would provide no space the tendering of bananas

by complainant would have been a futile and idle act and under the

circumstances was legally unnecessary Atlantic Coast Line v

Geraty 166 Fed 10 C C A 4th 1908

Finally respondent argues thllLt the problems peculiar to the banana

trade demonstrate that it is sui generis and that it is impossible for

respondent to hold its service out to the public because the special
circumstances require the carriage of bananas under private contract

The needs of particular shippers however will never justify an un

just discrimination where available space is insufficient to meet the

demands of all Where as here compartments for bananas are at a

premium some reasonable arrangement for booking considerably in

advance of shipment would appear to be reasonable similar to ad

vance booking of passenger staterooms where the demand exceeds the

supply or similar to the advance booking conducted by respondent
in the carriage of bananas from Ecuador to Chile and in the carriage
of northbound Chilean fruit As pointed out by respondent if more

goods are tendered for transportation than the carrier s facilities can

accommodate a common carrier must apportion its facilities ratably
among all shippers desiring them Penn R R Co v Puritan Coal

Co 237 U S 121 1915 The carrier may not satisfy one shipper
in full thereby disqualifying itself from meeting the demands of

others
We find that there is no justification for respondent s continuous

renewal of space contracts with other banana shippers to the exclu

sion ofcomplainant nor is there anything inherent in the shipment of

bananas which precludes respondent from offering its space on equi
table terms which would take fair account of the necessities of the

commerce and the needs of individual shippers Complainant has
4 F M B
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repeatedly demanded refrigerated space over a period of years and

respondent has refused these demands The record shows that com

plainant s demand for 40 000 cubic feet of refrigerator space per
week was made in good faith to meet his legitimate business

requirements
CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the facts adduced in the record we conclude that

the contracts under which the present banana shippers have been

favored by respondent constitute unjust discrimination in violation

of sections 14 4 and 16 of the Act Under the circumstances no

determination is necessary under section 15 of the Act Respondent
will be required to cancel its private contracts for the carriage of

bananas from Ecuador to the United States and to prorate available

space under forward booking arrangements reasonable for the banana

trade These arrangements necessarily will be made on terms of

equality as to rates and conditions and may be made for periods not

exceeding six months in advance which we find to be the limit of

reasonableness for forward booking under these circumstances Such

forward booking arrangements may be subject to renewal or modifi

cation reasonably in advance of expiration in the light of changing
demands and conditions Because of the past benefits derived by the

present banana shippers by the use of space assigned to them as the

result of the unjust discrimination against complainant heretofore

mentioned the present shippers shall be deferred in the assignment
of space by respondent for the first booking period so as to permit
the assignment of 40 000 cubic feet per week to complainant for that

period The booking ofsuitable space for subsequent booking periods
shall be made ratably among bona fide applicants on usual common

carrier principles
Although this decision does not turn on respondent s operating

differential subsidy contract we believe that the contract clearly

contemplates a berth service operation The clause of that contract

already mentioned by which respondent has bound itself not to enter

into any agreement restricting the coverage of its subsidized services

without our permission certainly places some limitation upon any

conversion of a subsidized service from a common carrier operation
to a private or contract carrier operation

No order will be entered at this time Within 30 days after the

serving of this report complainant may submit an appropriate order

on matters other than reparation for our approval after 7 days ad

vance service upon respondent Hearing on the question of repara

tion willbe set by the examiner

Sgd A J WILLIAMS
Secretary
4 F M B



ORDER

At a Session of the FEDERAL MARITIME BOARD held at its

office in Washington D C on the 3d day of September A D 1953

No 717

PHILIP R CONSOLO
v

GRACE LINE INC

No order having been submitted for our approval pursuant to per
mission granted in our report ofJune 23 1953 and the followingd cu

ments having since that date been filed in this case

a Petition ofCompania FruteraSud Americana to intervene
b Petition of Irving B Joselow to intervene

c Petition ofcomplainant objecting to our finding that a pe
riod not exceeding six months be the limit of reasonableness for

forward booking and asking to take additional evidence relative

thereto also setting forth advice that United Fruit Company one

of respondent s banana shippers mentioned in the report had

surrendered all its space on respondent s ships and that complain
ant and respondent had thereupon entered into two contracts

assuring to complainant sufficient space to meet all its needs for
banana shipments such contracts running for two years from

July 15 1953 and being subject to termination at such time as

any order entered in this proceeding in accordance withour report
ofJune 23 1953 should becomefinal

d Notice of complainant that it had released respondent
from all liability for reparation claimed in this proceeding

e Petition of respondent 1 consenting to the taking of

additional evidence relative to the duration of a proper booking
period 2 asking that our report of June 23 1953 be reconsid

ered alleging error in our fiqding that respondent was a common

carrier or in the alternative asking that thereportbe withdrawn

f Reply of counsel for the Board to complainant s petition
c recommending 1 that this proceeding be discontinued with
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out final order on the ground that all aspects of the controversy
between the parties have been terminated by their agreements and
2 that the Board undertake a separate investigation as to the

lawfulness of respondent s space contracts referred to in com

plainant s petition c

g Reply of counsel for complainant to recommendation of
Board counsel that an investigation be made as to the lawfulness
ofrespondent s space contracts and

Itappearing That the complaint filed in this proceeding has been
satisfied and that there is no longer any matter in controversy between
the parties and that there is no occasion for further proceedings in
this case

Itis ordered That the petitions above mentioned a b c and
e be and the same are hereby denied and

It is further ordered That this proceeding be and it is hereby dis
continued and

It is fwrther ordered That the papers in the case be referred to the
Maritime Administrator for his information and for such action as

he may deem appropriate in connection with the administration of

respondent s operating differential subsidy contract pursuant to Reor

ganization Plan No 21 of 1950

By theBoard

Sgd A J WnLIAMS

Secretary
4 F M B
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No 834

BLOOlIFIELD STEAMSHIP COMPANy ApPLICATION FOR OPERATING

DIFFERENTIAL SUBSIDY ON TRADE ROUTE No 13 SERVICE 1 AND

TRADE ROUTE No 21 SERVICE 5

Submitted April 24 1953 Deoided June 30 1953

An operating differential subsidy with respect to vessels to be operated by
Bloomfield Steamship Company on both Trade Route No 13 Service 1 and

Trade Route No 21 Service 5 would involve service which would be in addi

tion to existing services within the meaning of section 605 c of the Merchant

Marine Act 1936
l he service already provided by vessels of United States registry on both Trade

Route No 13 Service 1 and Trade Route No 21 Service 5 is inadequate and

in the accomplishment of the purposes and policies of the Act additional

vessels should be operated thereon

The provisions of section 605 c of the Act do not interpose a bar to the grant

ing to applicant of an operating differential subsidy contract covering the

operation of cargo vessels on Trade Route No 13 Service 1 and Trade Route

No 21 Service 5

All further questions with respect to the application for operating differential

subsidy are expressly resened for future determination

Pa tl D Page J7 George A B ttle7 and Alalcolm R Wilkey for

Bloomfield Steamship Company
Joseph ill Ra tlt Odelll 01nineJS andlV7 ight i 011 O V for Lykes

Bros Steamship Co Inc SteTling F Sto tden1ni1 e J1 for Vater

man Steamship Corporation and Nuel D Belnap and Richard J

IIaTdy for Jordan River Line Inc and others interveners

Alax E HalpeTn Joseph A lausne1 and Edwa1 d Aptake1 for the

Board
REPOHT OF THE BOARD

Exceptions to the recommended decision of the examiner were filed

by interveners and the matter was argued orally before us Our

See Repol t of Board on Reargument 4 F M B349
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findings are in substantial agreement with those of the examiner

Exceptions and requested findings not discussed in this report nor re

flected in our findings or con lusions have been given consideration
and are overruled

This is a proceeding under section 605 c of the Merchant Marine

Act 1936 the Act concernipg the application of Bloomfield Steam

ship Company Bloomfield for operating differential subsidy for the

operation of freight vessels on Trade ROute No 13 Service 1 and

frade Route No 21 Service 5 Lykes Bros Steamship Co Inc

Lykes intervened opposing the application with r pect to both

routes vVaterman Steamship Corporation Waterman interveqed

opposing only as to operations on Trade Route No 21 Service 5

Our pr sent determinations are confined to the single issue of

whether section 605 c of the Act interposes a bar to our approval of

an operating differential supsidy contract with applicant covering
either or both of the routes presently involved Section 605 c

provides in part as follows

1 No contract shall be made under this title with respect to a vessel to be

operated on a service route or line se ved by citizens of the United States

Which would be in addition to the existing service or services unless the Com
mission shall determine after proper hearing of all parties that the service al

ready provided by vessels of United States registry in such service route or

line is inadequate and that in the accomplishment of the purposes and policy
of this Act additional vessels should be operated thereon and

2 no contract shall be made with respect to a vessel operated or to be opQrated
in a service route or line served by two or more citizens of the United States

with vessels of United States registry if the Commission shall determine the ef

fect of such a contract would be to give undue advantage or be unduly prejudicial
as between citizens of the United States in theoperation of vessels incompetitivp

service route S o line unless following public earing dye notice of which

shali be given to each line serving the route the Com ission shall find that it

is necessary to enter into such contract in order to prOVide adequate service by

yessels of United States registry Paragraphing supplied

The first partof this section pr vid s that no contract shall be made

ith an applicant for a service which would be in addition to the

existing service unless the existing United States flag service on the

route is inadequate and unless the purposes and policy of the Act

require additional vessels The second part of the section applies if

the effect of making a contract with an applicaht would be to give
lindue advantage or would be unduly prejudicial as between citizens

f the United States competing on the route and interposes a bar

unlea subsidy is necessary to provide adequate United tates flag
serVIce

The examiner has found that applicant s services on both routes

as proposed for subsidy would be in addition to e isting se vices
4 F M E
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thereon that existing United States flag service on each route was

inadequate and that the policy and purposes of the Act require addi

tional United States flag vessels He stated that it was not shown

that the effect of a contract with applicant would be to give undue

advantage or be unduly prejudicial as between citizens of the United
States

No exceptions were filed to the finding of the examiner that appli
cant s proposed services on both routes would be in addition to exist

ing services thereon In connection with this issue a brief state

ment of Bloomfield s past operations on the routes is desirable

Bloomfield purchased five Victory type and three Liberty type ves

sels and began operations on both routes in 1951 On Trade Route

No 13 although Bloomfield made 11 sailings from three Gulf ports
between April 7 1951 and August 8 1952 carrying bulk grain and
cotton outbound and a small amount of beet pulp homebound

there was no regularity of sailings 7 of the 11 vessels carried full

cargoes of grain and in all only three export shippers were served

On Trade Route No 215 Bloomfield made 19 sailings between Octo
ber 17 1951 and August 30 1952 and on all but one of these sailings
over 8 000 tons of either bulk grain or bulk sulphur was carried leav

ing little space for other shipments On the other hand applicant s

proposed services or both routes if a subsidy is granted would have

to be substantially superior to his past operations in the type of ves

sels regularly employed the extent of service offered the regularity
and frequency ofsailings the port coverage at origin and destination

and the availability of service to the general public We agree with

the examiner s finding on the statutory issue of the existing service

we shall therefore proceed to consider the evidence presented as it

bears on the other statutory issues taking up each route separately

TRADE ROUTE NO 13 SERVICE 1

Trade Route No 13 Service 1 covers freighter service generally
between United States Gulf ports and the Mediterranean area

Lykes operating a subsidized service on this route intervened in

opposition to the application States Marine Corporation and
Isthmian Steamship Company also operate United States flag berth
services on the route without subsidy but neither of these operators

1The itinerary is described in the Report of the United States Maritime Commission 0tIl

Essential Foreign Trade Routes 1949 as follows

Between a United States Gnlf port orports and aport or ports in Spain and or Portugal
and orthe Mediterranean and or the Black Sea with theprivilege of call1ng at Casablanca

Spanish Morocco and at ports in the United States South Atlantic south of Norfolk and
at ports in the West Indies and Mexico
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intervened at any stage of the proceeding Waterman initiated a

liner service on the route in 1948 but discontinued it in 1950 shortly
after the outbreak of Korean hostilities Waterman does not oppose
a subsidy to applicant on Trade Route No 13

During the five prewar years 1986 to 1940 inclusive the aggregate
volume ofexports moving overTrade Route No 13 including exports
from privilege ports in the South Atlantic area was approximately
600 000 tons per year the volume of imports ranged from 89 000

tons in 1937 to 27 000 tons in 1940 Italy was the major destination
ror exports followed in order by France Spain and Greece During
this period cotton petroleum products phosphate scrap iron and

sulphur were the major commodities exported on liner vessels
In the postwar years the export movement from the Gulf alone

over this route has increased more than ronrroJd Imports are of

only minor significance in the over all picture Our consideration may
therefore be directed to the export movement which is by far the

predominant movement on the route

The following Bureau or Census statisticsintroduced by Lykes
show the postwar export movement or goods transported by both liner

llnd tramps on the route from the Gulf with a breakdown between
liner type and tramp type commodities and United States flag par

ticipation in this total movement

TIBLE A 13

I 1 CO dltit lIex

port5car
Tolal cx I ried

bY

IpGrt tons tUled
I Liner tvI t Percent

I mmp
h cot

Stales

1
J 1

J nt

1948 I 2 740 rrO 7Rt 1 29 1 fl5f1 000 71 71

I H H H H Hgz i

Yrar

COll1mo lities such as grain sulphur coal phosphate rock a nd oil
seed which to a large extent llo e in bulk on tramp vessels have been

rererred to by Lykes as tramp type commodities Other items
are referred to by Lykes as liner type cOlnnodities It is sig
nificant that much tramp type cargo l110yes on lincrs as llllcJells al d
filler cargo Exports from the pri ilege South Athmtic ports of
caU not included in the above statisties have been small as compared
with the total exports on the route ranging from a high or 10 5

2Census statistks exclude militcuy and in transit algocs which arC included in

Maritime Administr ltion statistic ft fprcl to ju the eXaminer nport
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percent of the total on the route in 1947 to a low of 2 3 percent in 1950

and 4 6 percent in 1951

It is evident that the great increase in exports postwar is in large
part the result of our foreign aid programs and the concomitant

exportation of relief and rehabilit tion cargoes This movement has

involved great quantities of tramp type commodities carried on both

liners and tramps
The principal liner type commodities which have moved outbound

during the postwar years are cotton petroleum products wheat flour

and cargo NOS With the exception of wheat flour all of these

commodities moved in substantial volume in the prewar years The

large movement of wheat flour has been postwar phenomenon and

it h 18 been mostly financed by United States fllllLls

The principal tramp type commodities during the years from 1948

to 1951 have been grains sulphur andphosphate rock The movement

of grains has been the most substanti ll averaging over 1 200 000 tons

for each year The movements of sulphur and phosphate rock al

though not entirely uniform for each year have averaged approxi
nmtely 100 000 tons for each commodity There was an extremely
heavy movement of coal during 1941 and 1948 but this commodity
has now ceased to move

Italy has continued its historic position of being the predominant
receiver of United States exports to the Meditellanean area but

France and Spajn have been passed by Greece Yugoslavia Turkey
and Levantine countries which we1 e of minor plewar imporbnee
have become the destinations of very substantial tl aflk mO 8ments

During the years from 1948 to 1951 hEel participation in the total

Tmde Honte No 13 export movement from the Gulf and United
States flag plllticipation therein as shown by census statistics were

as follows

TABLE B 13

i t ii I
1950

un 2 15 OOIl I195L u 1 2 388 000
I

Liner c1rryings by conlJnJd Iexports
I carried
I hy

I United

l Nnt
TraIll

Plfcent
Statt

tYPl flag
per

l
cent 3

8iJ1 uno

II
2Si II1 148 000 i t OOO eo 47 OnO 40 G7

875 UOO Ii 512 WIO 9 wa 000 41

I
54

810 000 45 000 55 31 5 000 45 46

Totll
Yl ar exports

tons

Lilf

carryillg
tUllS Lincr

1

3 Mantlm Administration figuns silo sli htly diflerlnt pcrCt IlLagcof lineI lfl ings by United Sti LeS

ilag vessels is follows 1950 57 1 percent 1951 4UperClmt
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Itshould be noted that from 1948 to 1951 the tramp type commodities

carried on liner vessels show a steady increase percentagewise from

32 percent to 45 percent
Lykes is the only subsidized United States operator on either of the

routes presently involved This carrier owns and operates a fleet

of 54 vessels 51 C type and 3 Victory type Under the terms of

its operating differential subsidy contract Lykes operates six sub

sidized berth services out of the Gulf and it may use its vessels

interchangeably on the several services Its contract provides for a

minimum of 24 and a maximum of 48 sailings annually on Trade
Route No 13 Lykes is the principal operator in this trade Its

postwar sailings on the route may be summarized as follows

TABLE C 13

Ownedvessels

Year Chartered
Nonsub

vc ssel
Subsidized sidized

1947 38 3 72
1948 48 61
1949000 39 32
1950 40 2

1951 32 5 14

Total

113
109

71
42
51

The record shows that there were abnormal movements on both
Trade Routes Nos 13 and 215 in postwar years due to the necessity
of cargoes for feeding and rehabilitating the peoples of Europe and
the Mediterranean area and later due to Korean Indian grain and

European coal programs Lykes met these abnormal needs by char

tering Government vessels and after the abnormal needs were met it
returned to its traditional policy of using only its owned ships In

each of the postwar years Lykes has performed substantially more

than the minimum 24 berthsailings with owned ships on Trade Route

No 13 required under its contract and has sailed substantially full
on all its outbound voyages

The other two United States flag berth operators on this route

States Marine and Isthmian did not intervene The complete post

The sixsubsidi d bertq services of Lykes provide for minimum andmaximum sailings as follows

Line Trade route Minimum Maximum

Am
m w 19 CaribbClm n u h n n nh h 76 108

B l w 21 4 United Kingdom west coast h n

100 146B L 21 5 Continent
u

C 13 Meditcrranean n 24 48
D 22 Orient n h

n n 20 24
E IfjB South Africa unnnhn

n nnn 8 13
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war traffic statistics for each operator are consequently not available
in this record States Marine owns 20 vessels 5 02 s 5 Victorys
and 10 Libertys and for operation on this and other routes habitually
charters many privately owned vessels Itoperates in a number of
trades and has maintained a service on Trade Route No 13 since
1947 It ordinarily operates on the outbound portion of the route

only States Marine operations on Trade Route No 13 for the years
1948 1950 and 1951 are shown in the following table

TABLE D 13

Cargo
Total Owned Charteredsailings

Commercial MUltary

1948
n n n mnn 11 u a n 8 90 559 3 600

195IL u 30 12 18 144 292 50 531
1951 12 4 8 SO 066 9 358

I
I

States Marine s average commercial and military carryings per vessel
of Trade Route No 13 cargo for the years 1950 and 1951 amounted
to 6 768 In 1950 seven of its sailings with owned ships were made
with Libertys and In 1951 11 of its total of 12 sailings were made
with Libertys

Isthmian with a large fleet of Oil type vessels ill addition to nu

merous other services operates from Gulfand Atlantic ports to the
Persian Gulf and carries somecargo from the Gulfto Beirut Haifa
and Alexandria which are ports on Trade Route No 13 In 1948
1950 and 1951 Trade Route No 13 cargo carried by this operator
amounted to only 9 711 tons 22 431 tons and 14 170 tons respectively
and over these years averaged about 1 000 tons per sailing with respect
to destinations on the route

The foreign flag competition on this route is substantial and effec
tive The major foreign flag competition is provided by three opera
tors who together made 51 sailings a year in 1950 and 1951 The
record indicates that foreign flag lines are aided by such practices
of instructed routings currency restrictions and other means em

ployed by their countries to force cargo to move on vessels of their
own flags The evidence shows however that United States flag
vessels in liner service have sailed substantially full in the postwar
years but their percentage of carryings has steadily dropped and
that their relative participation in the trade could not have been
materially increased unless more United States flag capacity had
been provided
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TRADE ROUTE NO 21 SERVICE 5

Trade Route No 21 Service 5 covers freighter service between

United States Gulf ports west of Gulfport Miss and ports on the

east coast of the United Kingdom and continental EuropeLykes I
and vVaterman are the only carriers intervening in opposition to the I
application for subsidy on this route Sttttes Marine also operates a I
United States flag berth service on the route but as already stated I
did not intervene I

Durmg the prewar years from 1936 to 1938 the export and import
movement on the entire Trade Route No 21 6 and the total export and

import movement on Service 5 thereof were as follows

TABI E 21 i

Exports Imports

Total Service 5
Total

Service 5
1 R 21 1 R 21

2 740 000 1 154 000 461 000 246 000
3 926 000 1 934 000 548 000 270 000

5 554 000 2 865 000 390 000 205 000

I

f

Year

1936
1937

1938
n

Following the outbreak of the Elllopean war in 1 39 American ves

sels were barred from trading on the ronte and statistics for I9S

and 1940 are of little value an l have not been included The in

creased export movement in 107 and 1938 was occasioned primarily
by the movement of wheat amI coarse grains from the United States

resulting from n crop failnrl jn Argentina The United Kingdom
and Germany were the destinations for approximately GO percent of
the total exports on the entire route with the Netherlands France

Belgium amI the Baltic Scallllinavian area receiving the balance

The import movement originated prinipally in Belginm Germany
the Netherlands and the Baltic Scnndinavian area Cotton nnd lum

ber were the principallincl typc exp01 t commodities that moved dur

ing this period nggregating more than 50 percent of the entire export
movement of liner type commollities

The itillerarr of Senice 5 is defined in the Report of the United States Maritime Com

mission on Essential Foreign Trade Rontes 1949 as follows

Betwlen a rutted States Gulf port or Dorts west of but not inclUding Gulfllolt Mis b

sippi and a port or portH on the EaRt Coast of United Kingdom and or n port or vorts in

ContlnEntal Europe nol th of and including Bordeaux including Baltic amI SCUlHlinuviun

porh with privilege of calling at Tampa Port Tampa Boca Grande and at ports in the

West Indies and Mexico
6 Trade Route No 21 includes in addition to Service 5 Services 1 2 and 3 from east

Gulf ports to United Kingdom and Continent and Service 4 from west Gulf ports to west
coast of United Kingdom
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As in the cnse ofTrade Ronte No 13 the export movement is by far

larger and more important thl1n the import movement md our analy
sis may be confined to the export movement The export movement on

the route has increased substantil1 lly since the Second World War

Censns statistics introduced by Lykes show the total postwar export
movement from the Gulf on all services of Trade Route No 21 and

the postwl1r export movement on Service 5 thereof with a breakdown

between liner type and tramp type commodities l1nd United States

flag participation in this total Service 5 movement to IJe as follows

TABLB F 21

I I j COIllmodities Service 5 only Service 5

Entire Total I export
Trade ServiCB 5 I

I I carried

I Route 21 I only I by Unlted
I tons tons Linrr typPercent

Tramp
I PerCBlIt States flag

i i
type

1
percent

11 950 11ZM ggg I g ggg j ggg A I i ggg
II

Z
4 707 000 3 424 000

I
923 000 27 2 501 000 13 40

1951 1 6 831 000
I

4 605 000 912 000
I

3 693 000 80 44

Year

During these postwal years the export 1ll0 ernent from the privilege
ports decreased sharply as compared with the prewar period
Whereas prewar exports from plivilege ports in the Tampa HTea

ranged from a low of 4D5 000 tons in HJ37 to a high of oH8 OOO tons

in 1938 postwar e ports from the privilege ports have ranged from

a low of 102 000 tons in 1947 to a high of 346 000 tons in 194D Post

war el1ports from the privilege ports have not accounted for more

than 8 percent of the total exports on Serviee 5 and 11 substantial por

tion of these exports has moved via tramp vessels

As in the case of Trade Route No 13 it is evident that th great
increase in el1ports is in large part th result of our foreign aid pro

grams and the concomitant exportation of relief and rehabilitation

cargoes This movementhas involved the carriage ofgreat quantities
of tramp type commodities Whereas the movement of liner type
commodities has decreased from 1 379 000 tons in 1948 to 912 000 tons

in 1951 the movement of tramp type commodities has increased from

2 001 000 tons in 1948 to 3 693 000 tons in 1951

The principal liner type commodities which llll e moved during
the postwar years are cotton petroleum products wheat flour fodder

and feed carbon black and cargo NOS Lumber which was a prin
cipal prewar commodity has not moved in significant volume in the

postwar years The movement of petroleum products wheat flour

and fodder and feed on the other hand has been substantially larger
in the post yar period than in the prew lt period Carbon black the

average yearly prewar movement of which amounted to 35 000 tons
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did not move during the years from lfl47 to 1950 but 63 000 tons of
this commodity wereexported in 1fl51 The movement of wheat flour
on this route while substantia 1 has not accounted for as significant a

portion of the totalmovcmcnt 011 the route during the post war years
as on Trade Route No 1

The principal tramp type commodities during the postwar period
have been grains sulphll1 a111 oil seN1 The movement of grains
has been most ubstuntial averaging oyer 2 O OOO tons for each year
The movement of Sl111 hl11 has aycraged approximately 290 000 tons
for each year Oil seed has moved in smaller volume ranging from
a low of 7 OOO tom in liH7 to a high of 144 000 tons in 19i O There
was all extremely he n 1ll0lrment of coal dming 1fl47 but this com

modity ha nov ceaccl to mow s in the case ofTrade Route No lB
it is manifest that the hrrge n rVement If these tramp type com

nlodlties js duf pl 1rl1ll ily 1 Dill pl ief 111 rehabj1itation Jforts in
COHIWCtloll ith 0111 foreign aid prngnnn

France the NetlwrlHlHIs tllP Ba 1t ic and Scaudina vian countries
and Hollaml ha Ye elminthe post ar period l1el1 illprincipal
lstinations of the o1 01 t mOV ltwnt on Service 5 The export move

ment to the ea t coast of tl rTnjt 1 Kingdom has been substantially
smaller than tlw 1ll0Yement 0 each of those other areas

During the pars 1l4R to 10 11 Tiner participation in the total eXJlort
movemEnt on Service 5 from tl1GuU and United States flag partiei
rl tion tllerein as shown by the census statistics furnishe l by Lykes

wer8 as follows

f

M

f
j
r

TAm I G 21

Year

I
I I iner
I exports

r I carried

I I i U ftedI

I T I ISnfr I Pprccnt ramp Percp nt 1 taws
V rw I type

I
I flag

i I i i
i i I

3RO OOO 1 01 nOG 214 000 i6 I 38 000 I 2411 48
a f 90 000 2 003 000 i i 217 OO I 01 786 000 39 40

424 000 703 000 i 131 000 i 50
I

872 000 I 0 J 46
4 rO l 000 I 1 mii 000 I Ri9 000 I 14 1098 000

I
56

I
45

I

Liner f ryings hy comrnorlitift

ervicr 5

xprj

rtoni

L Df

arr g
tl 1

1948

J949
1950

1951

On this route al o tramp type OlnulOdit i s ea1l ied by liners increased

errpntage ise oYer the pnlod frOlu 21jwrcnt to rpercent
As in the cnsofTrade Bout Jo Lykes is the principal operator

in this track Its opelnting differential subsidy contTnet jrm ides
fol a minimunl of 100 and a maximum of J4sailillgs annnny on

MH ritillc Admilli tnll inn figun show slightJy different jlrc0ntage of liner carryings by Untted StateflaK vssC lsa fo1 owo HO 4o R perCfnt HI l 47 f p rcent
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Services 4 and 5 The eontract does not establish separate minima
and maxima for the tWQ services but Lykes has allocated from 18 to

26 sailings to Service 4 8 and froin 82 to 120 sailings to Service 5 The

postwar sailings ofLykes on Service 5 may be summarized as follows

TABlE H 21

194L m m

1IM8 m

1949 m

1950 m

195L

Owned vessels

Year Chartered Total
Nonsub

vessels

Subsidized sidized

88 110 198
86 2 66 153
85 1 18 104
79 2 81
79 12 7 98

Lykes has sailed substantially full on all of its outbound voyages
during the postwar years It has chartered Government owned
vessels to meet the peak loads as already explained

Waterman owns 4 C 2 type vessels which operate on a number of
routes in addition to Trade Route No 21 This intervener infiugu
rated a service on Service 5 of Trade Route No 21 ill 1946 and it has

operated thereon continually Waterman provides cornprehensive
coverage to all major portson Service 5 with the exception of those on

the east coast of the United IGngelom and in Scanelinavia 9 Water

man calls regularly at Mobile on outbound sailings here it loads

approximately 20 percent of all its outbound carryings Mobile is the
home port of the Waterman fleet although not on Service 5 of Trade
Route No 21 On occasion Taterman tops off with cargo loaded at

Atlantic ports this practice rare in 1950 and 1951 became more

frequent in 1952

During the years 1948 1950 and 1951 Vaterman made 24 20 and
28 outbound sailings respectively on thi servicWaterman hac
operated successfully in this selic in every postwar year It con

templates not less than two sailings per month ill the service as it

long range average I

States Marine has operated a service on Trade Houte No 21 at

least since 1948 States Marine operations on this route for the years
1948 1950 and 1951 are shown in the following table

l

II

8 Service 4 of Trade Route No 21 is between the Gulf west of Gulfport 11lss and the
est const of the United Kingdom with the privilege of calling at II lsh ports Tampa

Port Tampa Boca Grande and ports in the West Indies and Mexico
o Yith respect to Scandinavian cargo the evidence shows that Scandinavian consignees

by instructions favoring Scandinavian vessels effectively prevent United States flag ca

rlers from successfully competlng for such cargo
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TARLE J 21

Year ITotal

sailings

Cargo
tons

Owned Chartered
Commer

cial Militar

1948 u h h

1950 u h h U

1951 h

20 u n h n

27 10 17

15 8 7

146 4 l5
166 911
88 723

24 937
14 591

4 360

The average carrying pel vessel in 1U50 and 1951 of Trade Route 21 5

cargo was6 540 tons and in addition some cargo was carried between

ports not on Service 5 Of 10 sailings with owned vessels in 1950

four were with Libertys and of 8 sailings similarly made in 1952

7 were with Libertys The sailings of this operator have been

irregularly spaced
Foreign flag competition on this service is effective and substantial

and in recent yeurs has increased The present conference foreign
flag competition is provided by seven lines In 1950 these lines made

a total of 206 sail ings and in 1951 a total of 221 sailIngs in addi

tion there has been some competition from nonconference berth

operators As in the ease of Trade Route No 13 the evidence shows

that it is a common practice for foreign consignees to instruct routings
by way of fOleign fhtg vessels Tatelman and Lykes contend that
the foreign flag competition is in fact so effective that the introduc

tion of a new United States flag operator into the trade will not result

in greater United States flag participation in the traffic but will only
dilute the traffic already carried on United States flag vessels The

evidence shows however that United States flag vessels have been

sailing substantially fnll during each of the postwar years of record

DISCUSSION

It being established that the application ot 13100iTifleld 1s ror an

operating subsidy covering vessels lllch Y111 be in addition to the
existing services no contract can be entered into unless the record
shows to our satisfaction under the first part of section 605 c or thE
Act that the service already provided by vessels or United State
registry on each route is inadequate and that in the accomplishmeni
of the purposes and policy of the Act additional vessels are required
t is conceded in this case that if the United States flag services ar

shown to be inadequate Oll the routes 110 remaining issue needs to bE
decided under the second part of section 605 c Even if under thai
paragraph the effect of a contract would be to give undue advantagE
or be unduly prejudicial as between citjzens of the Unjted States in
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tIle operation of vessels in competitive services routes or lines still
the making of a contract would under the prior finding of inadequacy
be necessary to provide the adequate United States flag service COll

ternplated by the Act Thus the issues to be determined are whether

the United Statec f1ag services on the routes are inadequate and

whether the purposes and poliy of the Act require additiollal vessels

thereon
Section 101 or the Act declares that it is necessary ror the national

derense and development of the foreign and domestic commerce

of the United States that this country shall have a merchant marine
which is

sufficient to carry its domestic water borne comlllerce and a substalltial portion
of the water borne export and iluport foreign commerce of the United States

The legislative history of the Act establishes that Congress meant by
substantial more than half or the water borne foreign commerce

of the United States 10 The final report or the Committee on Inter
state and Foreign Commerce in lOrn Senate Report No 24D4 8Ist

Congress 2d Session p 29 restates the same iden

A further declaration of policy which the Comlldttee seps lleed of reaffirmation

at this time is that which pla s for a merchant marine sufliient to carry a

substantial portion of the water borne export and import forpigll COllllllerce

of the United States I he terlll SUbst1Itial portion ha at limpheeu inter

preted to imply something niore thaIl hnlf of n18 Vater boJ IH C OIlIIlll l e

Title VI of the Act contemplates the making of operating differ

ential subsidies for vessels of the size type and speed required to

meet foreign flag competition on essential trade routes in the foreign
commerce of the United States Thus the adequacy of services under

consideration in section 605 c is adequacy of berth or liner service

on the particular trade route in question vVhat may be considered

a dequate United States flag service on one route may be quite inade

quate on another The standard of adequacy must be consistent with

the realities of each particular route and with the purposes of the

Act Furthermore adequacy or United States flag service under sec

tion 605 c is not necessarily determined exclusively by the mathe

matical percentage or cargo capable of being carried in United States

flag vessels The type size and speed of the vessels the regularity
frequem y and probable permanence or the service and the relative

B
j

Jot Early draftof the Ad I rovilec that thp Unit l ll Slates shuuld huc u merchant

IlIarin apahlc of calTvillg at J ast one 1Iaof nr forcign cOllllllerce See H R 7521

S S2 H R k555 7Hh Cong 1st Ses UJlIf 1 r omlll l lat jon of the Sblte and l o t

Ofliee Departments the relevant language was changed to a suustantial portion of our

foreign COlllnlNce See S 350 0 Committee Print of l Iarch 3 1936 74th Cong 2nd Sess

Discussion of the meaning of a substantial portion makes it clear United States flag
p rtieipatioll ill our foreign trade should be 11 minimllJlI of 50 percent Sre Senate Hear

ingon S 500 Ialclt 9 193G p 12 8oth COIlf Rec 1o OiG
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importance of export to import trade on a route are among the various

matters that must be taken into consideration In view of these con

siderations and in view of the increasing effectiveness of foreign com

petition we conclude that on each of the routes herein discussed the

United States flag service must be deemed inadequate unless depend
able United States flag liner sailings are available sufficient to carry
at least one half of the outbound commerciacargo that may be ex

pected to move in liner service

As has been stated the liner vessels on both these routes are and for

some years have been carrying not only general cargo of liner type
commodities but supstantial amounts ofbulk commodities frequently
carried by tramps Liner vessels on the routes are relying more and

more on this tramp type cargo to fill up their available space Some

distinction has been made between such cargo used as a nucleus and

such cargo used as filler for space unused up to a short time before

sailing Whether used as nucleus or as filler this tramp type

cargo along with liner type cargo constitutes what the liners on the

route may reasonably expect to carry
The most valuable guide to measure adequacy ofservice in the future

is necessarily adequacy of service in the past modified to such extent

as may appear justified by the best available judgment as to what the

future may have in store Before analyzing the statistics of past sail

ings and carryings as they bear on adequacy of service we refer

briefly to the opinion evidence of two economist witnesses The wit

ness produced by applicant expressed a sanguine view as to future

commerce on Trade Routes Nos 13 and 21 5 and the belief that the

economic vitality and political freedom of this country are too closely
tied wjth the well being of the countries in Europe and the Mediter

ranean area to permit the United States to cut off all trade with those

areas except for cash on the barrelhead He pointed out that trade

prospects of the Gulf region had been enhanced because of the shiftby
western Europe to the United States to fill many basic needs hereto

fore upplied by other countries The other economist witness pre

sented by Lykes took a much more conservative view as to the future

trade between this country and western Europe which he thought
would suffer further declines as emphasis was placed on more military
and less economic aid Much of the testimony ofboth witnesses was

of course speculative and cannot alone be the basis of our findings in

this case

The chief traffic officer of Lykes submitted certain traffic pro

jections for both routes here under discussion covering forecasts as

to expected movements of llner type commodities only These pro
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jections are based on the experience and information available to

Lykes and broken down by commodities These were deemed rea

sonable by vVaterman insofar as they concerned Trade Route No 21
Board counsel commented on their conservation and pointed out that

the estimate for Trade Route No 13 contemplates a drastic decline
in export traffic from 1950 and 1951 levels The Lykes projection
for liner type commodities on Trade Route No 13 was for an annual
movement not exceeding 400 000 tOllS and on Trade Route No 21
Service 5 for an annual movement not exceeding 1 000 000 tons

Counsel for the Board presented a computation based on the testi

mony of Lykes economic witness to the effect that bulk or tramp type
commodities which might be expected for liner movement on Service
5 of Trade Route No 21 would amount to 617 000 tons per year con

sisting of 493 000 tons ofgrain 60 000 tons of sulphur and 64 000 tons
of phosphate rock These figures represent drops of 35 percent 50
percent and 40 percent in the liner carryings of grain sulphur and
phosphate rock from the 3 year average from 1949 to 1951 Simi
larly Board counsel estimated that liner vessels on Trade Route
No 13 might be expected to carry 235 000 tons of tramp type com

modities a year consisting of 167 000 tons of grain 30 000 tons of

sulphur and 38 000 tons ofphosphate rock
The statistics of record indicate several methods of estimating the

future movement of ca go on each route which may reasonably be
expected to move on liner vessels including the following

A
I

An estimate based on the actual liner canyings for the last two full years
of record i e 1950 and 1951

B An estimate uased on Lykes forecast of liner type commodities plus Board
coullselestimate for tramp t pe commodities

Although submitting no specific traffic forecasts Bloomfield would
seem to adopt the first method We believe that a forecast based on

the first method is perhaps overly optimistic since it relies entirely
on the 1950 and 1951 movements and fails to consider possible changes
from those levels The second method adopts the conservative liner

type traffic estimates of Lykes and the estimates of Board counsel for
the liner movement of tramp type commodities the latter being based
on the opinion of Lykes economist witness as to the volume of future

commodity movements Ve believe that the forecast of tramp type
commodities to be moved in liner vessels presented by Board counsel
5s on the low side since this forecast fails to give consideration to the

increasing proportions of tramp type cargo carried by liners During
the years 1950 and 1951 the tramp type commodities carried by liner
vessels on Trade Route No 13 amounted on the average to 43 percent
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of the total liner carried cargoes and on Service 5 of Trade Route

No 21 for the same years amounted on the average to 53 percent of

the total liner carried cargoes The amount of tramp type com

modities that can reasonably be expected to move on liner vessels

depends on many factors other than the mere volume of the move

ment of such commodities such as rates general marketing practices
and conditions and the disposition and employment of tramp vessels

These factors as well as the economic factors which may depress the

movement of tramp type commodities are not susceptible of precise
measurement Nevertheless we find that it is reasonable to assume

that tramp type commodities will continue to be available in the

foreseeable future on both routes herein discussed in sufficient volume

to allow liner vessels to carry tramp type commodities in at least the

respective ratios prevailing over the period of 1950 and 1951 as set

forth above Consequently we find that a reasonable estimate of

liner carryings on each route may be made in a third method by apply
ing these ratios to compute the movement of tramp type commodities

and by accepting the conservative forecast ofLykes for the movement
of liner type commodities

We apply the traffic statistics of record for Trade Route No 13

to the three methods of estimating outlined above as follows

CARGO ESTIMATES FOR TRADE ROUTE No 13

50 per
Total cent of

total

Method A

Average total liner carryings for 1950 and 1951 exclusive of military in transit and

privilege portcargo hh n n n n u n
n 842 000 421 250

Method B

Lykes forecast for liner type commodities 400 000 tons plus Board counsel s esti
mate for ramp type commodities 235 000 tons nun u n u u 635 000 317 500

Method C

Lykes forecast for liner type commodities 400 000 tons plus 43 57ths of this forecast
300 000 tons for tramp type commodities n n n 700 000 350 000

As stated above we find Method C to be the most reliable and accord

ingly based on the record before us we find 700 000 tons to be the

prospective annual future movement by liner vessels on Tlade Route

No 13 The evidence shows that tramp type commodities carried by
liners on each route are increasing percentagewise thus making our

estimate on the conservative side particularly with respect to tramp
type commodities

Turning now to the estimated carrying capacity of United States

flag vessels regularly operating on the route we believe it is reasonable
4 F M B
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to count on Lykes for 39 sailings which is the average of its 1950 1951

subsidized and unsubsidized sailings with owned ships We have not

computed the estimate of Lykes future sailings at the minimum in

the subsidy contract of 24 or at the maximum in the subsidy contract

of 48 on this route but have taken the average of actual sailings with
owned vessels liVe have not included in this estimate Lykes chartered

vessels operating during these years as on the record these were

employed to meet peak demands whereas the estimate of cargo to be

carried is based on conservative estimates of normal rather than peak
carryings The record shows that during 1950 and 1951 the average
carryings of Lykes subsidized vessels for both commercial and mili

tary cargo on this route were 6 413 tOllS Accordingly we take 6 400
tons as an average full load for ships used by Lykes on this route This

figure is comparable to the estimate of Lykes traffic officer who testi
fied that the average carrying of fully loaded CZ type vessels on this
route was between 6 000 and 7 000 tons and the average carrying of a

fully loaded Cl type vessel approximately 5 500 tons

vVe have estimated the capacity of Isthmian for Trade Route No 13

cargo at its average carryings of such cargo during the years 1950

and 1951 In estimating the capacity of States 1arine we have not

included sailings made with chartered vessels since ve believe that

for the purpose of establishing adequacy of service under the Act a

chartered operation does not provide the type ofadequate permanent
regular and frequent service contemplated by the Act Ve have

therefore estimated that States 1arine may be counted on for eight
sailings pel year with its owned vessels carrying approximately the

same amount of Trade Route No 13 cargo carried by all vessels

operated by it during the years 1950 and 1951

Line r carrying capacity estima te tor Tnld Ro ute No 13

Oapacity
tons

The estimated carryings of Lykes figured at 39 sailings with owned

ships carrying 6 400 tons pel ship u uu u uu u u 249 600
The estimated carryings of Isthmian to the thlee ports on the route at

which it calls based on the average carryings of Isthmian to these

destinations for the years 1950 and 1951 18 000
The estimated carryings of States Marine figured at eight sailings with

owned ships carrying 6 768 tons per ship based on the average sail

ings with its owned ships and the average carryings of all vessels

operated by it on the route during the years 1950 and 1951 u 54 000

Total 321 600

vVe now apply the traffic statistics of record for Trade Route
No 21 5 to the same three methods of estimating
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CaRGO ESTIMATES FOR TRADE ROUTE No 21 5

Total
50 percent
of total

Method A

Average total Uner carryings for 1950 and 1951 exclusie of military In transit and

privilege port cargo u 0 u u u u ou u u I 84 000 I22 500

Method B

Lykes forecast for Uner type commodities 0 000 000 tons plus Board CouDsels
estimate for tramp type commodities 617 000 tons u 1 617 000 808 500

Method C

Lykes forecast for liner type commodities 1 000 000 tons plus 53 47ths of this
forecast 1 127 500 for tramp type commoditles u n u 2 127 500 1 063 750

Turning to the estimated carrying capacity of United States flag
vessels on Trade Route No 21 5 we beIleve it reasonable to count on

Lykes for 85 sailings per year being the average number made during
theyears 1950 and 1951 with owned vessels We estimate the carrying
capacity of each vessel in this trade at 7 575 tons being the actual

average of all Lykes loadings on its subsidized sailings in this trade

for the 2 years mentioned We believe it reasonable to count on

Waterman for 24 flailings a year being Waterman s estimate for

future operations on the route We estimate the loading of each

Vaterman vessel from ports on the route at 6 500 tons being less than

Lykes estimated capacity per vesselbecause 01Waterman s traditional

policy of loading of substantial cargo at Mobile which is not a port
on this route We estimate States Marine s average sailings on the

route at nine being its average with owned vessels for the years 1950

and 1951 The average loadings of all States Marine s vessels both

owned and chartered for the years 1950 and 1951 amount to 6 540

tons which we use as the basis for our estimate of its capacity

Liner carrying capacity estimate tor Trade Route No 1 5

Capacity
tons

The estimated carryings of Lykes figured at 85 sailings with owned

ships carrying 7 575 tons per ship 644 000

The estimated carryings of Waterman based on 24 sailings a year

carrying 6 500 tons per sbip 156 000

The estimated carryings of States Marine figured at 9 sailings with

o vned ships carrying 6 540 tons per ship 59 000

Total 859 000

The foregoing estimates indicate that the liner service on each route

is insufficient to carry 50 percent of the cargo which may be expected
to be carried in liner vessels in the future As to the past the 1951
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United States flag liner carryings on Trade Route No 13 were only
46 percent of the total liner exports reported in the census figures
lntroduced by Lykes and 9 3 percent jn theMaritime Administration

gures Similarly the 1951 United States flag liner carryings on

Trade Route N9 21 were only 45 percent of the total liner carried

exports according to ensus figures and 47 8 percent according to

Maritime Administration gures Tll1 s in the last full year for
whi h figures are of record the actual United States flag liner carry
ings on each route were less than 50 percent of the total but what is
more important is the adverse trend over the last four year period
which shows increasing foreign flag carryings at the expense ofUnited

tates flag vessels

Lykes argues that United States flag vessels presently operating
on the routes are carrying all the liner cargo that is available to vessels
of this country and that additiOllal vessels will merely dilute the
United States carryings and not a ttract cargo from foreign com

petitors This is an argument to which we cannot agree particularly
since the record shows that all United States flag sailings have in the
recent past been fully loaded without capacity for added cargo and
that some United States flag vessels now on the routes are inferior in

type and speed to the new ships placed in competition with them by
foreign operators If Bloomfield should qualify for a subsidy he
would of course be required to operate vessels of approved type size
andspeed on regular andapproved schedules

It may be pointed out that the estimates of probable liner cargo
have been put on the low 01 conservative side and the estimates of

United States flag vessels to carry such cargo have included not only
vessels definitely committed to the trade routes in question and quali
fied to meet the foreign flag competition thereon but also marginal
vessels Even with such treatment the estimated cargo to be carried
based on 195051 records exceeds the reasonably expected available

capacity It is perhaps questionable whether the small carryings per
vessel of Isthmian to destinations on Trade Route No 13 is more or
less incidental to Isthmian s main interest as a carrier to the Persian

Gulf but we have not eliminated Isthmian from the list of operators
actively engaged in meeting foreign flag competition on Trade Route

No 13 We have incl ded in our estimate of available capacity an

allowance for Lykes non subsidized owned vessels operated on both

trade routes although non subsidized peratioll on the routes is some

thing which Lykes is not committed to in the future The capacity
of States Marine s Libertys and Victorys has also been included in the

estimate ofavailable tonnage on both routes
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Having thus found inadequacy of service on the routes little need
be said as to the other finding required under the first paragraph of

section 605 C of the Act i e that in the accomplishment of the

purposes and policy of this Act additional vessels should be operated
thereon The firiding of inadequacy of United States flag service

is the primary reason for making this second finding required under

the section Additional reasons have already been set forth in the

foregoing discussion including increasing effectiveness of foreign flag
competition and the desirability of adding to the United States flag
fleet on the routes more vessels that will fully meet the strict require
ments of a subsidized service

The findings which we make in this case of inadequacy of United

States flag liner service on Trade Routes Nos 13 and 21 5 result in

the concl usion that section 605 c of the Act does not interpose a bar

to the granting of an operating differential subsidy contract to the

applicant for operation on both routes Our conclusions herein are

not tantamount to a finding that the applicant is entitled to a subsidy
contract on either route or for any number of sailings for such a con

elusion can be reached only after the necessary administrative study
and action required under section 601 and various other provisions of

the Act

CONCLUSIONS

The Board therefore concludes that

1 An operatlng differential subsidy with respect to vessels to be

operated by applicant Bloomfield Steamship Company on both Trade

Route No 13 Service 1 and Trade Route No 21 Service 5 would

involve service which would be in addition to existing services within

the meaning of section 605 c of the Merchant l1arine Act 1936

2 The service already provided by vessels of United States registry
on both Trade Route No 13 Service 1 and Trade Route No 21 Serv

ice 5 is inadequate and in the accomplishment of the purposes and

policies of the Act additional vessels should be operated thereon

3 The provisions of section 605 c of the Act do not interpose t

bar to the granting to applicant Bloomfield Steamship Company of

an operating differential subsidy contract covering the operation of

cargo vessels on Trade Route No 13 Service 1 and Trade Route No

21 Service 5

4 All further questions with respect to the application of Bloom

field Steamship Company for operating differential subsidy are ex

pressly reservf cl for fntllre determination

Sgd A J VVILLIAMS

Secretary
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Nos f11 M 27 M 32 I 14 M 50 M 9 M IO M27 M 57 M 60

ANNUAL REVIEW OF BAREBOAT CHARTERS OF GOVERNMENT OWNED
VAR BuILT DRy CARGO VESSELS 1953 UNDER PUBLIC LAW 591

EIGHTY FIRST CONGRESS

REPOHT OF THE BOARD

In accordance with section 3 e 1 of the Merchant Ship Sa les
Act of 1946 as amended an annual review has been made of the bare
boat charters of Government owned war built dry cargo vessels
recommended for use by the United Stares flag operators during the

period from June 30 1952 to June 30 1953 inclusive
On the basis of the foregoing review the Board tentatively has

found that conditions exist justifying the continuance of eaeh of the

following charters under the conditions previously certified by the
Board

Charterer Vessel

Coastal Monarch u h

Sailors
Splice

u h
u n 00

Coastal Rambler uu

Lucidor u

Alaska Steamship Company u Palisana 00 u
h

Flemish
Knot

un

Square
Knot

h u

Square
Sinnet

h

Ring
Splice

h

American P csidclt LOn Ltd Lightning u u u

r I 0 1 CS U
h Uh

Shooting
Star

hu n

Pine Bluff
Vlctory

h

Luckenbach Steamship Company Inc u
u Wayne Vlctory u h h

Hed Oak Victory h hUUh

COllstal Nomad hUUu u

Grace Line Incn h

1
Flyinl Dragon n 00 n

00 00

f urprisc 00 un

Pacific Far i ast LillIIIC u T rlde Wind
FIt t wood u 00 00 n

r lyin Scud n n u

Sea Serpent n un

Date

Docket vessel
No deliv

ered

M 11 8 948
M ll 4 2749
M 11 8 1848
M 11 12 1648
M ll 12 1648
M 11 7 2648
M II 7 648
M ll 8 148
M II 1 1449
1H 27 4 1651
M 32 523 51
M 14 3 28 51
11 14 4 2351
M 50 2 11 52
M 9 12 2346
M 9 1 2147
M 1 347
1 1 10 4 27 47

1I 1O 5 8 47
1 10 12 2 148

tlg II
M IO 112 1048
iI 27 3 28 51
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Notice of the foregoing tentative findings was served on all inter

ested parties and was published in the Federal Register on July 18

1953 and interested parties were granted fifteen 15 days from the

date of such publication to request a hearing concerning such tentative

findings made with respect to any of the above charters by filing writ

ten objections thereto or for other good cause shown No objections
or requests for hearing were filed

FINDINGS CERTIFICATION AND RECOMMENDATlON

On the basis of evidence considered by the Board it is hereby certi

fied to the Secretary ofCommerce that conditions exist justifying the

continuanc of the charters listed above upon the conditions originally
certified by the Board

By order of the Board

AUGUST 17 1953
Sgd A J WILLIAMS

Secreta1Y
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No 840

AMERICAN PRESIDENT LINES LlD DETERMINATION OF FINAL

SUBSIDY RATES FOR 1949 AND 1950

Submitted August 14 1953 Decided September 3 1953

The principle of including repatriation as an item of foreign wage costs with

respect to the operating differential subsidy wage rates for the Trade Route

No 29 and Round the World Services of American President Lines Ltd for

the years 1949 and 1950 found to be authorized by law and to be fair and

reasonable and inthe public interest

The computation of Norwegian repatriation costs for crews employed in these

services should be recalculated to give effect to the applicable provisions of

Norwegian law but in other respects the computation of Norwegian repatria
tion costs as previously made by the staff found to be fair and reasonable and

in the public interest

The computation of wage costs for the year 1950 of combination vessels oper

ated under the Panama flag in these services as recomputed in the monthly
amount of 15 170 found to be fairand reasonable and inthe public interest

Warner W Gardner and Alfred L Sca7lan for American President

Lines Ltd

Max E Halpern EdwardAptaker and Thomas Lisi for the Board

REPORT OF THE BOARD

By THE BOARD

No exceptions were filed to the recommended decision of the Vice

Chairman who sat as the presiding officer at the hearing in this pro

ceeding Our conclusions agree with those recommended by the Vice

Chairman whose recommended decision we adopt and make a part
hereof Requested findings of American President Lines Ltd the

Operator not discussed in this report nor reflected in our findings and

conclusions have been given consideration and are denied

This proceeding arises under section 606 1 of the Merchant 1arine

Act 1936 the Act Following a staff study of costs of wages of the

Operator and of its foreign competitors we adopted tentative oper

ating differential subsidy rates under section 603 b of the Act for the

See Appendix
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years 1949 and 1950 with respect to the Operator s Trans Pacific Serv

ice Trade Route No 29 and Round the World Service The Op
erator objected to the rates as tentatively adopted and an exchange of

correspondence took place but no nlutual agreement was reached The

matter was thereafter set for hearing pursuant to section 606 1 of the

Act at the request of the Operator
Upon the whole record we find 1 that the principle of including

repatriation as an item of foreign wage costs with respect to the oper

ating differential subsidy wage rates for the years 1949 and 1950 is

authorized by law and is fair andreasonable and in thepublic interest

2 that the computation of Norwegian repatriation costs for crews

shouldbe recalculated to give effect to the applicable provisions of N01

wegian law but in other respects the computation of Norwegian re

patriation costs as heretoforemad by the staff is fair and reasonable

and in the public interest and 3 that the computation ofwage costs

for the year 1950 of combination vessels operated under the Panama

flag as recomputed in the monthly amount of 15 170 is fair and

l easonable and in the public interest

Vice Chairman Williams took nopart in this decision

Sgd A J WILLIAMS

Secretary

4 F M B



ORDER

At a Session of the FEDERAL MARITIME BOARD held at its

office in Washington D C on the 3d day ofSeptember A D 1953

No 840

AMERICAN PRESIDENT LINES LTD DETERMINATION OF FINAL

SUBSIDY RATES FOR 1949 AND 1950

lVhereas on February 17 1953 the Board issued certain orders nisi

containing its findings and determinations concerning final subsidy
rates for wages of officers and crews of the subsidized cargo and com

bination vessels operated by American President Iines Ltd during
the years 1949 and 1950 on Trade Route No 29 F and in the Round

the World Service and such rates having been objected to by American

President Lines Ltd and a hearing having been requested pursuant
to section 606 1 of the Merchant Marine Act 1936 by American

PresidentLines Ltd and

It appearing that such hearing and full investigation of the matters

involved has been had and the Board having on the date hereof made

and filed its report thereon containing its findings and conclusions

which report is hereby referred to and made a part hereof

It is ordered 1 That the following schedule of operating differ

ential subsidy rates for wages of officers and crews for incorporation
into the operating differential subsidy agreement of American Presi

dent Lines Ltd Contract No FMB 12 effective for approved voyages
of the vessels thereby covered which commenced on or after January 1

1949 be and they are hereby made final

Service Vessel type

Wages of officers
and crews In

cludlng pay
ments required

by law to assure

o foe
Insurance or

similar benefits
percent of United

States cost

Trade Route No 29 F Trans Pacific C 3
Cargoum

u

1C
3 Cargo n eo n u

Round theWorldmu n 6 t rt8igO
Monroe Polk Comb n

67 23
68 53
66 17
69 14
70 55
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2 That the following schedule of operating differential subsidy
rates for wages of officers and crews for incorporation into the operat
ing differential subsidy agreement of American President Lines Ltd

Contract No FMB 12 effective for approved voyages of the vessels

thereby covered which voyages commenced on or after January 1

1950 be and they are hereby made final

Service Vessel type

Wages of officers
and crews in

cluding pay
ments required

by law to assure

old age pensions
unemployment
insurance or

similar benefits

percent ofUnited
States cost

Trade Route No F Trans
Paclfic

uh Cargo 74 48

R d th W Id
Cargo 75 29

oun e or Monroe Polk Comb 71 76

3 That the other findings and determinations contained in the said

orders nisi issued on February 17 1953 be and they are hereby made

final

By THE BOARD

Sgd A J WILIIAMS

Secreta1 Y
4 F M B



APPENDIX

FEDERAL MARITIME BOARD

DOCKET No 840
AMERICAN PRESIDENT LINES LTD DETERMINATION OF FINAT SUBSIDY

RATES FOR 1949 AND 1950

RECOMMENDED DECISION OF ROBERT W WILLIAMS MEMBER OF THE

FEDERAL MARITIME BOARD AND PRESIDING OFFICER

The Board and the American President Lines Ltd the Opera
tor were unable to reach an agreement as to the readjustment pro

posed by the Board in the rate for operating differential subsIdy for

wages for the years 1949 and 1950 on the Operator s Trans Pacific

Service Trade Route No 29 and the Operator s Round the 1Vorld

Service This recommended decision is made after hearing accorded

the operator pursuant to section 606 1 of the Merchant 1Ylarine Act

1936 the Act and the Administrative Procedure Act

The Board after considering staff memoranda and taking the testi

mony of staff officers heretofore tentatively established differentia

rates for the operator s wage expenses on the two services The Op
erator filed objections

Section 603 b of the Act under which the Board acted in adopt
ing tentative rates provides

the operating differential subsidy shaZZ not exceed the excess of the fair

and reasonable cost of wages in the operation under United States

registry of the vessel covered by the contract over the estimated fair and

reasonable cost of the same item s of expense if such vessel were

operated under the registry of a foreign country whose vessels are substantial

competitors of the vessel covered by the contract Emphasis supplied

The Operator s American flag wage costs were compared with the

estimated wage costs of the foreign flag competition on the lines and

the following subsidy rates 1 for wages were then established

1 Under the Operator s contract these percentage rates of the Operator s American wage
eosts are paid to it by the Government as part of its operating differentIal subsIdy
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1919 1950

Trade Route No 29Cargo ships 6532 73 14

Roundthe WorldCargo ships 6834 75 11

Roundthe WorldCombination ships 70 55 71 10

Section 606 1 of the Act provides that in case of disagreement
the Board is authorized after proper hearing to
determine the facts and make such readjustment in the amount of such future

payments as it may determine to be fair and reasonable and in the public interest

The Operator now raises three issues with respect to the 1949 and
1950 wage differentials

The wage costs of foreignflag competitors were estimated at too
high a level and the subsidy rate was too low

1 because the Board improperly included the estimated cost

of repatriating foreign crews on both services

2 because even if any foreign repatriation cost was properly
included in the foreign wage cost the amount thereof was
overstated with respect to both services and

3 because the Board erroneously overestimated the wage costs
of the Panamaflag competition in computing the wage dif
ferential for the OperatorsRoundtheWorld combination

vessel service in 1950

FACTS RELATING TO ISSUES NOS 1 AND 2 ON FOREIGN REPATRIATION COSTS

1 The obligation of repatriation is the foreign operators obliga
tion to transport members of his crew to the home country Personnel

so transported are entitled to wages and subsistence en route thus mak
ing time in transit an important factor Correlative to the obligation
to repatriate crews is the practical necessity on the part of the foreign
operator to furnish replacements for his vessels Such replacements
may be recruited from qualified personnel when available at ports
from which crew members are repatriated or may be sent from home
When replaced from home the cost is borne entirely by the operator
No statistics are available to show the foreign operators experience in
recruiting locally nor is there evidence to determine whether foreign
operators costs for replacement are greater or less than their costs for
repatriation where the obligation of repatriation exists

2 The Norwegian Danish and British competitors of the Operator
have repatriation obligations on one or both of the routes here in

volved The actual cost of crew repatriation incurred by the Danish
competitor for the years 1951 and 1952 was taken as representative of
its repatriation costs for 1949 and 1950 and included in estimating
Danish wage costs for 1949 and 1950 The British competition in
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eluded some vessels manned by mixed crews as well as some manned

by all white crews No satisfactory information as to the rights of

mixed crews to repatriation was available and their repatriation was

excluded in the estimate of British wage costs British crew members
were found to be eligible for repatriation at the end of two years of

consecutive service British competition occurred only on the Opera
tor s Round the World Service and the expense of repatriating white

members of British crews from Marseilles to London was divided by
twenty four and the result taken as the estimated monthly expense
for British repatriation

The Operator has objected to the inclusion ofany amount for either

Danish or British repatriation in the wage differentials involved but

does not question the method of computation On the other hand the

Operator objects both to the inclusion of repatriation expense under

the Norwegian flag as a matter of principle and also the method of

computation More detailed findings with respect to repatriation of

the Norwegian flag are therefore necessary
3 The obligation of a Norwegian operator to furnish repatriation

for officers including radio officers and chief stewards is based upon
the collective bargaining agreem3nt in force whiGh in the years 1949

and 1950 required the operator to pay the full cost of repatriation
after two years of service

4 The obligation of the Norwegian operator to furnish repatria
tion to other members of the crew is based on the Norwegian Merchant

Seamen s Act section 25 a which provides for repatriation once in

three years for vessels trading in the Pacific and once in two years
for vessels touching European and Mediterranean ports Under the

Norwegian law the operator is required to pay one third of the ex

pense the seaman and the Norwegian State contributing the balance

in equal shares The Norwegian law does not prevent the operator
from assuming the seaman s one third of the cost but there is no evi

dence ofany such practice
5 The officer or crew member on the Norwegian vessel loses his right

to repatriation if he fails to serve out the full period indicated or if

he elects not to go home and in such case the Norwegian operator is

under no alternative obligation to pay cash If a seaman falls sick

his cost of travel is paid by the owner s P 1 underwriters and if he

obtains a working passage home at his current wages he is entitled

to nothing further Repatriation applies only to Norwegian citizens

sailing on Norwegian vessels Norwegian flag operators are per
mitted to employ non Norwegian crews and these have no repatria
tion rights

4 F M B
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6 The Norwegian flag lines competing with both services of the

Operator do not ordinarily return to Norway In estimating the

Norwegian wage cost for cargo vessels th Board following the staff s

recommendation included 1 208 per month in 1949 and 1 163 per
month in 1950 for the cost of repatriating officers and crews in reach

ing the Trans Pacific differential rate and 216 and 210 respectively
for repatriation costs in reaching the Round the World rate Nor

wegian repatriation for both officers and crew was in this computation
assumed to occur every two years Thus the full cost of repatriating
the entire crew was divided by twenty four to reflect the pro rata

monthly expense to produce the figures set forth above

7 In estimating the foreign wage cost the staff of the Board took

the position that the total cost of replacement as well as repatriation
should be considered as a wage factor for the foreign operators The

staff had no precise figures as to the cost of replacement but in com

puting the cost of repatriation for the Norwegian competition in the

mannerabove set forth it wasstated that the costof replacement would

be a compensating factor to offset any overstatement in assigning to

repatriation alone the cost of travel of the full ship s complement at

two year intervals although as explained above there was a lesser

statutory obligation upon the Norwegian operator

DISOUSSION OF ISSUES NOS 1 AND 2

The Operator argues on principle that the Board lacks any au

thority to include foreign repatriation charges in estimating foreign
flag wage costs elaiming that repatriation costs are not and cannot be

considered as wages and that to include them as such unduly swells

the estimate of foreign flag wage costs thus violating the principle of

parity required by section 603 b of the Act as effectively as if the

estimates of the Operator s American flag wages wereunduly reduced

There are two answers to this argument In the first place the

Board must have some latitude in the interpretation of what is ro

be included in the statutory words fair and reasonable cost of

wages Wages as defined in Webster s New International Diction

ary Second Edition are

That whichis pledgedor paid forworkor other services

The Board in cOJIlparing American operators fair and reasonable

costs for wages with similar costs of foreign operators has adopted
the practice of including not only payments made directly to the sea

man employed such as basic wages and overtime but also payments
made to government and other funds and insurance plans which re

dound to the employee s benefit such as Social Security payme ts
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under American laws and health unemployment pension and social

provisions under foreign laws It is believed that the Board may

properly include within the term fair and reasonable cost of wages

payment which an employer is required to make with respect to an

employed seaman which redound to his benefit and which both he and
his employer take into consideration at the time of employment
Such payments whether made directly into the seaman s hands or into

the hands of others for his benefit come within the broad definition
of that which is paid for his work The definition does not how

ever include gratuities which are not bargained for and which are

purely voluntary on the part of an employer The cost of the foreign
operator to repatriate his officers or crew whether an obligation aris

ing from a bargaining agreement or from a statutory provision is a

cost which we feel may well comewithin thebroad definition ofwages
This interpretation was formally adopted by the Board with respect
to the period prior to January 1 1951 when the Board on June 10

1953 determined to

Approve the inclusion of rep triation as an item of foreign wage costs with

respect to differential subsidy wage rates applicable to voyages commencing prior
to January 1 1951

It does not follow from what has been said that an interpretation
once given by the Board must necessarily remain unchanged Any
different interpretation which the Board adopted with respect to this
matter for rates for voyages commencing on and after January 1 1951
is of course not involved in this case and need not be here discussed

In the second place even if foreign repatriation costs may not be

deemed to fall within the broad definition of the term wages the

subsidy rates and amounts to be awarded to the operator as tentatively
determined are still rates and amounts which under the statute the

Board is authorized to award for section 603 b only requires thatthe

amount of subsidy shall not exceed parity It does not require that

the amount awarded to the Operator be exactly ornot less than parity
Under no interpretation of the word wage as used in the section of

the Act referred to does the inclusion of foreign repatriation costs re

sult in an award that would give to the Operator in this case a sum

thatwould exceed parity
Coming next to the method used by the staff in computing foreign

repatriation costs the Operator does not attack the method used for

estimating Danish and British costs but concentrates on the method

ofcomputing Norwegian repatriation costs and here we think a modi

fication should be made The tentative subsidy rates were based on

figures which charged the Norwegian competitor with the full cost of

repatriating all crew as well as officers every two years whereas under

4 F M B
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the applicable law the Norwegian operator is responsible for the pay
ment of only one third of the cost of crew repatriation Further

more the computation failed to make due allowance for the fact that

crews on vessels operating in Pacific waters are entitled to repatria
tion only after three years of consecutive service and not two years
The Board should direct that the calculation of Norwegian repatria
tion costs should be revised to give effect to the provisions of law appli
cable to crews confirming the use of the Qne way airplane fare with

out wage or sustenance allowance during the trip home as the cheapest
means of repatriation Such a figure will result in a reasonable esti

mate of the Norwegian operator s maximum liability for repatriation
Any reduction in actual cost to the Norwegian operator below this

figure due to the factors set forth in Finding of Fact No 5 is not

subject to any exact calculation and is offset by the cost of replace
ment which is actual but equally difficult of precise estimation

FACTS RELATING TO ISSUE NO 3 ON PANAMA FLAG WAGE COMPUTATION

The remaining differences arise in connection with the computation
of estimated wage C0st for the Panama flag competition for combina

tion vessels on the Round the vVorld Service in 1950 It does not in

volve 1949 rates on any vessels or 1950 rates on cargo vessels since none

ofthese had Panama flag competition
8 The Panama flag competition was furnished by the Home Line

operated by the Italian firm of Fratelli Cosulich whose operating
office is in Genoa In estimating the base wage costs of the Home

Line the staff treated this operation as virtually equivalent to an

Italian line After recomputation the Panama base wage was com

puted as identical with the Italian base wage Furthermore since the

Home Line crews were recruiteclln Italy the staff assumed that the

various social benefits 2 which an Italian operator was obliged to con

tribute for the bene fit of its crew would apply equally to Italian crews

sailing under the Panama flag On the other hand the staff had

direct information to the effect that the overtime allowance to crews

under the Panama flag was42 percent of base wages as against 86 per

cent under the Italian flag As the result of these assumptions and

this information the staff s computation showed a total estimated wage

cost under the Panama flag 17 05 percent below that under the Italian

flag for 1950

2 Social Benefits These social benefits are separately descrihed as 1 disability old age

pensions and supplement 2 tuberculosis unemployment marriage and birth grants

3 family allowance supplementary social insurance and solidarity fund 4 industrial

accident and sickness insurance 5 non occupational sickness insurance 6 housing

allowance and 7 supplementary contributions
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DISCUSSION OF ISSUE NO 3

The Operator complaining that even this computation set Panama

wage cost at too high a level submitted in evidence certain letters

and cables received directly from Fratelli Cosulich comparing the

Home Line s Panama flag wage and social benefit costs for 1950 with

costs for operating an identical vessel under the Italian flag From

these the isolated costs of social benefits actually incurred under the

Panama flag appeared to be less than similar costs under the Italian

flag But from these it also appeared that the total wages including
both take home items and social benefits for 1950 were only 10 73

percent lower under the Panama flag than under the Italian flag
Thus the over aJl differential in favor of the Panama flag of 10 73

percent vas less favorable to the operator than the over all differential

in favor of the Panama flag of 17 05 percent as computed by our staff

Ifwe are to give the Operator the benefit of the information which

he obtained from Fratelli Cosulich with respect to the lower costs

for social benefits under the Panama flag he should in fairness also

be charged with the higher overtime costs reflected in the Cosulich
statement This case shows the inherent difficulties which the staff

and the Board are faced with in making exact estimates of the various

elements that go into various foreign flag competitors cost of the

various subsidized lines The information submitted by the Operator
in this case does not exactly correspond with and is therefore not

exactly comparable with the information available to the staff We

are not willing to disturb the staff s computation in one detail because

of the Cosulich letter without giving effect to all information in that

letter which would of course be less favorable to the Operator than

the computation now made by the staff Accordingly we believe that

the staff s corrected computation of Panama wages amounting to

15 170 per month as compared with the Italian 18 289 should be

confirmed

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE BOARD

The Board should find

1 That the principle of including repatriation as an item of foreign
wage costs with respect to the operating differential subsidy wage

rates for the years 1949 and 1950 is authorized by law and is fair and

reasonable and in the public interest

2 That the computation of Norwegian repatriation costs for crews

should be recalculated to give effect to the applicable provisions of

Norwegian law but in other respects the computation of Norwegian
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repatriation costs as heretofore made by the staff is fair and reasonable
and in the public interest

3 That the computation of wage costs for the year 1950 of com

bination vessels operated under the Panama flag as recomputed in the

monthly amount of 15 170 is fair and reasonable and in the public
interest

4 That the Operator s requested findings 1 4 5 10 11 12 14 20

21 22 23 24 should be made and requested findings 2 3 6 7 8 9 13

15 16 17 18 19 25 26 should be denied
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